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Executive Summary 
 
 

The Capel and Faust basins are located on the Lord Howe Rise, a continental fragment that 

detached from the Australian mainland during the Late Cretaceous to Eocene formation of the 

Tasman Sea. The basins cover an area of approximately 90000 km2 and are of interest as a 

possible deep-water frontier petroleum province in Australia’s remote eastern maritime 

jurisdiction. The gravity modelling described here, in conjunction with interpretation of reflection 

seismic data, aims at improving the understanding of depocentre geometry, in particular the 

sediment thickness, a critical parameter in evaluating petroleum prospectivity. 

 

This report is part of a set delivered by Geoscience Australia on interpretation of 2D seismic 

reflection, refraction and potential field data acquired during the summer of 2006/07 on survey 

GA-302, and potential field and multibeam bathymetry data acquired during survey GA-2436 in 

2007. The surveys were carried out under the Australian Government’s New Petroleum  (2003–

2007) and Offshore Energy Security (2006–2011) programs to support acreage release and 

promote petroleum exploration of these remote frontier basins, lying 800 km east of Brisbane. 

 

A 3D approach to the gravity modelling was necessitated by the irregular distribution of 

depocentre and basement structural highs. Forward gravity models confirmed the interpretation of 

over 6000 m of sediment, derived from reflection seismic data, in the deepest pockets in the 

northwest of the survey area. An area of approximately 20000 km2 has a sediment thickness 

exceeding 1700 m (mean of 2928 m), which may be sufficient to generate hydrocarbons in these 

basins. 3D gravity inversion modelling provided evidence of lateral density variations in basement 

and sediment and lays the groundwork for further work defining basement structure and igneous 

content in the sediment pile.  

 

The tools and workflow developed to implement the 3D gravity modelling in parallel with the 

reflection seismic interpretation work are described in detail. The gravity modelling process is 

presented with a view to facilitate the integration of 3D mapping and gravity modelling methods 

with a traditional 2D reflection seismic interpretation workflow. We refer to this approach 

“modelling while interpreting”, an innovative way of informing the seismic interpretation using 

the gravity method. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 

The Capel and Faust basins of the Lord Howe Rise, lying 800 km east of Brisbane, were initially 

surveyed during 1996 and 1998 as part of the Australian Geological Survey Organisation (now 

Geoscience Australia) Law of the Sea programme to define Australia’s legal continental shelf 

margin. The sparse data from these surveys indicated that sediment pockets existed (Ramsay et al., 

1997, Bernardel et al., 1999) creating interest in the region as a possible petroleum province, 

though it was unclear how extensive and thick the sediments were (Stagg et al., 1999). 

 

To map the sediment distribution in detail, Geoscience Australia completed a seismic survey of 

these basins during the summer of 2006/07 (GA-302), using 2D acquisition technology to fully 

image the sedimentary sequences and the underlying crust. The survey was the final phase of the 

Australian Government’s New Petroleum Program (2003–2007) to provide pre-competitive 

geoscientific information and promote exploration for petroleum in these remote frontier basins 

(Figure 1). The survey was conducted on behalf of Geoscience Australia by Compagnie Générale 

de Géophysique (now CGG Veritas) on the platform Pacific Titan, collecting 5920 km of high-

quality 106 fold 2D reflection seismic data to 12 s two-way travel time at 37.5 m shot interval 

using an 8 km streamer (Compagnie Générale de Géophysique, 2007), as well as gravity, 

magnetic, bathymetry and sonobuoy refraction data. Reflection seismic data were processed by 

Fugro Seismic Imaging Pty Ltd (2007), and the potential field and bathymetry data by Fugro 

Robertson (2007). 

 

Later in 2007, Geoscience Australia survey GA-24361 collected multi-beam bathymetry data and 

sea-floor samples as well as gravity and magnetic data over the northwest part of the GA-302 

survey area at a 4 km line spacing (Heap et al., 2009). This survey was completed as part of the 

Australian Government’s Offshore Energy Security Program. The potential field and bathymetry 

data were acquired and processed by Fugro Robertson (2008).  

 

The location of surveys GA-302 and GA-2436 is shown in Figure 1. 

 

The results of stratigraphic studies of the reflection seismic data from GA-302 are reported in 

Colwell et al. (2010), who supported earlier notions (e.g. Gaina et al., 1998; van de Beuque et al., 

2003) that the Lord Howe Rise is underlain in this region by continental crust, which was part of 

eastern Gondwana before its Late Cretaceous breakup and the initiation of Tasman Sea spreading. 

Reflection seismic data from GA-302 provides evidence for this proposition by the variable 

character of basement which includes both characterless transparent zones and sections where 
                                                        
1 GA-2436 is also known by the acquisition platform name “R/V Tangaroa” or the National Institute of 
Water & Atmospheric Research (New Zealand) code TAN-713. 
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layering is clearly present, indicative of intruded and altered older Mesozoic basins. Furthermore, 

Colwell et al. (2010) observed that the entire stratigraphic sequence is intruded with what are 

interpreted to be igneous sills and dykes. These factors made the identification of the basement 

surface from seismic data challenging. Thus, from the outset of the study it was difficult to 

determine one of the fundamental parameters of petroleum potential, viz, sediment thickness, 

despite the high-quality data and adequate penetration of seismic energy. 

 

 

Figure 1. Location of lines from survey GA-302, sonobuoys from GA-302 [ red segments on 
seismic lines], two lines from earlier survey GA-206 used in this study, the location of DSDP 208 
[  ], pre-existing velocity models [  ], and closely spaced lines from multi-beam bathymetry 
and potential field survey GA-2436. Bathymetric contours are background. 
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In view of these difficulties, it was thought that gravity modelling may provide useful 

supplementary information to the geologists interpreting the reflection seismic stratigraphy and 

allow testing of alternative sediment thickness proposals.  Petkovic (2008) developed 2.5D gravity 

models2 using sediment and basement densities inferred from velocity models of refraction data. 

However the 2.5D gravity models were difficult to interpret as the infinite strike length 

assumption cannot be justified in the study area. Colwell et al. (2010) were able to demonstrate 

from the reflection seismic data that the study area consisted of several depocentres of short strike 

length, and so a 3D approach was required to properly model the gravity data. 

 

The software chosen for this work, 3D-GeoModeller, was at this time under development by 

Intrepid Geophysics3 as a 3D geological mapping and gravity forward and inverse modelling tool. 

3D-GeoModeller was conceived by Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Minières (BRGM, 

France) and from the outset designed to compute a 3D map of geological formations from input of 

typical geological field observations such as dip, strike and contact location. One of the authors 

(Lane) is a principal investigator of 3D modelling methodologies and coordinator of Geoscience 

Australia’s input to the development of 3D-GeoModeller. 

 

3D-GeoModeller was suited due to its ability to compute a 3D geological map from fundamental 

data. As noted by Meixner et al. (2006) the ability to compute the 3D map gives an advantage 

over traditional CAD-type software approaches where experience shows such maps are difficult to 

re-create when input information is modified, new data are added, or geological concepts revised. 

The ability to compute the 3D geological map raised the possibility that 3D gravity modelling 

could be used at an earlier stage of the reflection seismic interpretation workflow, rather than 

merely at the final stage for presentation purposes.  That is to say, such a 3D map and its gravity 

response could be computed on the basis of the geological team’s interim depth to basement 

interpretations, and the results of the gravity modelling fed back to inform refinement of the 

interpretations.  

 

This “modelling while interpreting” approach is one of the key contributions of the work 

described in this document. It reports on how this iterative workflow strategy was implemented4, 

gives results of forward and inversion modelling of the gravity data over the Capel and Faust 

Basins, and provides a commentary on the basement horizon interpreted from reflection seismic 

data  by Colwell et al. (2010).   

 

                                                        
2 Encom’s ModelVision™ was used for this work. Although ModelVision computes the 3D gravity 
response of a model, it is not simple to create within it an easily modifiable 3D map for a basin setting. 
See: http://www.encom.com.au/template2.asp?pageid=17 
3 Intrepid Geophysics (www.intrepid-geophysics.com) is a geophysical software company based in 
Melbourne, Australia. One of its software products is 3D-GeoModeller (www.geomodeller.com). 
4 The methods described here pertain to 3D-GeoModeller version 1.3. 

www.encom.com.au/template2.asp?pageid=17
www.intrepid-geophysics.com
www.geomodeller.com
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Depth conversion of seismic horizons and layer density estimates required for gravity modelling 

are based on velocity modelling of the refraction data documented in a companion report 

(Petkovic, 2010). 

 
 
 

2. Previous Work 
 

A prerequisite for 3D gravity modelling is a 3D surface map of horizons principally including 

water bottom, basement and Moho which define water, sediment and crustal layers. For defining 

metric depth to top of basement, a key requirement is a sediment velocity model, yet sonic 

velocity data over the Capel and Faust Basins prior to survey GA-302 are sparse.  

 

2.1. REFRACTION SEISMIC 

 

Two-ship seismic refraction work in the area and surrounds using explosive sources was reported 

by Shor et al. (1971).  Moho depth was determined at 18 km at one end of a reversed E–W profile 

(station N16 in Figure 1, near the southern ends of lines GA-302-10 and GA-302-16) and 29 km at 

the other (N17, ~170 km to the east).  The model used an assumed uppermost ~350 m of sediment 

to have P-wave velocity of 2150 m/s, and the lower 900–1700 m thick sedimentary accumulation 

to have 3900 m/s P-wave velocity. An upper crust 8–13 km thick was determined at 5950–

6190 m/s while the lower crust velocity at 6820 m/s (Table 1). It was noted that the sonic velocity 

in the upper crust was indistinguishable from that of crustal velocity data from eastern Australia, 

and on that basis Shor et al. (1971) tentatively concluded that the Lord Howe Rise is a continental 

fragment. 

 

Table 1. Layer thicknesses (m) and P-wave velocities (m/s) given by Shor et al. (1971) for the two-
ship refraction experiment conducted in 1967. S1, S2 are sedimentary layers while B1, B2 are 
basement in the upper and lower crust respectively. The thickest part of the crust in this region is 
beneath N17. * denotes an assumed velocity for the upper sedimentary layer, not detected in the 
experiment. 

 Water S1 S2 B1 B2 Mantle 
N16 (m) 1640 410 1700 8000 6300  
N17 (m) 1170 300 900 13200 13400  
Vel (m/s) 1500 *2150 3900 5950 6820 8030 

 
 

Since this experiment two other surveys recorded refraction data in the study area.  In 1978 the 

Sonne 7 survey deployed two sonobuoys from which Willcox et al. (1981) determined upper 

sediments with P-wave velocity 2000–2400 m/s, lower sediments of 2800–2600 m/s, and 

basement of 4000–5000 m/s and >5000 m/s.   In 1996 the GA-177 survey deployed one sonobuoy 
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from which Ramsay et al. (1997) reported a first arrival with velocity 5900 m/s from a shallow 

event 0.9 s two-way travel time (TWT) below sea floor, and a later arrival of ~4600 m/s. 

 

2.2. DEEP SEA DRILLING 

 

The Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) completed hole 208 in 1971 to a depth of 594 m through 

unconsolidated nannofossil chalk and ooze. Line GA-302-09 intersects DSDP-208 at shotpoint 

9500. An Eocene–Oligocene regional unconformity was recorded as a reflector at 0.575 s TWT 

(~488 m) (Andrews, 1973), which was identified as the bottom of the uppermost sediment layer5. 

The DSDP-208 sonobuoy data acquired as part of the site survey indicate an average velocity of 

this upper unit to be ~1650 m/s (Burns et al. 1973) with an inferred density of 1730 kg/m3 using 

equation 1 of Brocher (2005). 

 

2.3. REFLECTION SEISMIC 

 

In 1998 Geoscience Australia shot two deep-reflection seismic lines with potential field 

acquisition using the R/V Rig Seismic over the region as part of its Continental Margins 

Programme survey GA-206 (Lafoy et al. 1998; Bernardel et al., 1999).  Line GA-206/2 passes 

through the area in a N–S direction through DSDP 208, where it intersects the later acquired line 

GA-302-09, and line GA-206/4 trends WSW (Figure 1). 

 

2.4. GRAVITY 

 

A compilation of gravity data for Australia by Murray & Petkovic (2001) included coverage over 

the Capel Basin (Figure 2). This integration of levelled ship-track data and satellite altimeter data 

(version 9.1, Sandwell & Smith, 1997) revealed the difficulty of successfully merging these two 

datasets, due to the higher along-line resolution in the ship-track coverage but better spatial 

continuity in the satellite data. The broad troughs and peaks in the gravity anomaly data correlated 

partially with sediment accumulations separated by basement highs imaged in the reflection 

seismic data from GA-206, and provided further indications of the existence of laterally extensive 

depocentres (J.B. Willcox, pers. comm.). 

 

                                                        
5 The term “layer” is used to denote an interval or body of sediment, as represented in the reflection 
seismic data and in velocity models, whose upper and lower bounding surfaces are “horizons”. 
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Figure 2. Australian free-air gravity grid over the Capel Basin by Murray & Petkovic (2001), 
integrating levelled ship-track with satellite gravity data, covers the western part of the study 
area.  

 

2.5. SYNTHESIS OF PREVIOUS WORK 

 

A synthesis of geological and geophysical work over the Lord Howe Rise was prepared by Van de 

Beuque et al. (2003) who concluded, on the basis of the compiled data and pre-existing models 

(summarised by Gaina et al., 1998), that the Lord Howe Rise is underlain by continental crust 

(possibly Palaeozoic New England Fold Belt equivalents) detached from the Australian mainland 

during the Late Cretaceous Tasman Sea rifting. Their subdivision of the Lord Howe Rise places 
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the Faust Basin in a “central rift province” characterised by irregularly block-faulted basement, 

and the neighbouring Capel Basin in a “western rift province” where basement is similarly faulted 

but with considerably thicker sediments.  In addition, a “planated basement province” lies to the 

east of the Faust Basin where the sedimentary section is thin. However, the reflection seismic data 

quality was not adequate to define internal basement structure and map sediment distribution, and 

hence little further could be said about the origin and nature of basement rocks and extent and 

thickness of sediment. In view of this, the region was marked as requiring further investigation as 

a possible future petroleum province. 

 

2.6. PLANNING SEISMIC SURVEY GA-302 

 

Further exploration of the Capel and Faust basins occurred when Geoscience Australia included 

this remote frontier area for data acquisition as part of the Australian Government’s New 

Petroleum Program.  The placement of seismic lines in the survey GA-302, which took place 

under this initiative, was planned on the basis of satellite-derived gravity data. The free-air global 

gravity grid version 15.1 was transformed to a Bouguer anomaly and a 25 km upward continuation 

removed to best represent the sediment and basement geological signal (Kroh et al., 2007; Figure 

3). Intended seismic lines were located on the assumption that gravity anomaly lows in the 

transformed gravity grid occurred over sediment accumulations. The assumption proved to be 

largely valid after analysis of the reflection seismic data from GA-302, and the new gravity field 

measurements along the seismic lines (Colwell et al., 2010). 
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Figure 3. Residual world gravity grid v15.1 on which basis the line locations for GA-302 (black 
lines) were planned. The residual is Bouguer gravity at 2670 kg/m3 after subtracting its upward 
continuation to 25 km (Kroh et al., 2007). 
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3. Data Inputs 
 

The study of the Capel and Faust basins by Geoscience Australia used four classes of data 

acquired during surveys GA-302 and GA-2436: reflection and refraction seismic, gravity and 

magnetic data. The reflection seismic data were interpreted by Colwell et al. (2010) who derived 

seismic stratigraphy based on two-way travel time. The refraction data were modelled by Petkovic 

(2010) who developed velocity functions for conversion of reflection seismic horizon travel times 

to metric depth and a means to estimate layer densities for gravity modelling. The gravity data 

were provided in processed form as Bouguer gravity by the contractor (Hackney, 2010), and 

further corrected for distant relief and indirect effects. A spectral analysis of the magnetic data was 

carried out by Nayak and Petkovic (in prep.) as an independent means to estimate depth to 

basement and sediment thickness. 

 

3.1. REFLECTION SEISMIC 

 

The seismic penetration achieved during marine survey GA-302 allowed imaging of the complete 

sedimentary succession and internal basement character of the Capel and Faust Basins for the first 

time along 23 lines (Table 2). 

 

The primary interpretation environment used at Geoscience Australia for marine reflection seismic 

data is Schlumberger’s GeoFrame 6, a workstation application specifically designed for 

displaying and marking horizons on large reflection seismic datasets. The gravity modelling 

software is 3D-GeoModeller7 which is discussed below. 

 

Examples of the sedimentary and basement character recorded by seismic reflection are given in 

the figures below and reveal the complications in identifying top of basement. Three basement 

reflection seismic facies were identified and described in Colwell et al. (2010), as ‘bland’, 

‘layered’ and ‘volcanic’, which underlie syn-rift sedimentary megasequences or a post-rift 

megasequence where the syn-rift megasequences are missing across the basement highs. Some 

deeper reflections are observed below the top of reflection seismic basement, but they are local, 

disrupted and mostly observed below the ‘layered’ and ‘volcanic’ seismic facies. They can be 

followed down to 9 s TWT, particularly in the northwest corner of the study area. It is possible 

that in these areas the seismic basement could be deeper. The ‘bland’ facies are associated mostly 

with basement highs, the ‘layered’ facies with basement lows, and the ‘volcanic’ facies with both 

basement highs and lows.  

                                                        
6 Schlumberger web site: http://www.slb.com/content/services/software/geo/GeoFrame/index.asp? 
7 Intrepid Geophysics web site: http://www.geomodeller.com/geo/index.php 
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Table 2. Seismic line statistics for Capel/Faust survey GA-302. The table gives position (Lat, Lon) 
and shot (spn) at start and end of line, the line length (L) and heading (H). Shot spacing is 37.5 m.  

Line spn-1 Lat-1 (°) Lon-1 (°) spn-2 Lat-2 (°) Lon-2 (°) L (km) H (°) 
302-01 1002 -27.23825 160.09707 7273 -26.30311 162.21972 235.1 64.3 
302-02 1001 -27.52976 160.15063 8609 -26.35884 162.70949 285.2 63.5 
302-03 1001 -27.91975 160.36075 9387 -26.71408 163.23722 314.4 65.5 
302-04 1001 -27.18687 162.99059 9380 -28.27542 160.04804 314.1 246.7 
302-05 1001 -28.52658 160.56339 8564 -27.46663 163.18784 283.5 66.2 
302-06 1001 -27.34423 163.16451 10077 -29.44037 160.62608 340.2 226.4 
302-07 1001 -27.80759 161.81099 6092 -26.49798 160.55939 190.8 319.2 
302-08 1001 -26.18832 160.68756 9794 -28.49503 162.79296 329.6 141.3 
302-09 1001 -28.94939 161.80004 10378 -25.82699 161.16513 351.5 349.6 
302-10 981 -26.05580 161.67128 7521 -28.26872 161.71979 245.2 178.9 
302-11 1001 -28.74013 161.84358 8712 -26.18208 162.42150 289.0 11.5 
302-12 1001 -28.47379 162.70424 7473 -26.28618 162.58308 242.6 357.1 
302-13 1001 -27.58667 163.19572 8979 -26.18827 160.61971 299.1 300.6 
302-14 1001 -25.99526 161.56579 7521 -27.63499 163.21172 244.4 138.4 
302-15 1001 -26.37866 162.47070 9033 -29.08136 162.14609 301.1 186.0 
302-16 1001 -26.52880 160.11196 7624 -28.36709 161.54936 248.3 145.4 
302-17 1001 -26.18024 161.99351 7081 -27.04726 159.91716 227.9 244.6 
302-18 1001 -26.71276 160.49067 7489 -28.38566 162.08616 243.2 140.0 
302-19 1001 -26.68389 162.54159 8011 -27.66604 160.12691 262.8 245.0 
302-20 1001 -28.94098 161.62500 8423 -26.81939 160.11193 278.2 327.3 
302-21 1001 -27.41994 160.10086 8264 -26.24666 162.50874 272.3 62.0 
302-22 1001 -29.42448 160.76033 3525 -29.04899 161.63478 94.6 64.1 
302-23 1001 -28.42761 162.12409 4134 -29.41413 162.56500 117.5 158.6 
 

The identification of the top of pre-rift basement on the reflection seismic data was further 

complicated by reflector disruptions and losses of signal penetration from what appeared to be 

magmatic intrusions, both within the sediments and basement highs.  

 

During interpretation of the reflection seismic data, the gravity field data were modelled in an 

attempt to reduce uncertainties in basement identification. The forward 3D gravity response of a 

model based on the reflection seismic interpretation was computed at various stages to guide the 

identification of seismic basement. This “modelling while interpreting” approach is detailed below 

and allowed the seismic interpretation team to reject a number of alternatives while mapping top 

of reflection seismic basement.  

 

The horizons shown in Figure 4 to Figure 6 are boundaries of layers used in gravity modelling, 

and for which starting estimates of density are inferred from the velocity models developed by 

Petkovic (2010). Table 3 summarises the distinctive features of the megasequences mapped by 

Colwell et al. (2010), the nomenclature used in their reflection seismic interpretation environment 

and the nomenclature used here in the gravity modelling environment.  

 

Examples of the sedimentary and basement character in the seismic reflection record are given in 

Figure 4 to Figure 6, illustrating the uncertainty in picking top of Basement, and the presence of 
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layering within it which is thought to be due to existence of pre-rift sediments, possibly altered 

and intruded. 

 

Figure 4. Portion of GA-302-02 (shots 1601–3650, 76.8 km) showing layers used for modelling 
and horizon boundaries. Note layering in some parts of Basement (after Colwell et al. 2010). 

 

Figure 5. Portion of GA-302-19 (sp 5091–3005, 78.2 km) showing variability of basement 
character from layered to non-layered (opaque or transparent). The non-layered Basement 
(named ‘bland’ by Colwell et al. 2010) is most common in the eastern and central part of the 
study area. The gravity modelling described herein informed decisions about where to interpret 
the interface between sediments and basement. 
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Figure 6. Portion of GA-302-11 (sp 4704–7083, 88.5 km) showing characteristic of ‘volcanic’ 
Basement. This type of basement occurs most commonly in the eastern and southern part of the 
study area (after Colwell et al. 2010). 
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Table 3. Nomenclature used in the study. ‘Model Layer Name’ is used in the 3D gravity 
modelling environment (3D-GeoModeller software), while ‘Seismic Upper Bound’ is the top of the 
layer as defined in the reflection seismic data (GeoFrame™ software). ‘Description’ is after 
Colwell et al. (2010) who interpreted the layer boundaries while working in the GeoFrame™ 
environment. 

Model Layer 
Name 

Seismic 
Upper Bound 

Description 

Water air Top is the mean sea level and the base the water bottom 
(wb). 
 

SedUpper wb The post-rift megasequence immediately below the water 
bottom (wb), which consists of marine sediments (sampled 
in DSDP 208 as chalk and ooze deposited in open marine 
environment) with weak amplitude but continuously 
layered seismic reflections. 
 

SedMiddle Olig The lower post-rift megasequence beneath the Middle 
Eocene to Late Oligocene unconformity (Olig), 
characterised by high amplitude and continuously layered 
reflections. The lower parts are interpreted as sandstones 
and mudstones while the upper parts are chalk, marl and 
chert deposited in open marine environment. Significant 
volcanics are present, some volcanic cones extending to 
the sea floor. 
 

SedLower Sr2B Sr2B is an erosional unconformity between the top of the 
Cretaceous syn-rift megasequences and the base of post-
rift megasequence (?Campanian), sometimes marking top 
of faulting and inversion in northwest of the study area. 
Upper parts of SedLower are probably fluvial to shallow 
marine, while lower parts are entirely non-marine 
sediments dominated in places by volcanic flows, dykes, 
sills.  
 

Basement CretRift CretRift is a composite horizon marking the base of the 
syn-rift megasequence or a younger section overlying the 
pre-rift basement. ‘Basement’ is interpreted to contain a 
variety of lithologies, including igneous sills and dykes 
embedded in older sedimentary sequences. Seismic 
character is highly variable from strongly layered to 
opaque or transparent. 
 

Mantle Moho Moho is not imaged on the reflection seismic records from 
GA-302. For gravity modelling purposes the Moho was 
inverted from the sediment and water layers using results 
of Shor et al. (1971) for guidance (See 5.3). 
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3.2. REFRACTION SEISMIC 
 

The analysis of refraction data is described by Petkovic (2010), who applied 2D forward ray-

tracing to develop velocity models along seismic lines. A set of 1D models were extracted at 

locations of maximum ray coverage, and a quadratic time-to-depth conversion function was fitted 

to the models.  A corresponding time-to-depth function from stacking velocities was found to give 

excessively high instantaneous velocities in the deepest sediments, however, Higgins et al. (2011) 

found that this function gave a better tie at DSDP 208 for the shallow horizon ‘Olig’ (Table 3). 

Therefore, a hybrid function was used to complete the depth conversion of horizons to basement 

for this study, viz, 

 

Z = 368 t 2 + 799 t  for t  0.59 s  (stacking velocities) 

Z =  250 t 2 + 869 t  for t > 0.59 s  (refraction models) 

 

where, 

Z is depth below sea floor (m) 

t is two-way travel time below sea floor (s) 

 

The use of a single (hybrid) function to apply across the whole area is a simplistic approach, but 

allows a more convenient automation of data transformation between time and depth domains. 

The incomplete coverage by sonobuoy data, in all three dimensions, does not allow a more precise 

application of the refraction information across all the seismic lines. 

 

These functions give linear velocity-time functions by differentiation. The maximum sediment 

thickness observed in the reflection seismic data was 3.6 s TWT (Colwell et al., 2010), and so the 

hybrid velocity function gives a maximum sediment thickness of ~6370 m. However, neither 

function gives a good representation of velocity for shallow depths < 1 s TWT, and both functions 

underestimate the velocity in the sediments just below the sea floor. 

 

3.3. BATHYMETRY 

 

The depth of water ( mean sea level to top of sediments ) was constructed as a merged grid 

comprising levelled ship-track data acquired prior to 2001 (Webster & Petkovic, 2005), water 

depth soundings from GA-302, and multi-beam sonar data from GA-2436 covering the northwest 

of the study area.  Predicted bathymetry from satellite altimeter readings was not used for this 

compilation.  
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Figure 7. Bathymetry of the study area on a 2 km x 2 km grid showing survey GA-302 (red), 
survey GA-206 (yellow), and survey GA-2436 (grey). The latter consists of closely spaced lines 
4 km apart along which gravity, magnetic and multi-beam bathymetry data were acquired. 
Bathymetry contour interval is 250 m and the shallowest contour is 1250 m. 

 

For the purposes of constructing models for this study, the water bottom grid was down-sampled 

to a 10 km x 10 km cell size. 
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3.4. GRAVITY FIELD 

 

Gravity data over the Capel and Faust basins were acquired during surveys GA-302 and GA-2436 

and subsequently processed by Fugro Robertson (2007, 2008), using a LaCoste & Romberg Air-

Sea gravity meter, corrected for drift and datum shift, Earth tides and Eötvös effect.  

 

The processed gravity data were delivered to Geoscience Australia as time-indexed plain text files, 

containing fields for each stage of processing including the network-adjusted data, with the 

following fields: 

 

LCT LINE NUMBER 
CLIENT LINE NAME 
DAY OF YEAR,  YEAR,  HOUR,  MINUTE ,  SECOND 
SHOTPOINT  
LATITUDE, LONGITUDE (degrees)   
X, Y COORDINATE (meters)        
WATER DEPTH (meters)                     
ADJUSTED WATER DEPTH (meters)               
CORRECTED METER GRAVITY (mGals)                
EOTVOS CORRECTION (mGals)                    
FREE-AIR GRAVITY (mGals)                    
FILTERED FREE-AIR GRAVITY (mGals)               
ADJUSTED FILTERED FREE-AIR GRAVITY (mGals)    
FILTERED 3-D BOUGUER GRAVITY  (mGals)   (Bouguer density = 2.00 g/cc) 
ADJUSTED FILTERED 3-D BOUGUER GRAVITY (mGals)   
VERTICAL MONITOR (BEAM VELOCITY) (cm/sec)       
RAW MAGNETICS (nT)                              
MAGNETIC ANOMALY (Cable, IGRF Corr.) (nT) 
BASE STATION MAGNETICS (nT)                     
FILTERED CORRECTED MAGNETIC ANOMALY (nT)  (Diurnal, Cable, IGRF Corr.) 
ADJUSTED FILTERED MAGNETIC ANOMALY (nT)   (Diurnal, Cable, IGRF Corr.) 

 

The gravity data were extracted from this file using software fugrofile_0302.pl and 

fugrofile_2436.pl. 

 

The free-air latitude correction was computed by the contractor by subtracting from the observed 

gravity the 1980 Geodetic Reference System theoretical value for a spheroid height of zero. A 3D 

Bouguer correction, equivalent to a simple Bouguer slab correction followed by a terrain 

correction, was applied using a density of 2000 kg/m3, and a combination of bathymetry data 

acquired on the two surveys and the GEBCO Digital Atlas.  

 

Filtering was kept to a minimum and applied on a line-by-line basis, but was dependent on sea 

state. Typically, a half wavelength effective cut-off of 400–800 m was applied for survey GA-302 

and 700–1500 m for GA-2436 (the latter having higher sea states and faster ship speed). A 

Butterworth filter was applied with a 50% amplitude reduction at the cut-off.  
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To facilitate gridding of the data, misties at intersections were minimised by network adjustment, 

which distributed misties between adjacent intersections. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the 

histogram of misties before and after this adjustment for the two surveys. 

 

Following extraction of gravity data and loading into Intrepid databases, the two surveys (310 and 

2436) were gridded separately, and the grids stitched together with the survey 2436 grid taking 

precedence. The stitching method of combining the grids was used because misties between 

surveys resulted in artefacts when the merged datasets are gridded together. Following this, two 

additional corrections were computed and described below as the “indirect” effect and “distant 

relief effect”. 

 

Distant Relief Effect 
 

Terrain corrections to gravity data are usually taken to account for topographic influences to an 

arbitrary distance of ~167 km (~1.5° angular distance) from the observation point (Hinze et al., 

2005), as were the Bouguer gravity data from surveys GA-302 and GA-2436. The effect of 

topographic variations beyond 167 km is known as the ‘distant relief effect’ (Mikuška et al., 2006; 

Lane, 2009), and a correction for this (smoothly varying from east to west across the study by 

2.8 mGal with a range of -173.5 to -170.7 mGal) was applied to the Bouguer gravity grid.  

 

Indirect Effect 
 

The ‘indirect effect’ is due to the ellipsoid-geoid separation. Gravity anomalies are computed by 

taking the difference between the observed value and theoretical value based on the reference 

ellipsoid. However, in the marine environment the observation is actually made on the geoid (sea 

level). The indirect effect is the gravity effect of the mass between the spheroid and geoid at the 

observation point. This is expected to be small relative to the error in calculating Bouguer gravity 

at sea, where error in water depth may be as much as 10% due to nominal 1500 m/s speed of 

sound used to compute water depth from sonic travel time (Hackney & Featherstone, 2003). A 

correction for the indirect effect was computed and varies smoothly across the area from the 

southwest to northeast by 3.4 mGal, viz, 9.1 to 12.5 mGal. 
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Fully Corrected Bouguer Gravity 
 

The ‘fully corrected’ Bouguer gravity grid depicted in Figure 10, was computed as follows: 

 

fully_corrected_Bouguer = 3d_bouguer + indirect_effect - distant_relief_effect 

 

and used in subsequent forward and inverse modelling. 

 

 

Figure 8. Histogram of 3-D Bouguer gravity misties before (upper diagram, rms = 0.42 mGal) 
and after (lower diagram, rms = 0.17 mGal) network adjustment for survey GA-302 (Fugro 
Robertson, 2007). 
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Figure 9. Histograms of 3-D Bouguer gravity misties before (upper diagram, rms = 0.88 mGal) 
and after (lower diagram, rms = 0.23 mGal) network adjustment for survey GA-2436  (Fugro 
Robertson (2008). 
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Figure 10. Fully corrected Bouguer gravity, computed using density 2000 kg/m3, based on 
network adjusted data from GA-302 and GA-2436. The map covers 25°30’–29°30’S, 159°30’–
163°30’E and is based on a UTM57S grid of 3000 m cell size. The data range is +231.4 to +302.8 
mGal. 
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4. Tools and Methods 
 

4.1. COMMERCIAL AND CUSTOM SOFTWARE 

 

A number of software applications compute the 3D gravity response of a collection of bodies of 

contrasting densities (e.g. ModelVision). However, 3D-GeoModeller was chosen for the present 

work, most importantly for its ability to compute a 3D geological map from basic geologic 

observations of dip, strike and contact position8. This became an advantage during interpretation 

of the reflection seismic data, as it allowed rapid revision of the gravity model based on the 

current seismic horizon interpretations. Developing a viable geologic model in frontier regions is 

usually problematic due to uncertainties in interpretation arising from insufficient seismic and well 

coverage. In these circumstances, the capability to iteratively test alternative geological 

interpretations concurrently with the interpretation workflow is an advantage. In this study, the 

seismic horizons interpreted in the GeoFrame workstation environment formed the raw 

observations for 3D geological mapping and gravity modelling in 3D-GeoModeller. The 

transformation of data from GeoFrame to the  3D-GeoModeller environment is documented in 

Appendices 1, 2 and 5. The reverse transformation, to visualise the results of gravity modelling in 

the primary interpretation environment, is documented in Appendix 3 – Transform 3D-

GeoModeller Inversion Results to GeoFrame™ Format. 

 

This approach of “modelling while interpreting” contrasts with CAD-based approaches to 3D 

geological mapping, wherein a 3D map was constructed at the end of the project, if at all, for 

purposes of display. These 3D models were difficult to modify in the light of new data or revised 

interpretations. 

 

Other applications used as part of the interpretation team’s toolkit are listed in Table 4. In 

addition, a number of programs were written using Perl and Fortran languages (Appendix 5 - 

Batch Process Software) to handle the transfer of information between applications, and these are 

discussed below. 

                                                        
8 3D GeoModeller is under development by the Australian company Intrepid Geophysics working in 
co-operation with scientists from Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Minières (France). See: 
http://www.geomodeller.com , http://www.intrepid-geophysics.com, 
https://www.ga.gov.au/products/servlet/controller?event=GEOCAT_DETAILS&catno=64787 and 
http://www.geomodeller.com/geo/index.php?lang=EN&menu=GMworks 

http://www.intrepid-geophysics.com
http://www.geomodeller.com
https://www.ga.gov.au/products/servlet/controller?event=GEOCAT_DETAILS&catno=64787
http://www.geomodeller.com/geo/index.php?lang=EN&menu=GMworks
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Table 4. Commercial applications used during interpretation of the study area. 

Software Developer System Functions 
GeoFrame™ Schlumberger Unix & 

Linux 
The primary interpretation environment for 
reflection and refraction seismic data, in which 
the source information for 3D mapping and 
modelling was created, and to which results of 
modelling were returned. 
 

3D-GeoModeller Intrepid 
Geophysics 
 

Windows 
& Linux 

3D mapping and potential field forward and 
inverse modelling.  
 

ModelVision Encom Windows Potential field modelling software in which 3D 
Earth models can be constructed from prisms, 
cylinders, spheres, etc, and their geophysical 
responses computed. 
 

Sigma Seismic 
Image 
Software 
 

Unix & 
Linux 

2D ray tracing software for developing forward 
and inverse velocity models of refraction data. 
 

Gocad Paradigm Windows Primary 3D visualisation environment for 
integration and analysis of data, models and 
interpretations. 
 

ER-Mapper Geospatial 
Imagery 
Solutions 
 

Windows Image processing and analysis 

Petrosys Petrosys Unix & 
Linux 

2D and 3D seismic interpretation mapping and 
gridding. 
 

ArcGIS 
 

ESRI Windows Layered mapping and analysis 

Intrepid Intrepid 
Geophysics 

Windows 
& Unix 

Time series signal and spatial data processing 
and gridding 
 

 

Alongside GeoFrame and 3D-GeoModeller is the “primary visualisation environment” of 

Gocad 9, where all data classes and interpretations were integrated to facilitate identification of 

relationships. For example, fault and basin trend mapping was facilitated by using Gocad to view 

the relationship between the gravity anomaly and seismic section. Higgins et al. (2011) document 

the use of the Gocad visualisation environment for such purpose. Thus there is a three-way 

transfer of data and information between GeoFrame, 3D-GeoModeller and Gocad. The 

following section describes the interchange of information between GeoFrame and 

3D-GeoModeller. 

 

                                                        
9 See Paradigm GOCAD: http://www.pdgm.com/products/gocad.aspx 

http://www.pdgm.com/products/gocad.aspx
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4.2. TRANSFORMATION OF SEISMIC HORIZON PICKS 

 

GeoFrame is operated via a Unix or Linux workstation while 3D-GeoModeller is executed on a 

computer running Microsoft Windows (XP, Vista or 7). The geological horizons interpreted in the 

reflection seismic data were exported from GeoFrame to a fixed column ASCII format and 

transformed to a format that could be imported to 3D-GeoModeller. This was initially set up as a 

series of batch processes (Appendix 2) and later streamlined to activate the processes from a 

browser (Appendix 1). The process included clean-up, coordinate transformation and reformatting 

operations, as well as depth conversion, dip calculation, and sub-sampling. 

 

Depth conversion 

 

The gravity response of the crustal model, as interpreted from the reflection seismic data, requires 

conversion of seismic horizon two-way travel times to metric depth, and a velocity model is the 

key input for this process. For this study, sonobuoy refraction data were available along parts of 

most lines, in addition to the seismic stacking velocity information available at regular intervals. 

The latter are a by-product of reflection seismic processing and allow computation of interval 

velocities, whose reliability depends on various factors, principally horizontality of layers (Dix, 

1955). Not surprisingly, velocity models derived from these two sources were found to differ, and 

yielded different depths to seismic horizons. In other studies, Petkovic (2004a, 2004b) and 

Goncharov (2004) found that depths derived from interval velocities from stacking velocities tend 

to significantly overestimate the horizon depth compared to that obtained from refraction models, 

the difference increasing with depth. In a study of the sonobuoy refraction and stacking velocity 

data acquired on survey GA-302, Petkovic (2010) also found this to be the case, and 

recommended a hybrid function be used for depth conversion (see 3. Data Inputs). The application 

of this hybrid function to all horizon travel times was executed as a part of a set of batch processes 

as set out in Appendix 2. 

 

Horizon Dip calculation 

 

3D-GeoModeller requires input of a minimum of one true dip observation for each geological 

formation mapped. However, trials have shown that dip is a critical control parameter on 

3D-GeoModeller’s interpolator function, and so true dips were calculated for the top of each layer 

at intersections of seismic lines after depth conversion10. The Perl program written for this task 

(truedip.pl, Appendix 5 - Batch Process Software) fits a least squares plane through horizon depth 

points in the vicinity of line intersections, and allows the user to select a radius of influence and 

                                                        
10 Support from apparent dip has been added to GeoModeller v 2. 
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amount of linear distance weighting. The radius used for computing true dips was 25 shots or 

~940 m. The linear distance weighting was 0.5 such that points at the maximum radius were 

weighted 0.5 times those at a radial distance of zero. 

 

A list of intersections at which true dips were calculated is given in Appendix 6. 

 

Sub-sampling 

 

Sub-sampling of the identified horizon depths picked in the reflection seismic data (to reduce their 

number from ~100,000 exported from GeoFrame  to ~3,000) was a requirement of 

3D-GeoModeller which has a limited array capacity. It is also desirable to reduce directional 

oversampling (anisotropy of point density due to high data density along widely spaced lines) 

prior to shape modelling to avoid issues related to feature preservation and self intersections in the 

resulting model (Dey et al., 2001). Two methods of sub-sampling favoured by the authors were 

tested and applied in alternative branches of the set of models. 

 

One method used a line simplification algorithm (Douglas & Peucker, 1973; Whyatt and Wade, 

1988; Vaughan et al. 1991; Ebisch, 2002) developed for cartographic applications, such as to 

reduce the number of points required to define a coastline while preserving its shape at a given 

scale. With suitable choice of the tolerance parameter11 (see Appendices 1 & 2), this method 

preserved a degree of roughness in the shape of the horizon while reducing the number of horizon 

depth points. A tolerance of k = 100 m was used for all formation tops except SedMiddle for 

which k = 50 m. 

 

A second approach was to smooth the horizon picks and then apply a regular sub-sampling from 

the result. A program from the Generic Mapping Tools suite12 was applied using a Gaussian filter 

with a width of 300 samples (11250 m) followed by a 100 shot (3750 m ) sub-sample. 

 

The two approaches gave virtually indistinguishable 3D maps upon visual inspection, although 

there were differences in the rate of convergence during inversion as discussed later. 

 

                                                        
11 Algorithm can be described as follows: Let t be the tolerance. Let line AC join the ends of a polyline 
segment. Let B be the polyline vertex furthest from AC at a perpendicular distance of b.  If b < t then 
discard all vertices between A and C, otherwise repeat process for segments AB and BC until no 
vertices fall outside the tolerance.  
12 Generic Mapping tools is an open source set of applications developed by P. Wessel and W.H.F. 
Smith of the School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology: http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/  

http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/
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Point exclusion near intersections 

 

Despite sub-sampling, there was still the possibility of presenting 3D-GeoModeller’s 

mathematical interpolator with high or noisy gradients in the vicinity of intersections of seismic 

lines, which would have caused spurious features in the 3D map. As a precaution against this, 

horizon depth points in the immediate vicinity of intersections were excluded, and the shape of the 

3D map was controlled in these regions by the true dips of horizons calculated before sub-

sampling and after depth conversion. The exclusion radius was set to 300 m for survey GA-302 

and 2500 m for GA-206. 

 

The above tasks were executed from an X-terminal command line as a set of consecutive batch 

processes. The input to the batch process was a horizon file exported from GeoFrame, together 

with control parameters. The output was a set of 3D-GeoModeller-ready files. 

 

A later development (not discussed here), to make the process accessible to non-expert users, was 

to activate the same programs from a web browser via a common gateway interface (CGI), using 

Perl as the interface language. 

 

At the time of writing, the 3D-GeoModeller development team is working on a simplified data 

entry process, which takes care of sub-sampling, dip calculation, apparent dip and depth 

conversion. Therefore, future versions of 3D-GeoModeller (from version 2.0) may not require 

some of the processes described in the appendices.  
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4.3. GEOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TRENDS 

 

Geological contact and orientation observations in the present study are typically irregular and 

sparse in distribution. The interpolation procedure used to produce a continuous surface from 

these observations thus influences the characteristics of the resultant surface. The 

3D-GeoModeller program uses a form of kriging to perform the interpolation, and a number of 

parameters are available to the user to control the outcome such that it accords with prior 

geological knowledge of the model region as well as suitably honouring the observations. 

 

Kriging is a geostatistical procedure that utilises covariance information, generally in the form of a 

variogram model. 3D-GeoModeller supplies sensible, but not necessarily optimum, default 

parameters for the variogram model when computing surfaces from the supplied observations. The 

user can override these defaults to produce different results. For example, if trends are observed in 

the input data, or determined in some other way, then this information can be provided with 

suitable program parameters to represent these trends in the output model. 

 

Variogram Analysis 

 

Variogram analysis is fundamental to solving problems of spatial interpolation between randomly 

distributed observations.  The technique is typically used in situations where measurements of 

spatially varying quantity are taken at several locations, and the investigator wishes to predict 

what the measurements would be if taken at other locations. The variogram reveals the spatial 

relationship of a quantity between observations and is typically displayed as semivariance plotted 

against separation distance, termed the “lag”. The semivariance (γ) is half the squared difference 

between measurements at two observations (z1 and z2), as a function of their separation distance 

(lag), i.e. 

2γ = |z1 – z2|
2 

 

for particular locations of z1 and z2. Typically, such experimental variogram data is synthesised 

into a variogram model whose defining parameters are used in kriging. A model fitted to 

illustrative experimental variogram data is given in Figure 11. Various mathematical functions can 

be used to produce model curves with different variogram shapes (e.g., spherical, exponential, 

Gaussian, etc.). In some instances the presence of multiple distinct contributions to the empirical 

variogram values may be evident. Multiple model variograms can be added together to best 

describe such observations. However, for the moment, 3D-GeoModeller is configured to use a 

single (cubic) variogram model for each series. 
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In geological applications, the semivariance of a measured quantity, such as porosity, is expected 

to be small at small separation distance (lag) and increase as the lag increases while there is some 

physical relationship between points. When a lag is reached, beyond which there is no physical 

relationship between points, semivariances are equally likely at any distance beyond that critical 

distance, termed the “range”.  The semivariance value at which the variogram levels off is termed 

the “sill”. As the lag approaches zero, the semivariance approaches zero for a continuous quantity. 

In practice there is a discrete measurement difference at small lag, which represents the 

discontinuity in the quantity at small scales. For example, gold concentration may be continuously 

varying in a field but the element occurs in discrete nuggets. In this situation, two closely 

separated measurements, if near a nugget boundary, will have a discrete difference. In 

geostatistics, the finite semivariance at zero lag is termed the “nugget” which also includes the 

measurement error. 

 

The variogram depicted in Figure 11 is omnidirectional in that it assumes isotropic distribution of 

the quantity being measured and no regional trend.  If a regional trend is present it should first be 

removed before calculation of semivariance.  

 

If the quantity is anisotropic, then the semivariance is a function of the lag vector, in direction and 

magnitude. In discussion of the lag vector, the terms “tail” and “head” refer to the tail-to-head 

direction of the vector, viz, tail  head. 

 

The analysis of an anisotropic phenomenon for a large number of observations involves assigning 

the measurements (after removal of any regional trend) to bins bounded by radial and lag intervals 

and calculating a mean of semivariance of measurements that fall within each bin. The anisotropic 

variogram can then be depicted as a graph in radial coordinates to reveal any trends in the 

observations. 
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Figure 11. Illustrative variogram model (curve) fitted to experimental variogram data (squares) 
with a nugget of 0.1, a sill of about 0.53 and a range of about 6 m beyond which semivariances at 
the sill are equally likely. The squares represent the semivariance between every pair of 
measurements in a map space and the distance (lag) between them, and the variogram model is 
the best-fitting cure. The non-zero nugget is due to the measurement error and the granularity of 
the quantity being measured. 

 
 

Experimental Variograms 

 

An experimental variogram analysis of the key horizons interpreted from the 2D seismic lines was 

carried out. Selected parameters from this analysis were used in 3D-GeoModeller to tailor the 

outcome towards specific characteristics. The suitability of the supplied variogram parameters was 

assessed by qualitative (visual) and quantitative (numerical) assessments of the resultant surfaces. 

An extremely useful by-product of this assessment was an estimate of the interpolation accuracy.  

 

The details of the geostatistical analysis and its outcomes are given in Appendix 8 – Geostatistical 

Analysis, with a summary of conclusions and parameters for 3D mapping given in the next 

section.  
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5. Mapping in Three Dimensions 
 

5.1. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF GEOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
 

A geostatistical analysis of the interpreted top-of-horizon points supplied to the 3D-GeoModeller 

program as ‘observations’ was carried out by one of the authors (Lane, see Appendix 8 – 

Geostatistical Analysis). The pre-smoothed and regularly sub-sampled data were used for this 

analysis. The analysis was carried out prior to interpolation so that appropriate variogram range 

and orientation parameters could be interpreted and used in the 3D-GeoModeller 3D model 

calculations. 

 

The top of Basement elevation values showed relatively high variability in the vertical direction 

that was modelled with a standard deviation of approximately 1.1 km. The variability displayed 

mostly short range (25 km) but also some second order longer range (100 km) horizontal 

character. A weak 2D anisotropy was present, with axes in north-northwest and east-northeast 

directions. Some evidence for en echelon periodic basin repetition along a northeast–southwest 

alignment was present. Cognisant of the need to take sampling practicalities into account to 

produce robust and stable interpolation results, we deemed the minimum range value to be used in 

this 3D-GeoModeller project to be around 50 km, corresponding to the typical seismic line 

spacing. This decision would minimise the chance of having surfaces in important areas 

completely reliant on the data from a single seismic line. 

 

The top of SedLower elevation values showed moderate variability in the vertical direction with a 

standard deviation of approximately 0.5 km. Some short range (25 km) horizontal behaviour was 

noted, but most of the variability had a horizontal range of around 100 km. Evidence for weak 

anisotropy with north-northwest and east-northeast directions was again present.  

 

The top of SedMiddle elevation values showed relatively modest vertical variability with a 

standard deviation less than 0.2 km. A trace of short range horizontal character was observed, but 

the majority of the variability had a horizontal range in excess of 200 km. Evidence for anisotropy 

was virtually absent.  

 

As expected for a relatively simple sedimentary column, decreasing vertical amplitudes and 

increasing horizontal wavelengths were observed in the elevation values of the younger units (i.e., 

the younger sedimentary units show less undulation and faulting, tending towards blanket cover). 

The top of Basement and SedLower interfaces shared many characteristics. During 

3D-GeoModeller surface interpolation the default vertical range value of 690 km was accepted for 

all series. Final (isotropic) recommended horizontal range values for the top of SedMiddle horizon 
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were 300 km to 355° and 300 km to 085°. Corresponding anisotropic horizontal range values of 

100 km to 355° and 50 km to 085° were interpreted for the top of SedLower and top of Basement 

horizons. It should be noted that (isotropic) range values of at least 300 km were recommended for 

modelling of the remaining series in the project (i.e., top of Mantle, SedUpper (same as sea-floor), 

Water and Air). The default nugget value of 10-6 squared potential field units was deemed suitable 

for use in all series. 

 

 

5.2. GEOFRAME EXPORT TO 3D-GEOMODELLER IMPORT 

 

The transfer of data exported from GeoFrame  to a 3D-GeoModeller compatible format was 

organised as a batch process in order to automate the data transformation, and the process ran in a 

few minutes (Appendices 1 and 2). The outputs from the process, including water, Moho and 

horizon depth points and dips were imported to 3D-GeoModeller where the 3D map was then 

computed.  

 

At the time of writing, 3D-GeoModeller’s import process (program version 1.3) projected horizon 

depth points (in UTM57 coordinates) onto pre-defined vertical sections aligned approximately 

with the true positions of the seismic lines. The program’s internal representation of these points 

used distance-along-line and depth coordinates. Near line intersections, therefore, there is 

possibility that a point may be projected onto more than one seismic line. To reduce this 

duplication, a projection threshold distance is specified prior to import. Only points within the 

user-specified projection distance of a section are projected onto that section. For GA-302 the 

projection distance was set to 300 m and 2500 m for GA-206.  

 

Transformation parameters 

 

The main transformation parameters are summarised below. 

 

 Time to Depth conversion: 

Z = 0.80 * T + 0.37 * T2     (0–0.575 s TWT below sea floor, from stacking velocities) 

Z = 0.87 * T + 0.25 * T2     (> 0.575 s TWT below sea floor, from sonobuoys) 

where, 

Z = depth below sea floor (km) 

T = two-way travel time below sea floor (s) 

 Radius of exclusion about intersections: 2500 m (GA-206), 500 m (GA-302) 

 Range for projecting points onto sections: 2500 m (GA-206), 300 m (GA-302) 

 Radius about intersection points for computing true dip: 25 shots or ~940 m 
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Sub-sampling methods 

 

In addition to these transformation settings, two methods of sub-sampling were applied to the 

exported horizon travel times. There were in excess of 100,000 control points along the sparsely 

spaced seismic lines, which would have rendered them unsuitable for mapping purposes (Dey et 

al. 2001). The number of points was reduced by a couple of orders of magnitude by application of 

two sub-sampling methods, resulting in two families of maps. 

 

a) Sampling by line simplification 

 

This method was devised to preserve some of the roughness present in the horizon interpretations, 

which incorporated faults into the horizon. The Douglas and Peucker (1973) algorithm, typically 

used to simplify coastlines for draughting at reduced scales, was implemented in Fortran to sub-

sample the horizon travel times. 

 

 

b) Regular sampling of smoothed data 

 

Prior to import to 3D-GeoModeller, the horizon travel times were transformed by application of a 

Gaussian smoothing filter and then sub-sampled at a regular interval.  This pre-conditioning 

avoided problems that were sometimes encountered when the 3D-GeoModeller interpolator 

function was destabilised by irregularly sampled data. Smoothing was incorporated into the batch 

process using the GMT13 utility ‘filter1d’, applying a Gaussian filter of width 300 shots (11,250 

m) and command-line settings as follows: 

 

            -L10 -E -N2/0 -FG300 -T0/20000/100 -S0.5 

 

which specifies a maximum allowed data gap interpolation of 10 shots (L), includes ends (E), two 

column format (N), Gaussian filter type with 300 shot window (F), process range and 100 shot 

output interval (T) and data symmetry check about window centre (S)14. 

 

The numbers of points imported for each map are given in Table 5.  The column labelled ‘extra 

dips’ contains the number of orientation control points added as pseudo-data to assist the 

3D-GeoModeller interpolator in areas where small-scale horizon variability could lead to 

                                                        
13 http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/ 
 
14 See ‘filter1d’ manual, http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/gmt/doc/gmt/html/man/filter1d.html 

http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/
http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/gmt/doc/gmt/html/man/filter1d.html
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instability in the result. For example, insufficient control in certain areas may manifest as over-

turned horizons where none were observed in the reflection seismic data15.  

 

Table 5. Number of points imported to 3D-GeoModeller for two model runs, CF-83 (Douglas-
Peucker sub-sampling) and CF-84 (smoothed regular sub-sampling). ‘GA-206’ and ‘GA-302’ are 
the number of horizon depths (contact points) from GeoFrame  for those surveys; ‘off-line’ are 
pseudo-data points at the extremities of the project bounds; ‘wb’ is a 10 km x 10 km water 
bottom grid; ‘dips’ are true dips computed at line intersections plus two for Moho; ‘Moho’ are 
number of points from a 20 km x 20 km Moho grid; ‘extra dips’ are pseudo-data added to 
control the interpolator in areas of possible instability. 

 GA-206 GA-302 off-line wb Moho dips extra dips 

CF-83 422 5042 37 2340 378 334 163 

CF-84 251 3746 37 2340 378 334 107 

 
 

Managing the mapping outputs 

 

As we were aiming to perform gravity modelling in parallel to an evolving geological 

interpretation of reflection seismic data, it was expected that many forward and inverse models 

would be generated during the life of the project. To achieve this, a hierarchical directory structure 

was set up for each family of models, and the internal configuration file name nomenclature was 

maintained consistently across the versions. 

 

The mapping files were placed in top-level hard disk directories labelled with a ‘CF’ prefix and 

simple ascending numeric suffix to distinguish reflection seismic interpretation cases as they were 

developed. The two branches arising from the alternative sub-sampling methods were 

distinguished by odd (line simplification) and even (smoothed regular sub-sampling) suffix 

enumeration. Thus ./CF-83 contains files based on line simplification sub-sampling and ./CF-84 

contains identical GeoFrame-exported data except for being regularly sub-sampled after 

smoothing. These prior geological data constitute the ‘case’ under consideration, and several runs 

with different parameter settings were typically applied to each case.  

 

Within each case directory were nests of sub-directories for the several forward and inverse runs 

pertaining to that case. Within each run the 3D-GeoModeller reports, log files and batch jobs used 

were kept to preserve the settings for each case and run. In addition, each top level directory 

                                                        
15 Geological trend data are over 100 times more influential in guiding surface interpolation than 
contact points. This is a direct result of co-kriging of of both contact and trend data. In this study the 
balance is skewed very heavily towards contacts  (Des Fitzgerald, pers comm.), as there is no direct 
independent measurement of true 3D trend data. 
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contained a plain text ‘readme’ file which was kept up-to-date with more or less consistently 

formatted summaries of key parameters for each run. 

 

5.3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MOHO MAP 

 

 

The model Moho was developed by one of the authors (Lane, in prep.). The ETOPO516 

bathymetry was taken as a proxy for the Moho to produce a surface based on an assumption of 

isostasy using a very simple Airy-Heiskanen model. The parameters were optimised by Lane 

(2010) so that the surface was consistent with prior knowledge of the depth of Moho from Shor et 

al. (1971). The model inputs were a grid of bathymetry values, Moho depth observations, sea 

water density, and prior estimates and bounds for the output parameters. The output parameters 

were the average depth to the Moho (T), upper crust density (ρUC) and density contrast across the 

lower crust and upper mantle (ΔρMLC). 

 

An iterative deterministic inversion method was used to derive solutions for the optimisation, 

based on Matlab’s non-linear bounded least-squares function (lsqnonlin). 

 

The output parameters that provided an isostatic model Moho surface that best fitted the known 

Moho depths were, T = 28 km, ρUC  = 2650 kg/m3, ΔρMLC = 430 kg/m3. A reasonable match 

between the Moho surfaces defined from seismic refraction and isostatic methods suggests that the 

use of an isostatic model assumption is valid in this instance. Further, the gravity response of the 

isostatic model Moho surface was found to match the observed long wavelength gravity data after 

making relatively minor adjustments to the geometry of the surface. 

 

This surface was then smoothed on further assumption of crustal rigidity, subsampled to a 20 km x 

20 km grid, and preserved as file: 

 

moho_relief_isostatic_v1_subset_SUTM57_resample_cf_20km.dat 

 

This smoothed surface was then used as a starting model for stochastic inversion in 

3D-GeoModeller, using a sediment layer in the model, to compensate for second-order effects. All 

surfaces from model CF-22 except Moho were fixed, using a density of 2700 kg/m3 for Basement 

and 2000 kg/m3 for Water and Air17. The most probable model from the set of acceptable models 

                                                        
16 Web page: 
http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.NOAA/.NGDC/.ETOPO5/.dataset_documentation.html 
viewed 14/4/2011. 
17 A Bouguer density of 2000 kg/m3, close to that of the upper sediments, was chosen by the contractor 
(Fugro Robertson Inc, 2007) to gave the least correlation with bathymetric variation. 

http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.NOAA/.NGDC/.ETOPO5/.dataset_documentation.html
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for Moho was re-sampled with a 20 km x 20 km grid to produce 3D interface points for further use 

in 3D-GeoModeller projects. The file is preserved as: 

 

C1_R2_SSS_MP_deepest_occurrence_for_value_2_optionSW2_cf_20km_20081203.dat 

 

This surface attempts to compensate for the Moho as well as internal lower crustal density 

variations, and is expected to leave third-order effects resulting from sediment thickness variations 

intact. 

 

One observation of Moho falls within the model area. Shor et al. (1971) give 18.1 km at station 

N16 (compared to ~23.2 km for our model). At station N17 162.8 km to the east the value is 

29 km. 

 

5.4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MAPS OF REFLECTION SEISMIC HORIZONS 

 

The project extents for the 3D map are given in Table 6. The area of interest is 272 km E–W and 

300 km N–S, covering 81600 km2 and referenced to WGS84, UTM 57S. 

 

Table 6. Project extents and within it the area of interest, in UTM 57S coordinates and metres. 

 Project Extents Area of Interest 

X 530,000 to 980,000 608,000 to 880,000 

Y 6,680,000 to 7,200,000 6,790,000 to 7,090,000 

Z -30,000 to +2,000 -30,000 to 0 

 

The 3D map is computed as a set of surfaces interpolated to best fit the horizon depth control 

points and dips. To control the intersection of interpolated surfaces so that geologically 

meaningful 3D shapes are produced, 3D-GeoModeller allows specification of the stratigraphic 

relationship between the intersecting surfaces, as given in Table 7. The horizons were digitised in 

the GeoFrame™ environment as continuous surfaces including fault planes, so all relationships 

are set to ‘onlap’, except top of ‘SedUpper’ which was defined by the water bottom grid and takes 

precedence over all others (hence ‘erode’). The horizon CF_wb, which is the water bottom 

reflector (Table 3), was not used to compute the 3D map. 
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Table 7. Relationship between 3D-GeoModeller formations, their names and the names of tops as 
used in the GeoFrame™ environment. The first column ‘id’ is the formation code used in 
3D-GeoModeller. 

id 3D-GeoModeller 

formation name 

GeoFrame™ horizon name which is the top of 

the 3D-GeoModeller formation 

Relationship 

6 Water top is zero level onlap 

5 SedUpper defined by 10 km x 10 km bathymetry grid erode 

4 SedMiddle CF_Olig onlap 

3 SedLower CF_Sr2B onlap 

2 Basement CF_CretRift onlap 

1 Mantle  onlap 

 

3D maps were generated for both branches arising from the two sub-sampling methods discussed 

above. 

 

Model CF-83 was sub-sampled using a line simplification algorithm (Douglas and Peucker, 1995) 

which reduces the number of points but retains some of the roughness of the original complete 

dataset. Figure 12 shows a set of five seismic lines with the sub-sampled depth control points and 

3D-GeoModeller’s interpolated surfaces intersecting each line. Model CF-84 was regularly sub-

sampled every 100 shots (approx. 3750 m) after smoothing and depicted in Figure 13 by the same 

set of lines. 

 

The illustrated sections show minimal differences between the maps generated by the two 

different sub-sampling methods. The long-wavelength structures in the two models are similar, 

and, consequently, their gravity responses would be expected to be comparable.  Both models 

provided the reflection seismic interpreter with confidence in the chosen depth to basement.  
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Figure 12. CF-83 profiles, top to bottom lines 302-07, 16, 17, 19, 21, showing 
Moho (brown) and top of Basement (blue) and top SedLower 
(crimson).V:H=2:1, Vertical scale is 0 to 30 km.  

 

 

Figure 13. CF-84 profiles, top to bottom lines 302-07, 16, 17, 19, 21, showing 
Moho (brown) and top of Basement (blue) and top SedLower 
(crimson).V:H=2:1; vertical scale is 0 to 30 km. 
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Isopach Maps 

 

Isopachs of the 3D maps for the final horizon interpretations are given in Figure 14 to Figure 17. 

They are computed using 3D-GeoModeller based on the work of Colwell et al. (2010), using the 

anisotropic parameters in Table 8 and the smoothed regular sub-sampled input data of CF-84 (the 

isopachs of models CF-83 are not substantially different). 

 

Table 8. Anisotropic compute parameters from variogram trend analysis derived from first 
principles as given in Appendix 8 – Geostatistical Analysis. Ranges are in kilometres and 
directional parameters are in degrees. The default range set in 3D-GeoModeller is the length of 
the diagonal of the project area (690 km). Note that anisotropy in the Z direction is the default 
value and hence not specified. 

 SedUpper SedMiddle SedLower Basement Mantle 

Azimuth 0° 85° 85° 85° 0° 

Dip 0° 0° 0° 0° 0° 

Pitch 0° 0° 0° 0° 0° 

X range 690 300 100 100 300 

Y range 690 300 50 50 300 

Z range 690 690 690 690 690 

 

The isopach figures are based on the 3D map exported from 3D-GeoModeller as triangulated 

surfaces then re-computed to grids of dimension 3 km x 3 km. They therefore depict a smoothed 

representation of the interpreted reflection seismic input data with trends imposed by the 

parameters of Table 8. SedUpper parameters are isotropic and its isopach therefore shows no 

evident trend (Figure 14). The mean thickness is 435 m with a standard deviation about this mean 

of 137 m. It is thinnest in the southeast along lines GA-302-08 and GA-302-12 and the eastern 

margin, and attains a maximum thickness >650 m. The SedMiddle unit reaches a maximum 

thickness >1650 m in three isolated pockets in the northwest region and has a mean thickness of 

~390 m across the study area (Figure 15). The lowermost SedLower has a mean thickness of ~770 

m, mostly accumulated in the northwest of the study area where it attains thicknesses exceeding 

4250 m (Figure 16).  

 

Total Sediment Thickness 

 

Figure 17 shows the greatest accumulation of sediment exceeds 5800 m in the northwest of the 

study area. The maximum sediment thickness evident in the interpreted reflection seismic input 

data upon which these grids are based, such as observed near intersection of lines GA-302-19 and 

302-20, is ~6100 m or 3.5 s two-way seismic travel time (Petkovic, 2010). 
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To gain an impression of the sediment volume within the Capel and Faust basins that may be 

capable of generating hydrocarbons, the following rough estimate is offered. Petroleum generation 

normally occurs in the temperature range 100°–150° C (Quigley et al., 1987). A previous 

investigation recorded a temperature gradient of 59°C/km (Colwell et al., 2006) within seafloor 

sediments just east of the study area in the Fairway Basin18. On the assumption that this 

temperature gradient is valid for the whole sediment pile, a temperature of 100° C would be 

reached at a sub-sea depth of 1700 m. That is to say 1700 m is proposed as the minimum sediment 

thickness needed to generate hydrocarbons in this area, and the 1700 m sediment thickness 

contour may define the maximum areal extent for petroleum prospectivity.  

 

Considering only the northwest quadrant of the study area where sediments are thickest (Figure 

17), the region inside the 1700 m sediment thickness contour has an area of ~20000 km2 and a 

mean thickness of 2928 m (σ = 864 m). This volume is comparable to the volume of sediment in 

the offshore Gippsland Basin, estimated to be ~60000 km3 by Weber et al. (2004).  On this basis, 

parts of the study area look to have some petroleum potential. 

 

For a discussion of the petroleum potential of the Capel and Faust basins, the reader is referred to 

the study by Colwell et al. (2010). 

                                                        
18 Heat flow was measured at Zoneco 12 station MD06-3035 at 26.6725°S, 163.9713°E to 14 m depth. 
Other heat flow stations taken during this survey recorded higher values. 
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Figure 14. Isopach of SedUpper layer for 3D model CF-84. Contour interval is 100 m and colour 
stretch is linear. 
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Figure 15. Isopach for SedMiddle layer for 3D model CF-84. Contour interval is 250 m and 
colour stretch is linear. 
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Figure 16. Isopach for SedLower layer for 3D map CF-84. Contour interval is 1000 m and colour 
stretch is linear. This layer is thickest in the northwest quadrant of the study area. 
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Figure 17.  Total sediment thickness for 3D model CF-84. Contour interval is 1000 m and colour 
stretch is linear. The major depocentres are located mostly in the northwest corner of the study 
area. 
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6. Layer Densities 
 

Petkovic (2010) produced 2D velocity models along GA-302 seismic lines by forward ray tracing 

to fit computed travel times to observed travel times of events identified in sonobuoy refraction 

data. A set of 1D velocity functions were extracted at locations of maximum ray coverage and 

these represent the outputs of the analysis.  

 

It was observed that refraction velocity boundaries did not coincide with depth converted 

reflection layer boundaries. This phenomenon was also noted by Petkovic et al. (2000) and 

Goncharov (2004) after deep-crustal ocean-bottom seismometer experiments on the North-West 

Shelf. Nevertheless, the 1D velocity functions of Petkovic (2010) were interpolated, using 

program ‘vprofile.pl’, between the depth-converted reflection layer boundaries exported from 

GeoFrame™ to determine average reflection seismic layer interval velocities. The program was 

‘aware’ that refraction boundaries did not coincide with depth-converted reflection boundaries. 

 

Input to vprofile.pl was a file defining the depth-converted reflection seismic horizons, and the 1D 

velocity models listed in Appendix 3 of Petkovic (2010). From these, the program computed the 

instantaneous velocity at small increments of depth (100 m), for each shotpoint at which there was 

a 1D velocity model. The set of instantaneous velocities that fell within a layer were averaged to 

provide an interval velocity for the layer at that shotpoint. Where there was a mismatch between 

refraction and reflection boundaries, some degree of ‘velocity contamination’ of layers by 

instantaneous velocities in adjacent layers did take place. The program averaged all instantaneous 

velocities that fell within a layer at each location. These were then averaged across the whole area 

at all locations where 1D velocity models existed. Due to the ‘velocity contamination’ effect, the 

SedUpper layer average interval velocity is expected to be overestimated and the Basement 

velocity underestimated.  

 

The output from program vprofile.pl applied to the depth-converted horizons is given in  

Table 9. In this case, basement density was also computed using the velocity-density function of 

Brocher (2005), as it is proposed by Colwell et al. (2010) to consist partly of older basin material. 

It is acknowledged that the Brocher (2005) relationship, being a best fit function to the Nafe-

Drake data for marine sediments, is not strictly applicable here. Nevertheless, it is close to co-

linear with the Christensen & Mooney (1995) relationship for crustal rocks at 10 km depth, which 

may be used if a crystalline basement hypothesis is proposed. 
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The gravity responses of the 3D geological map can be computed after assigning density 

properties to each layer. The Nafe-Drake relationship (Ludwig, et al., 1970), as digitised by 

Brocher (2005): 

 

 = 1661.2 Vp – 472.1 Vp
 2 + 67.1 Vp

 3 - 4.3 Vp
 4 + 0.106 Vp

 5   kg/m3 

 

can be used to infer approximate density (, kg/m3) from the P-wave sonic velocity for marine 

sedimentary rocks (Vp, km/s). 

 

For the deeper parts of a 3D map, Christensen and Mooney (1995) provide a compilation that may 

be used to infer density for basement and crustal model layers, approximately: 

 

 = 289Vp + 989  kg/m3 

 

given for 5.5 < Vp < 8 km/s at 10 km depth. 

 

Table 9. Average layer densities for 3 sediment layers mapped in the reflection seismic data 
by Colwell et al. (2010) using the method described in the text. ‘N’ is the number of 
sonobuoy-derived 1D velocity models used to compute statistics; ‘mean’ is the average 
velocity (m/s) for each layer having a standard deviation of ‘std’. ‘median’ (m/s) of the N 
values is also given. ‘density’ (kg/m3) is derived from ‘mean’ using the velocity-density 
function of Brocher (2005).  In the same way, ‘range’ is the density range corresponding to 
the standard deviation of the mean velocities.  
Layer N mean std median density range 

Water 36 1505 0.1 1505 1010 1010-1010 

SedUpper 36 1880 209.6 1814 1850 1740-1940 

SedMiddle 35 2624 483.5 2786 2130 1970-2250 

SedLower 32 3442 629.6 2879 2310 2180-2400 

Basement 21 5063 730.0 4700 2540 2440-2670 

 

In the case of the Capel-Faust data, the modelled velocities below the SedLower layer (i.e. in the 

shallow Basement) were in the range 3700–6500 m/s, two-thirds falling within 4330–5790 m/s. 

The velocities all pertain to areas below the deepest reflection seismic horizon ‘CF_CretRift’, 

taken as the top of basement for the Capel and Faust Basins. While velocities in the upper part of 

the range are indicative of crystalline rocks, the mean velocity of 5063 m/s supports the hypothesis 

that the Capel-Faust basement, at least the shallow part penetrated by refracted energy, consists of 

older basin material or metasediments. 
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SedUpper corresponds to the upper unit sampled in DSDP 208, with an average P-wave velocity 

of 1690 m/s measured at the well and measured density of 1725 kg/m3. 

 

Figure 18. Velocity and density measured at DSDP 208. The regional Eocene/Oligocene 
unconformity was encountered at 488 m below sea floor, approximating the base of the 
‘SedUpper’ unit. 

 

The higher mean velocity for SedUpper in the refraction models is presumed to arise from the 

"velocity contamination" discussed above. There are several locations in the 2D velocity models 

where travel-time data from the second sediment layer force a thinning of the uppermost layer in 

the model. Furthermore, the arrival times of rays passing through the second sediment layer often 

need velocities in excess of 2500 m/s. 

 

The densities we derived for the Capel-Faust area are compared to proximal refraction results 

(Table 10) and to densities measured in well logs in nearby basins of similar age and size in 

onshore eastern Australia and offshore New Zealand (Table 11). The higher density used by 

Klingelhoefer et al. (2007) in their New Caledonia Basin models is due to the much thicker upper 

sediment layer interpreted in their data.  

 

Intermediate crustal units were not interpreted in our model, and a single density of 2700 kg/m3 

was used for the basement and whole of crust, noting that the mean upper crustal (basement) 

density was calculated by us as 2540 kg/m3 (Table 9) and the lower crustal density is expected to 

be ~2900 kg/m3, from Christensen and Mooney (1995, Table 7, p 9781.) at 20 km depth. The 

upper mantle density is generally taken as 3300 kg/m3 based on the composition of mantle rocks 
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(Poudjom Djomani et al., 2001), a contrast of ~400 kg/m3 with the lower crust at the Moho. In our 

models, a density contrast of 400 kg/m3 is maintained at the crust/mantle boundary with a mantle 

model density of 3100 kg/m3.  Moho density contrasts determined in other studies vary from 280 

kg/m3 (Martinec, 1994) to 480 kg/m3 (Chappell and Kusznir, 2008), and values in between (Zhang 

et al. 2004). 

 

Table 10. Densities (kg/m3) used in the vicinity of the Capel and Faust basins.  Columns are for 
our models, Shor et al. (1971) and Klingelhoefer et al. (2007) for North and South profiles 
respectively.   

Layer Our Shor Klingelhoefer (N) Klingelhoefer (S) 

SedUpper 1850 1970 2200 2200 

SedMiddle 2130 2380 2200 2200 

SedLower 2310 2380 2250–2390 2410 

Basement 2700 2710 2510–2610 2580 

Middle Crust 2700 2710 2800 2800 

Lower Crust 2700 2920 2840–3060 2840–2910 

Mantle 3100 3300 3320 3320 
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Table 11. Dry bulk density (kg/m3) profiles in onshore and offshore basins within the region. ‘C-
M’: Clarence-Moreton Basin, onshore eastern Australia (Kyogle 1 and Hogarth 1 wells data from 
Geological Survey of NSW19); ‘C’: Capricorn Basin (Capricorn 1A well); ‘T’: Taranaki Basin 
(Tane 1 well data from GNS Science20); ‘NB’: Northland Basin (Waka Nui 1 well data from GNS 
Science). 

 Layer C-M C T NB 
SedUpper   2030–2150  

(Lower Plio); 
 
2170  
(Upper Mio); 
 
1980–2000  
(Lower Mio) 
 

2000–2400  
(Pleis-Plio) 

2000 (Late Olig) 

SedMiddle   2080–2530  
(Lower 
Cenozoic?) 

2500–2600  
(Mio–Olig) 
 
2200–2500  
(Eoc–Paleo) 
 

2300–2400  
(Late Olig–Eoc) 
 
2200–2300 
(Paleo) 

SedLower and 
Basement 

2140–2180  
(Early Jur, 
Marburg Fm) 
 
1970–2380, 2430 
(Late Jur, 
Walloon Coal 
Measures) 

2580–2720 
(Cretaceous?–
Graham’s Creek 
Volcanics?) 

2400–2600  
(Upper Cret, 
Coal from 
Wainui Mb and 
Rakopi Fm)  

2400–2500  
(Early– 
Mid Jur,  
Murihiku coal  
measures and  
volcanics) 

 

                                                        
19 http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/ 
20 http://www.gns.cri.nz/ 

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.gns.cri.nz/
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7. Preliminary 2.5D Gravity Models 
 

2.5D gravity models of selected GA-302 lines, based on examination of preliminary processed 

reflection seismic data along five lines (Petkovic, 2008), gave inconclusive results for depth to 

basement. The models were computed using bodies of constant cross section perpendicular to the 

direction of the line, and hence do not account for out-of-plane density variations.  It is clear from 

the distribution of depocentres mapped on the basis of the seismic reflection data (e.g. Figure 17) 

that the assumption of constant cross-section perpendicular to the line cannot be supported.  

 

Figure 19 shows the gravity effect of a body of limited strike extent perpendicular to the line, and 

illustrates how the assumption of unlimited strike extent (the 2.5D assumption) could lead to depth 

errors which are a significant percentage of the model dimension. The black curve is the gravity 

anomaly over the rectangular prism for varying strike length. The prism, whose top is at 2000 m 

depth, has a constant cross section of 40 km x 5 km, and a density contrast with surroundings of 

300 kg/m3.   

 

 

Figure 19.  Gravity anomaly over a rectangular prism for various strike length and error in 
assuming infinite strike length (dashed line). The prism is at 2 km depth, with cross section 40 km 
x 5 km, and a density contrast with surroundings of 300 kg/m3.  The brace indicates an example 
where such bodies have a strike length of 30 km the erroneous assumption corresponds to a 1.7 
km error in depth.  

 

As the strike length of the prism increases, the amplitude of the anomaly increases to a limit of 

~540 μm/s2 at infinite strike length. The dashed line represents the amplitude error in making the 

infinite strike length assumption in cases where bodies are not of unlimited strike length. The 
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example, computed from models built in ModelVision (Table 4), indicates where such bodies have 

a strike length of 30 km, such as may be found in basement blocks in the study area, the modelling 

error corresponds to a 1700 m error to the top of the body. 

 

For irregular and compartmentalised basins such as the Capel and Faust Basins, it is therefore 

essential to compute gravity responses from models constructed in three dimensions, simulating 

real world geology. 
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8. Forward Three-Dimensional Gravity 
Response of Seismic Interpretation 

 
The 3D approach was adopted after preliminary gravity models based on a 2.5D assumption 

(Petkovic, 2007) proved inadequate as an interpretation tool due to the difficulty of accounting for 

out-of-plane effects. The tool chosen for 3D mapping, and forward and inverse gravity modelling 

was 3D-GeoModeller, linked to the primary interpretation environment GeoFrame as described 

in section 4 and in Appendix 1 - Transform Geoframe™ Output to 3D-GeoModeller Format. 

 

The gravity responses of two of the many forward models generated are depicted below (Figure 20 

and Figure 21), and compared to the observed Bouguer gravity.  Both models depicted in these 

figures were based on the final interpretation of the reflection seismic data as given in Colwell et 

al. (2010) after several rounds of gravity forward modelling and reflection seismic interpretation. 

The two models differed in the sub-sampling scheme applied to the ~100,000 depth control points 

along seismic lines, as described in section 5.2. Model CF-83 used a line simplification algorithm 

to preserve roughness in the horizon data while for CF-84 the input data were smoothed and 

regularly sub-sampled. In both cases the main long-wavelength features in the modelled gravity 

correlate with those in the observed Bouguer gravity data. The prominent gravity lows (blue 

anomalies) in the eastern part of the study area and the highs (red anomalies) on the western side 

of the study area are similar in both CF-83 and CF-84 models. 

 

Note that Bouguer gravity was used in preference to free-air gravity to avoid generating artefacts 

at the sea floor due to the large model voxel size and density contrast at the sea floor. The large 

voxels (500 m in the vertical dimension and 3000 m x 3000 m horizontally) modelled the sea floor 

imperfectly. To reduce the effect of this coarse step-like geometry, and resultant gravity artefacts, 

the density contrast at the sea floor was significantly reduced by using Bouguer gravity with a 

density of 2.0 t/m3, close to that for sediments below the sea floor. 

 

The standard deviation of the differences between the computed and observed field (i.e. the 

‘misfit’) is 7.5 mGal for CF-83 and 6.3 mGal for CF-84. 

 

Alternative models proposed during the study, such as the two depicted in Figure 23, were rejected 

on the basis of insufficient apparent similarity between the computed gravity response and the 

observed data. The standard deviation of the difference between the observed and modelled field 

is 14.2 mGal in the case of model CF-21 and 7.8 mGal in the case of model CF-25.  
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Figure 20. Observed Bouguer gravity (left) and response of model CF83a (mGal) computed using anisotropic parameters in Table 8. 
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Figure 21. Observed Bouguer gravity (left) and response of model CF84a (mGal) computed using anisotropic parameters in Table 8. 
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Figure 22. Differences between observed and computed gravity for CF-83 (left) and CF-84 (right).
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During the development of the reflection seismic interpretation, the gravity models were used to 

discriminate between grossly different interpretations of depth to basement, and were not the only 

criteria for doing so. 

 

Thus the gravity forward models were used as a guide to distinguish between “deep” and 

“shallow” interpretations of basement across the area, where the seismic data alone were 

inconclusive. The gravity map was also used in the GOCAD environment to guide the 

interpolation of basement trends between widely spaced seismic lines, as described by Higgins et 

al. (2011).   

 

 

Figure 23. Gravity response of models CF-21 (left) and CF-25 (right), two of the discarded 
models based on preliminary interpretations of depth to reflection seismic basement. 
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9. Inverse Three-Dimensional Gravity Models 
 

The forward 3D gravity models described in section 8, whose horizon depths and layer densities 

were based on refraction velocity models of Petkovic (2010), provided an independent means of 

testing and refining the horizon interpretations of the GA-302 reflection seismic data presented by 

Colwell et al. (2010).  The final stage of gravity modelling, described in this section, was gravity 

inversion by a lithologically constrained stochastic exploration of models close to the final 

Colwell et al. (2010) horizon interpretation, which we will refer to as the ‘starting’ or ‘reference’ 

model. This work was carried out also using the 3D-GeoModeller software using the approach 

described by Lane et al. (2007).  Examples of batch jobs used to execute the inversion are given in 

Appendix 7 – Examples of 3D-GeoModeller Inversion Job Files. 

 

9.1. INVERSION PROCEDURE 

 

In preparation for inversion, 3D-GeoModeller is configured to discretise the computed 3D map, 

the starting reference model, in computer memory as a rectangular prismatic voxet.  The voxel 

size was chosen small enough to capture the geometric variations at the scale under consideration, 

while being not so large in number as to exceed computer memory, or result in unacceptable 

computation time.  For our study the voxel size was set to 3000 m x 3000 m in the horizontal 

plane and 500 m in the vertical direction, giving a volume of 906304 (= 119 x 136 x 56) voxels. 

The base of the model and the deepest voxel layer was at 28000 m below sea level. 

 

Each voxel carries a ‘lithology’ property so that each voxel belongs to one of the 3D map layers 

and has an associated density distribution.  3D-GeoModeller allows inversion of lithology of this 

discretised 3D map to an observed gravity field by a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

process21 as described by, amongst others, Gilks et al. (1998) and Fishman (1995). Details of its 

application to 3D-GeoModeller are also documented by Guillen et al. (2008).  As distinct from 

deterministic inversion, which results in a single model, the MCMC process generates a suite of 

models which conform to a set of geologic and geometric criteria and produce gravity responses 

which are close to the observed field. The acceptable misfit between the observed and computed 

fields is set by the user. In that sense 3D-GeoModeller’s ‘inversion’ is an exploration of the model 

space in the vicinity of a starting reference model.  Hence the starting model must be the one in 

which the interpreter has developed a high degree of confidence by application of all available 

knowledge and information. The output models are generated by re-definition of the lithology of 

                                                        
21 See GeoModeller; how does it work? 
http://www.geomodeller.com/geo/index.php?lang=EN&menu=GMworks (viewed: 15/4/2011) 

http://www.geomodeller.com/geo/index.php?lang=EN&menu=GMworks
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randomly selected voxels at model boundaries22.  A new voxel density is proposed randomly from 

within the given allowed statistical variation, and the proposal accepted if the new model satisfies 

the pre-defined geometric, geologic and geophysical criteria.  For our study the allowed density 

variation within a voxel for all lithologies was set to log-normal with a standard deviation 

arbitrarily23 set to a small value of 0.1 kg/m3. 

 

The model boundaries can therefore migrate during iterations of the process. True random walk is 

prevented by a likelihood function (Guillen et al. 2008) depending primarily on misfit between 

observed gravity and computed gravity response, and this misfit reduces to a stable level during 

the course of several iterations. However the likelihood function is also designed to prevent a 

monotonic decrease of misfit which may trap the suite of models in a local minimum. Thus, 

models with worse misfit than previous are occasionally accepted so as to better explore the model 

space. 3D-GeoModeller’s inversion process is summarised in Table 12 (after Intrepid Geophysics, 

2010a, 2010b; McInerney et al., 2007; Guillen et al., 2008). 

 

It should be emphasised that, in any inversion run, each model is different from the previous one 

by just one voxel, and therefore a history can be recorded of the whole suite of acceptable models 

generated during that run.  This record can be used post-inversion to provide statistical summaries 

of the set of models and other useful insights into the inversion process such as section movies. 

 

The quality of the result and rate of convergence of misfit between computed and observed gravity 

to a steady state depends on the ‘soundness’ of the starting reference model, that being a model 

that is consistent with the observations, i.e. reflection seismic and observed gravity. It is important 

that the starting reference model has a gravity response which approximates the observed gravity, 

and is consistent with the geological observations as interpreted in the reflection seismic data.  

This closeness of fit was achieved by running several forward models while adjusting the 3D map 

within the range of possibilities allowed by the reflection seismic interpretation, and the range of 

densities within each model layer inferred from the velocity modelling. 

 

In our study, each inversion run was terminated after generation of 20 million acceptable models, 

the latter half giving models of approximately equal misfit with the observed gravity.  The early 

runs of acceptable models (in this case the first 10 million) are colloquially said to belong to the 

‘burn-in’ phase, and these are arbitrarily omitted from further statistical analysis.  During this 

phase the misfit continues to improve, and the phase ends when the experimenter judges that 

misfit improvement has more or less stabilised. A computation time of 52 hours was achieved for 
                                                        
22 3D-GeoModeller allows density adjustment for randomly selected voxels away from model 
boundaries, or in combination with lithology changes at boundaries, but this option was not used in our 
study.  
23 The small standard deviation was chosen with the expectation and assumption that mean density will 
not vary greatly in large volumes of rock. 
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20 million iterations on an Intel Q9300 2.54 GHz processor running 64-bit 3D-GeoModeller 

version 1.3.17224. 

 

Table 12. Markov Chain Monte Carlo scheme used by 3D-GeoModeller for inversion to explore 
the model space in the vicinity of a starting reference model.  A change to the model space is 
made after a randomly selected single voxel change proposal passes geologic, geometric and 
geophysical tests.  The change process is repeated for a user-defined heuristically determined 
number of proposals, to generate a large number of models which closely match the observed 
gravity.  For a detailed description of the process see Guillen, et al. (2008). 

 3D-GeoModeller inversion sub-process 
A Prepare a ‘sound’ geological model, one whose density distribution and geometry are 

consistent with observations of gravity and seismic reflectivity respectively. Discretise 
the model such that each voxel has a ‘lithology’ property and a density distribution. 
 

B In the current model, by chance select either a random boundary voxel to propose a 
lithology (hence geometry) change or a random voxel not in contact with a boundary to 
propose a density change only. If a boundary voxel, propose a change in lithology with 
density chosen according to the density probability distribution. If an internal voxel, 
keep the lithology but propose a new density according to the density probability 
distribution. Compute the potential field response of the proposed model. 
 

C If the proposed change results in a model that does not meet the geometric/geological 
constraints reject the proposal and return to B. If the proposed change gives a worse 
misfit with the observed gravity field, in most instances reject the proposal, keep the 
current model, and return to B. In some instances, determined by chance, accept a 
topologically legitimate proposal despite it giving a worse gravity misfit than the current 
model to avoid being trapped in a local minimum. 
 

D Compute the gravity response of the proposed new model; if likelihood of misfit with 
observed gravity is too high, reject the proposal, keep the current model, and return to B. 
 

E Accept the proposed modification to initiate a new current model. Keep a record of the 
change. 
 

F Return to B until the termination condition, the total number of acceptable models, is 
met.  
 

 

 

                                                        
24 GeoModeller version 1.3.172 was released in May 2010. 
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9.2. INVERSION RUNS 

 

Typical misfit progressions are given below for two inversion runs. In each case, the densities 

assigned to model layers were those inferred from the velocity models. Changes during inversion 

were permitted at the SedLower/Basement and Basement/Mantle interfaces, as these were coupled 

during the inversion for top of Mantle.  The graph in Figure 24 demonstrates the improvement in 

misfit between computed gravity (step D in Table 12) and observed gravity until about 10 million 

iterations after which the misfit has stabilised to a narrow range.  The consistently smaller misfit 

for CF-84 models is an indication that the smoothing applied to these horizon depth control points 

prior to import to 3D-GeoModeller gives a more stable result than the rougher input data resulting 

from line simplification by the Douglas-Peucker method. 

 

Furthermore, the change in misfit from iteration to iteration is not monotonically decreasing when 

examined in small scale.  This is due to a random variation allowed for physical property 

assignment within the probability function for the density property, and an allowed finite misfit (3 

mGal for these models) between observed and computed gravity fields. When repeated, a given 

case will not produce identical results. This is illustrated in Figure 25 and Figure 26 in which 

several runs of each of three cases for CF-83 and CF-84 are plotted.   

 

Results from Several Inversion Runs 

 

The three cases (Table 13) differ in the densities used for the two deeper model sediment layers, 

where volcanic and intrusive igneous material is interpreted to exist but in unknown quantities. 

Case 2 uses mean densities inferred from the velocity modelling of sonobuoy data (refer to Table 

9). Cases 1 and 3 use densities one standard deviation either side of this mean.  

 

Table 13. Three cases of densities for two lower sediment layers for models CF-83 and CF-84. 
Case 2 uses mean densities inferred from velocity analysis of sonobuoy data.  One standard 
deviation away from this mean are densities used for cases 1 and 3. 

Layer Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

SedMiddle 1.97 2.13 2.25 

SedLower 2.18 2.31 2.40 

 

The motivation for trying the extreme values of cases 1 and 3 was to test the sensitivity of the 

inversion method to density changes in the sediment layers, and provide insight into the 

significance or prevalence of the higher-density igneous component. 
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Figure 24. Record of gravity misfit for starting reference models CF-83 and CF-84 and 20 million 
subsequent models for each. The two starting models differed only in the sub-sampling schemes 
used to reduce the number of depth control points exported from the primary reflection seismic 
interpretation environment GeoFrame. The graph shows the effect of choice of starting model 
for the stochastic inversion, the improvement in misfit, the stability achieved after about 10 
million iterations, and the non-monotonic decrease in misfit when examined in detail. 

 

 

Figure 25. Misfit history for seven inversion runs of CF-83. Three cases are illustrated using 
densities shown in Table 13: Case 2 (red) are three runs using mean densities from sonobuoy 
analysis of Petkovic (2010); Case 3 (blue) are three runs of densities at upper end of standard 
deviation range; Case 1 (green) is one run of densities at lower end of standard deviation range. 
Refer to Table 13 for densities. 
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Figure 26. Misfit history for seven inversion runs of CF-84. Three cases are illustrated using 
densities shown in Table 13: Case 2 (red) are three runs using mean densities from sonobuoy 
analysis of Petkovic (2010); Case 3 (blue) are three runs of densities at upper end of standard 
deviation range; Case 1 (green) is one run of densities at lower end of standard deviation range. 
Refer to Table 13 for densities. 

 

On the basis of these results Case 1 seems the least likely and can be rejected because both models 

yield poorer misfits throughout the range of iterations. We conclude that the sediment density is 

close to the mean inferred from velocity models (Case 2), or higher (Case 3).  A greater sediment 

density than the mean inferred from sonobuoy analysis is suggested by the CF-83 inversion runs 

(Figure 25), as the misfits for Case 3 (blue) are slightly but consistently smaller than for Case 2 

(red). This notion is not supported (neither is it negated) by the inversion runs for CF-84 (Figure 

26), in which the two sets of densities give substantially the same results (blue coinciding with 

red). 

 

The ~2.7 mGal misfit shown in Figure 26 for the last 10 million models seems to be the best that 

can be achieved for a geology model with 3000 x 3000 x 500 m3 voxels and the precision of 

marine gravity measurements. 
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9.3. INVERSION RESULTS   

 

The software preserves the results of inversion for all transient models, 20 million per run in our 

case, by recording to a log file each accepted voxel change and the misfit between computed and 

observed gravity field for each transient model. The graphs in Figure 25 and Figure 26 are 

produced directly from this log file, which also allows re-creation of the voxet for any model in 

the run and calculation of a statistical summary of any subset of models. The results discussed 

below are taken from the stable range of misfit variation, i.e. the latter 10 million models. The 

software can also be configured to write movie files to represent any cross-section across a subset 

of models as a dynamic display, or static images of mean density or lithology. These reporting 

methods provide the experimenter with a means to gain an insight into the outcome of the 

inversion process.  

 

 

Viewing Inversion Results in GeoFrame™ 

 

The question posed at the outset of the study was the thickness of sediment and the depth to 

basement. We investigated this during inversion by allowing the SedLower/Basement and 

Basement/Mantle25 boundaries to move, while keeping other boundaries fixed. The results were 

then ported to the primary reflection seismic interpretation environment, GeoFrame, in order to 

assess the results against the original seismic data and its interpretation. The most probable top of 

basement and its 90% confidence bounds were computed for CF-84 in 3D-GeoModeller as three 

triangulated surfaces, exported to an ASCII table of 3D coordinates, then transformed to regular 

grids using Intrepid26 software.  The depth to each surface was interpolated from the grids to the 

reflection seismic shotpoint locations using software written for the project27.  The most probable 

top of basement and confidence bounds, thus keyed to seismic line name and shotpoint number, 

were imported to the primary reflection seismic interpretation environment GeoFrame where 

the inversion results were displayed against the starting reference model.  

 

                                                        
25 The top of Mantle was computed by inversion coupled with top of Basement (section 5.3). 
26 http://www.intrepid-geophysics.com/ig/index.php?lang=EN&menu=products-intrepidsoftware 
(viewed: 15/4/2011) 
27 This process can be streamlined applying an algorithm, yet to be developed, to interpolate to seismic 
shotpoint locations directly from the triangulated surface, thus avoiding gridding the triangulated 
surface.  As the feedback from 3D-GeoModeller inversion to GeoFrame is not a frequent occurrence, 
we postpone development of such an algorithm. 

http://www.intrepid-geophysics.com/ig/index.php?lang=EN&menu=products-intrepidsoftware
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9.4. MOST PROBABLE MODEL AFTER INVERSION 
 

The 3D-GeoModeller software was also used to compute the gravity response of the most 

probable basement from the latter 10 million iterations with CF-84 model as reference (for 

method, see Appendix 4 – Gravity Response of Inversion). We refer to this most probable model 

after inversion as CF84-C2R3 to denote case ‘C’ and run ‘R’ identifiers28 respectively (Figure 27). 

 

 

Figure 27. Observed Bouguer gravity (left) and gravity response of inverted model CF84-C2R3 
(right)  depicted with the same colour stretch. 

 

The difference between observed Bouguer gravity and gravity computed from CF84-C2R3, 

shifted to a mean of zero, is given in Figure 28. The extensive green areas indicate close to zero 

difference between inverted and observed gravity while the localised red and blue area denote 

regions of significant departure.  Some of these are in unconstrained areas between lines. The 

northernmost ENE-trending line GA-302-17 (Figure 30, Figure 31) appears to harbour the greatest 

differences along its length.  When examined against the reflection seismic data in GeoFrame™, 

together with the 90% confidence bounds, it is apparent that the differences between reference and 

inverted models for other lines are generally small and within the 90% confidence bounds, as seen 

in line GA-302-19 (Figure 31).  A map of the differences outside the 90% confidence bounds 

between inverted and reference Basement is given in Figure 30. 

                                                        
28 The ‘Case’ and ‘Run’ nomenclature is a useful way of managing inversion runs. The a  priori input 
data constitute a Case, that being the particular horizon interpretation converted to depth, and the sub-
sampling scheme, these assumed to represent the known information. Several Runs of each case may 
use different program settings or alternative layer densities. 
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The coloured areas in Figure 30 indicate some deviation between the inverted model and the 

reference seismic interpretation of Colwell et al. (2010) or density estimations. Regions within the 

90% confidence bounds are not coloured. The blue regions in Figure 30 are where the Basement in 

the inverted model is potentially shallower than the reference interpretation. Alternatively, they 

may indicate where the assumed density of the Basement and/or sediments in the model is not 

high enough.   

 

  

 

Figure 28. Difference between observed Bouguer gravity and gravity response of inverted model 
CF84-c2r3. 
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Figure 29. Difference between forward gravity response of CF84 model and most probable result 
after inversion. Positive areas (warm to white colours) indicate an inverted basement deeper than 
the starting reference model from which the forward gravity response was calculated. 99% of 
values are in the range -3.4 to +4.3 mGal. 
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Figure 30. Difference between depth to top of reference Basement (based on Colwell et al. 2010) 
and inverted most probable Basement where this difference is outside 90% confidence bounds. 
The cool (blue) colours are areas where the inverted top of Basement is shallower than the 
reference. 
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9.5. INVERSION RESULTS IN PROFILE VIEW 
 

Figure 31 shows a typical line (GA-302-19) and an atypical line (GA-302-17) taken from the 

GeoFrame™ display of seismic data in two-way travel time, showing the reference model (after 

Colwell et al., 2010) in red and inversion results in blue. 

 

The inversion result for line GA-302-17 follows the highs and lows of the top of basement but at 

lower amplitude. This could signify that lateral density variation in the 3.0 to 5.0 s two-way travel 

time range isn’t as high as may be inferred from the seismic reflectivity which shows significant 

basement highs and troughs. If both basement and sediments are penetrated by igneous rock then a 

more uniform density across the line might be expected. 

 

Elsewhere across the study area, typified by line GA-302-19, the inversion result is generally close 

to the starting reference model of the reflection seismic interpreted top of basement. Where 

significant differences are observed, we assume that either: 

 

 Depth to top of basement has been picked incorrectly during interpretation of the 

reflection seismic data, and/or 

 Density varies significantly from the horizontally uniform values assumed and assigned to 

the model formations.  

 

The latter possibility would seem to be the case in areas where we are confident in the reflection 

seismic interpretation of top of basement. 
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Figure 31. GA-302-17 (upper) and GA-302-19 (lower) showing reflection seismic data and examples of significant departure between the inversion result (blue) with 
90% confidence envelope (light blue) and the reference model (red). The large basement high topped by volcanoes at the centre of line GA-302-17 has been 
confidently picked in the reflection seismic data, and hence the inversion result suggests the model basement density is too high in this region.
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9.6. INVERSION RESULTS IN MAP VIEW 

 

The locations where significant differences occur between the reference and inverted model 

Basement are indicated over maps of the reference Basement in Figure 32 and show a direct 

correlation with the basement architecture. 

 

The areas where the inverted basement is shallower than the reference interpretation are mostly 

located over depocentres, whose sediment fill at the base shows a chaotic seismic character. This 

seismic response may be related to presence of volcaniclastic sediments (Colwell et al., 2010), and 

so it is possible that these sediments have higher densities than the ones estimated from velocity 

modelling.  

 

The areas with deeper inverted model than the reference interpretation are mostly located above 

basement highs and over their edges, where a ‘bland’ basement seismic facies was interpreted by 

Colwell et al. (2010). The seismic facies is bounded at the top by a high-amplitude reflector over 

the basement highs indicating a lack of penetration by seismic energy below, possibly representing 

an old erosional land surface. This lack of seismic signal penetration into the basement highs is 

also accentuated in places by volcanic flows and/or debrites deposited on top of Basement and 

slopes, hindering the identification of the true basement surface over these narrow and elongated 

highs. It is still possible that these basement highs are also part of a different basement terrane, 

inherited from a complex geological tectonic evolution in the region, and have a different density 

from that picked for the basement in this modelling. These variations between seismic facies 

interpretation and inverted basement from modelling suggest that the basement is not 

homogeneous. A more refined modelling using variable densities within the basement could be 

performed as a future investigation, and this capability exists within the 3D-GeoModeller 

software. 
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Figure 32. Reference model Basement topography surface indicated with areas where inverted most probable Basement model is shallower (left) and where it is 
deeper (right). 
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10. Discussion and Conclusions 
 

The integration of reflection seismic data interpretation and gravity modelling applied to 

Geoscience Australia’s petroleum prospectivity assessment of the Capel and Faust Basins has 

provided an opportunity to develop and trial such a methodology for the assessment of data-poor 

frontier basins. The forward and inversion modelling of gravity tested and informed the 

interpretation of seismic reflection data as presented by Colwell et al. (2010), and the results 

greatly improved the understanding of sediment thickness and distribution within the study area.  

 

Three sediment layers, identified by Colwell et al. (2010) and the velocity modelling of Petkovic 

(2010) were modelled with discrete, laterally invariant density properties, viz 1850, 2130, 2310 

kg/m3. These are underlain by a basement which has a discontinuous reflectivity pattern and an 

inhomogeneous seismic character suggestive of an older basin sequence deformed and intruded to 

varying degrees. The deepest sedimentary layer, also, shows numerous instances of highly 

reflective events which may be signatures of igneous sills, dykes or flows. These complexities 

made the identification of top of basement problematic, and this was the reason gravity modelling 

was sought to better inform the geologic inferences from seismic interpretation. 

 

The study has shown that 3D gravity modelling is a useful adjunct to reflection seismic 

interpretation, particularly where velocity determinations can be based on refraction measured 

travel times and densities inferred thereof. The work has also demonstrated that it is possible to 

closely integrate the 3D mapping and gravity modelling with reflection seismic interpretation, so 

that one can inform the other in an iterative fashion. It was also apparent that, for highly 

compartmentalised basins such as the Capel and Faust basins where the strike lengths of basement 

structures are short, 2.5D gravity modelling may be problematic in supporting depth to basement 

estimates. 

 

The gravity inversion results indicate there are localised areas where the basement depth has been 

interpreted incorrectly, or there are lateral density variations within basement and overlying 

sediments, or inaccuracies in the depth conversion, or some combination of these factors. 

Although seismic imaging within basement is sufficient in some places to potentially delineate 

terranes, there is insufficient resolution in the refraction velocity models to determine whether 

lateral density variations actually occur. The prevalence and distribution of volcanic and intrusive 

rock in sediment and basement was not determined, and is commented on in a separate report by 

Nayak and Petkovic (in prep.). 
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The gravity data confirm the refraction results of sedimentary thickness reaching 6 km in the 

northwest region of the study area. If a temperature gradient of 59 °C/km is typical for the area, 

sediment thickness of 1700 m is sufficient for petroleum generation, and the volume of sediment 

in the generation window is of comparable size to the amount of sediment estimated to be in the 

offshore Gippsland Basin. 

 

The 3D mapping and gravity modelling used a software tool under continuing development, and it 

is expected that future versions will allow for simpler adaptation of the tool to geological problems 

of this kind, particularly in the set-up of projects and data import. Several programs were written 

to facilitate the linking of the gravity modelling tool to the reflection seismic interpretation 

environment. These tools allow rapid turn-around of results from gravity forward modelling to 

inform reflection seismic interpretation, and also allow the results of inversion to be viewed in the 

seismic interpretation environment. Sufficient detail is provided of these processes so that the 

workflow can be replicated, if necessary, or adapted to other study areas. 

 

The authors believe this study demonstrates that 3D mapping and gravity modelling is a necessary 

adjunct to developing an understanding of complex frontier basins, and is a practical possibility 

with the present tools. The good working relationships developed between geologists and 

geophysicists, and with the software development team at Intrepid Geophysics has provided a 

worthwhile model for a basin analysis project. Future applications of these methods will of 

necessity have to develop the workflow to accommodate faults and well data in the 3D maps and 

gravity models. 3D-GeoModeller software has a demonstrated capability to incorporate input of 

fault interpretations and well data in the construction of 3D maps but it needs to be tested through 

real-world application such as the Capel and Faust basins study. Other areas of desired 

development include incorporation into 3D-GeoModeller of processes that are currently open-

source computer programs outside it, such as calculation of orientation data and perhaps depth 

conversion. 
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Appendix 1 - Transform Geoframe™ Output to 
3D-GeoModeller Format 
 
 

Introduction 
 
This study required the rapid and ongoing development of 3D gravity models to test ideas on 
locating the pre-rift basement in the seismic interpretation with GeoFrame™ software. 3D gravity 
modelling software 3D-GeoModeller, by Intrepid Geophysics, was used in this context for the first 
time by the Petroleum and Marine Division at Geoscience Australia. The requirement for 3D 
gravity modelling, rather than the 2.5D techniques used in previous projects, was imposed by the 
nature of the problem in which off-line effects were significant. GeoModeller was still under 
development during this period, and some of the computations developed during the process 
described here may, in future, become part of the internal workings of GeoModeller. 
 
The principal design criterion on which the conversion process is based is to transform the 
GeoFrame horizon picks for use in GeoModeller as quickly as possible. This is to allow rapid 
feedback to seismic interpreters as an ongoing part of their interpretation work. Rather than 
building a 3D model at the end of the interpretation process, as was commonly the case before 
software such as GeoModeller became available, it was now possible, with suitable linking of 
Geoframe to GeoModeller, to do this at a much earlier stage. The direct outcome was an iterative 
workflow incorporating seismic interpretation and gravity modelling. The conversion process aims 
to do this via a CGI program (Figure 33) which replicates the processes in ‘Appendix 2 – 
Geoframe™ to 3D-GeoModeller Batch Process Examples’. Seismic horizon picks are exported 
from GeoFrame and transformed by the CGI tool in a few minutes. 
 
Because GeoModeller is a tool built for surface geology studies, the primary inputs consist of 
typical geological field observation data, i.e. geological contact location and dip information. The 
process will convert the horizon travel times to metric depths and these will be the geological 
contact locations specified by X,Y and Z. The process will then also calculate true dips at line 
intersections. 
 
GeoModeller requires a fairly simple input format for depth control points (the horizon picks), but 
they must be in depth rather than travel time. Therefore, a part of the process converts the horizon 
travel times to depth by applying a power function determined elsewhere. 
 
GeoModeller also uses projected X-Y coordinates, and these are computed from the geodetic 
coordinates. 
 
In addition to the depth control points, GeoModeller requires horizon orientation information, and 
these are computed from the picks at intersection points after depth conversion. It is for this reason 
that the user supplies a file of intersection locations (see below). 
 
The navigation file is used to obtain the water depth (and position data if required). For this to 
occur, the GeoFrame export file and navigation file are merged and so the line names must be the 
same in both files. Unfortunately the line names as used in the navigation database are not the 
same as those used in GeoFrame. 
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Figure 33. Web form used to enter parameters for conversion of horizon data exported from 
Geoframe™ to a form suitable for import to 3D-GeoModeller. The web form activates a CGI 
control program which replicates the processes described in ‘Appendix 2 – Geoframe™ to 3D-
GeoModeller Batch Process Examples’ 

 
The study area and data preparation are described in the following sections. 
 

Location of Study Area and its Geological Parameters 
 
The Capel-Faust study area correlates with the extent of Geoscience Australia survey GA-302, 
being approximately 25°30’S to 29°30’S, 159°30’E to 163°30’E. 
 
The dimensions of the GeoModeller project prism was as follows: 
530000E to 980000E, 6680000N to 7200000N in UTM57S or 
25°;18’58.5” S to 29°55’1.6” S, 159°17’15.0” E to 163°58’10.2” E 
 
The extent of the 3D visualisation was further constrained to: 
 
608000E to 880000E, 6790000N to 7090000N 
 
which is an area of about 81,600 km2;. 
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The geological or stratigraphic pile (i.e. crustal layers) used in the model were named from the 
surface downward: 
 
Water 
SedUpper 
SedMiddle 
SedLower 
Basement 
Mantle 
 
These layers were separated by horizons (from the top downward) wb, CF_Olig, CF_Sr2B, 
CF_Rift and Mantle. The latter was obtained indirectly, while the remainder were picked directly 
in GeoFrame. Hence the vertical extent of the model was chosen in the range +0 km to -30 km 
above sea level. 
 

What GeoModeller Requires 
 
GeoModeller's primary inputs are data typical of geological field observations, i.e. geological 
contact location (depth control) and dip information (orientation control). The input format is 
fairly simple and is described below. 
 
Depth Control 
 
GeoModeller requires a very simple format for input of depth control ('geological contact 
locations', 'geological interface data' or 'geology data' in GeoModeller jargon). This format is a 
comma delimited file containing Series_Name, X, Y, Z. Point sets for several series can be 
concatenated together as in the following example, or loaded separately. The X and Y coordinates 
are SUTM57 for the study area; the Z coordinate is metres, positive upward. 
 
SedUpper,2,673467,7017145,-1723 
SedUpper,3,673553,7017186,-1719 
SedUpper,3,821471,7086710,-1341 
SedUpper,4,613846,6954432,-2553 
. 
. 
SedLower,2,610918,6987737,-4184 
SedLower,2,610941,6987749,-3924 
SedLower,2,611103,6987825,-4286 
SedLower,2,615056,6989683,-3761 
. 
. 
Basement,2,610015,6987315,-7984 
Basement,2,615011,6989661,-7456 
Basement,2,620201,6992097,-7679 
. 
. 
 
In this example there is a fifth field (the field following Series_Name), which GeoModeller can be 
directed to ignore. 
 
These data will usually be grossly oversampled along line. If every shotpoint is exported, several 
hundred thousand points might become available, and these must be sub-sampled down to a few 
thousand or less. There is more than one way that this can be achieved (see below, ‘Douglas-
Peucker Tolerance Parameter’ and ‘Smoothed Output Interval’). 
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Orientation Control 
 
GeoModeller also requires information about dip. The format of the orientation data file is space 
delimited with fields X, Y, Z, dip direction (°), dip (°), flag (unused), Series_Name: 
 
535000 6685000  -100  0  0  1 Water 
535000 7195000  -100  0  0  1 Water 
975000 6685000  -100  0  0  1 Water 
975000 7195000  -100  0  0  1 Water 
535000 6685000 -9900  0  0  1 Basement 
535000 7195000 -9900  0  0  1 Basement 
975000 6685000 -9900  0  0  1 Basement 
975000 7195000 -9900  0  0  1 Basement 
. 
. 
690881 7025333  -1755 124.5  0.4 1 SedUpper 
718561 7038328  -1691 115.9  0.9 1 SedUpper 
732647 7044971  -1572 119.0  0.3 1 SedUpper 
767212 7061151  -1352  40.1  0.7 1 SedUpper 
743863 7050232  -1490  85.7  1.8 1 SedUpper 
. 
. 
690881 7025333  -3008  9.7  2.1 1 SedLower 
718561 7038328  -2475 145.4  6.1 1 SedLower 
732647 7044971  -2825 248.1  7.6 1 SedLower 
743863 7050232  -2474 -18.1  9.2 1 SedLower 
650597 7006391  -3123 167.0  2.0 1 SedLower 
. 
. 
. 
690881 7025333  -5914  -4.0 11.1 1 Basement 
718561 7038328  -4720  82.1 19.3 1 Basement 
732647 7044971  -6081 -87.9  9.8 1 Basement 
767212 7061151  -4015 -34.5 20.8 1 Basement 
743863 7050232  -4553  44.6  8.9 1 Basement 
. 
. 
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What GeoFrame™ Provides 
 
GeoFrame allows export of horizon data in fixed format according to the user's specification. For 
the following process, the file exported from GeoFrame must have seven (7) space-delimited 
fields in the order as follows:  
 
line_name, shot_number, latitude_degrees, 'S', longitude_degrees, 'E', travel_time_msec.  
 
Use the following format specification as a guide: 
 

 
 
This produces: 
 
PROFILE CF_Rift->1      TYPE   Base ?Cretaceous rift  
ga302-001     1001 27.23853 S 160.09621 E        6288 
ga302-001     1002 27.23839 S 160.09655 E        6291 
ga302-001     1003 27.23824 S 160.09689 E        6293 
ga302-001     1004 27.23810 S 160.09723 E        6295 
ga302-001     1005 27.23795 S 160.09757 E        6298 
. 
. 
. 
EOD 
 
This file will be the starting point for the conversion process. 
 
Note that the line name (1:16) and shotpoint number (17:23) are the same columns as UKOOA 
format. The travel time to the horizon in milliseconds is in columns 61–65, the same as UKOOA 
format for water depths. 
 
GeoFrame exports fixed format, but make sure the fields are wide enough so that there's at least 
one space between each field. Sometimes the latitude and longitude overflow due to null values 
and the file has only five (5) fields, but this is cleaned up by the process. 
 
 

Transforming GeoFrame™ output to 3D-GeoModeller input 
 
This section describes the parameters needed for the transformation and entered into the form 
(Figure 33) which activates the CGI program. The help links on the form take you directly to the 
relevant section of this document. 
 
GeoFrame horizon export file 
 
Geoframe will default to a 'udf' extension if using a user-defined format (see details above). It is 
suggested that the Geoframe horizon name is used as the prefix. 
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Horizon name 
 
The use of horizon name exactly as used in Geoframe is suggested to avoid confusion. 
 
Series Names 
 
The horizon divides two series, one above and the other below. Give the names as defined in the 
GeoModeller geological pile. GeoModeller allows a number of sub-parallel formations to be 
contained in a series. In typical usage, however, a series has only one formation. This document 
will use the terms 'series' and 'unit' as synonyms. 
 
List of Intersections and Exclusion Radius 
 
This information is used to exclude picks which are close to intersection points to avoid problems 
associated with spurious gradients. Note however that true dip orientations are calculated at 
intersections by averaging before the radial exclusion is performed. The exclusion radius is given 
in samples (i.e. shotpoints).  
 
The format of the intersections file is as exported from Petrosys with any headers removed, viz: 
 
linename shotpoint linename shotpoint latitude longitude 
 
For example: 
 
302-01    1691.69 302-20    7311.82 -27.136392 160.334071 
302-01    2233.77 302-16    2891.59 -27.056498 160.518466 
302-01    2848.99 302-18    1971.87 -26.965527 160.727741 
302-01    3420.52 302-07    4602.62 -26.880775 160.921638 
. 
. 
302-02    2028.36 302-20    6482.52 -27.374017 160.501141 
302-02    2607.27 302-16    3718.38 -27.286169 160.697238 
302-02    3297.03 302-18    2803.26 -27.180631 160.930297 
. 
. 
302-03    2176.77 302-20    5156.20 -27.753750 160.769601 
302-03    2818.07 302-16    5074.90 -27.662946 160.991147 
302-03    3645.91 302-18    4216.20 -27.545374 161.276671 
. 
. 
 
 
Standardise Line Names 
 
In order for the navigation data with water depths to be properly merged into the file exported 
from GeoFrame, the line names must be identical in both files. GeoFrame line names are usually 
different from those in the navigation database, and so must be changed to conform. Here you can 
specify the string substitution in order to effect the change. This only works for replacing the same 
number of characters, so use another method in other cases. 
 
Depth Conversion 
 
Depth conversion can be accomplished in several ways. The approach taken here is to use a 
function of travel time below sea floor, either a power function or quadratic function. These can be 
used to approximate time-depth pairs obtained from stacking velocities or other means. 
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Power Function 
 
When based on stacking velocities it is usually the case that depths are over-estimated when 
compared to P-wave velocities measured by refraction methods. A 'fudge factor' may be used in 
those circumstances, if it can be estimated by comparison with refraction models, for example (eg 
Petkovic, 2004a, 2004b, 2010). The power function is: 
 
Z = k . a . Tb 
 
where, 
 
Z is depth below sea floor (km), 
T is travel time below sea floor (sec), 
'a' and 'b' are empirically derived constants, and 
'k' is a piecewise fudge factor. 
 
When used, it is often found that k=1 to a travel time T=t1, and then begins to linearly taper off 
until it is a value of Emax at T=t2, below which there is no information. 
 
Typical values for the fudge factor are t1 = 3 sec, t2 = 7 sec, Emax = 0.85 
 
If not using the fudge factor, then give Emax=1. 
 
Quadratic Function 
 
The quadratic function option does not provide for a fudge factor at this time, but is convenient 
because the derived velocity function is linear. 
 
Z = a . T + b . T2  
 
Z and T are defined as above. 
 
Source of Position Data 
 
Choose here whether you want to use positions from GeoFrame or navigation file. GeoFrame 
positions are referenced to the trace (cdp) while navigation file may be at another location, say the 
centre of the source. 
 
Douglas-Peucker Tolerance Parameter 
 
The depth control data (horizon picks) will usually be grossly oversampled along line. If every 
shotpoint is exported, several hundred thousand points might become available, and these must be 
sub-sampled down to a few thousand or less. One way to do this is the Douglas-Peucker method, 
also known as 'line simplification'. 
 
This method attempts to preserve the shape a line, which might have sharp breaks at faults and 
other types of roughness, while eliminating points that don't contribute to the overall shape of the 
line (Douglas & Peucker, 1973). Use a higher value of the tolerance parameter for fewer points. 
 
The algorithm works by keeping the first and last points in the polyline to be simplified. It then 
draws a straight between those two points, and finds the point of greatest deviation from this 
straight line. If the maximum deviation is greater than the given tolerance, that third point is 
included in the output. The polyline is next split into two parts at the point of greatest deviation, 
and the process is repeated for each new subset of the original polyline. 
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Smoothed Output Interval 
 
An alternative to the line simplification method (Douglas-Peucker method) is to smooth the line 
and then select a subset of points at a regular user-specified interval. The smoothed output is an 
optional alternative input to GeoModeller, i.e. the model can be based on input depth control 
points (the GeoFrame picks) which are smoothed and regularly sub-sampled, or simplified by the 
Douglas-Peucker method. The smoothing filter program is GMT 'filter1d' and set to use the 
Gaussian option. The user gives the output interval in shots. If output interval is 100 shots, then 
the command line coded in the program is: 
 
filter1d input_file -L10 -E -N2/0 -FG300 -T0/20000/100 -S0.5 > filtered_file 
 
 
Dip Radius and Weight 
 
The process also computes dip information ('orientation data' in GeoModeller jargon) from depth 
converted horizon picks at intersections, and supplemented by additional manually inserted points 
to control GeoModeller’s interpolator in regions of high dip.  
 
The dip radius is given in shotpoints, and is the radius or picks for calculating true dip at 
intersections. 
 
The dip weight is a factor between 0 and 1 applied to the points at the distance of the radius. The 
dip weight is set to 1 at the intersection point, and linearly decreases to the given dip weight at the 
distance of radius. 
 
The computation of true dip at intersecting seismic lines has been implemented in 
3D-GeoModeller v2, so true dips will not have to be computed prior to import in the future. 
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Notes on setting up GeoModeller and importing control points 
 
The approach to working in GeoModeller is to set up a base model directory in which the 
geological pile and sections (the seismic lines) are defined, as the latter is a laborious, line by line, 
process. This directory then acts as a template for models based on this arrangement of lines 
(sections) and the gross dimensions of the project area. 
 
The data import and model computation is relatively straightforward, and each revision of the 
horizon picks can be saved in separate working directories. The working models can be built by 
importing the geology and orientation data into the base model (the template) and then performing 
a "Save As" into a new directory. In that way, the work of defining the location of the seismic 
lines (sections) needs to be done only once for the base model. 
 
Create base template with sections corresponding to the seismic lines 
 
Activate GeoModeller and select: 
 
Project | New 
 
which will give the following window: 
 

 
 
after which the program will give the opportunity to create the topography surface (in our case the 
sea floor). Choose: 
 
[Load from a DTM] 
 
which will present the following window: 
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and accepts various formats, including ERMapper/Intrepid as shown here. 
 
After import, note that 'Surface Topography' appears as a section in the object viewer, and can 
then be used to constrain the model in computations or be used as a projection surface. 
 
To continue creating the base model, compute XY coordinates for the UKOOA navigation file 
using ‘ukoxy.pl’ (Appendix 5 - Batch Process Software), and load these into an Intrepid database. 
Then, in GeoModeller, load these data from the Intrepid database into GeoModeller's points list 
editor: 
 
Import | Import GIS and other binary located data 
 
Make sure the topography is showing in the 2D window and scroll though to the line required, 
which should also appear on the topography section. Decimate the points with the slider to a small 
number of points sufficient to define the line. Then, 
 
Section | Create a section from its trace (Ctrl-T) 
 
And enter the name of this line in the window that comes up. Create it as a vertical section. Repeat 
this for all the seismic lines in the project. 
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Geological Pile 
 
The last stage of the base model set-up is the definition of the model geology. This consists of a 
set of series each consisting of one or more formations. Create formations as follows: 
 
Geology | Formations: create or edit 
 
This will prompt you to go to the Stratigraphic pile editor, or do it later with: 
 
Geology | Stratigraphic Pile: Create or Edit 
 
At this point decide whether you are defining series by their tops or bottoms. The stratigraphic pile 
editor allows you to allocate formations to series, and the relationship between series (onlap or 
erode). In most situations it's sufficient to allocate one formation per series, as in the following 
example: 
 

 
 
This completes the base model which is empty of data at this stage. It can be used as the starting 
template for subsequent models. These can be created by loading the base model with depth and 
orientation control points, and performing a "Save As". 
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Import depth control points 
 
Import the depth control points as follows: 
 
Import | Import 3D Data | Import 3D data and Project onto Sections 
 
With settings as in the image: 
 

 
 
The projection distance is set to 400 m in this case. The projection distance must be large enough 
so that points will be projected onto a meandering line, but not so large so that they may be 
projected onto more than one line, say near line intersections. Note that we are not projecting onto 
Surface Topography in this example because the points belong to the sections only. During pre-
processing set the subsampling interval or Douglas-Peucker tolerance so that no more than, say, 
3000 points are imported. Note that sub-sampling is not done in this window.  
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At the time of writing GeoModeller does not import depth control points and create the lines 
(sections) at the same time, hence the projection-onto-sections process is required. Neither does it 
allow sub-sampling during import, which is the reason that the data needs to be pre-processed. 
However, this functionality has been added in 3D-GeoModeller version 2. 
 
Note: the interface between water and sediment is usually available as a grid, and so there is no 
need to import 'wb' (the usual name for water bottom horizon in GeoFrame) and project onto 
sections. If one did so, one would require GeoModeller to create the horizon surface by 
interpolation as with the other horizons. It is probably better to use a pre-existing water bottom 
grid which is likely to contain data from surveys not used in the GeoModeller model. If the 
uppermost series in the sedimentary pile is 'SedUpper', then the water bottom grid (say 10 km x 10 
km) can be imported as 'SedUpper' using the same format as described above for depth control 
points. The Moho can be imported in the same way. 
 
Import orientation control points 
 
Import the orientation control points as follows: 
 
Import | Import 3D Data | Import 3D Geology and fault Orientation Data 
 
with settings as in the image:  
 

 
 
At this stage it’s recommended to "Save As" the project in a new directory. 
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Computing the Model 
 
An isotropic model can be computed as follows (takes a couple of minutes on a core 2 duo 2GHz 
computer): 
 
Model | Compute (or Ctrl-M) 
 

 
 
The model limits can be left at the maximum extremities defined at the start of the project, as 
computation of the model takes about a minute. 
 
The smallest appropriate ‘range’ is about 70 km for the Capel-Faust data set. This parameter 
defines the region of influence of data points on the interpolator function. Beyond this figure the 
data points have little influence on determining the shape of the interpolated function. Range is 
defined in terms of a variogram which is a plot of distance of separation of data points. 
 
The ‘nugget’ dimension can be left at the default setting of 10-6 or half that. 
 
If either the nugget or range is too small, then the interpolated surfaces may overturn or behave in 
unexpected ways. 
 
For a discussion of these terms see:  
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variogram, http://www.goldensoftware.com/variogramTutorial.pdf 
 
The intersection of the model with sections can be viewed either one-by-one: 
 
Model | Plot the model on the current section 
 
or onto all sections in one process: 
 
Model | Plot the model on all sections)  

http://www.goldensoftware.com/variogramTutorial.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variogram
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It is necessary to do this to confirm that the interpolator module has generated a reasonable model 
with the chosen parameters. The figure shows examples of reasonable and unreasonable models 
projected onto sections. 
 
OK: 
 

 
 
not OK: 
 

 
 
 
Problem Areas 
 
To improve the interpolation near problem areas, such as shown in the image above, additional 
orientation data can be added as special entries in the orientation data file. These 'pseudo-data' can 
be computed with the aid of Petrosys section display, by inspection or other means. 
 
For example, dips may be computed in a spreadsheet then reformatted and merged with XY 
coordinates using program ‘ukoextract.pl’ (Appendix 5 - Batch Process Software). These 
additional dips can be added to a special file "orientation_special_points.data" which can be 
appended to the set of true dips computed at intersections. The process can be automated by batch 
scripts. 
 
An alternative approach is to add orientation points directly into sections, make a note of what 
works, and then add these into the orientations seed file. 
 
View the 3D surfaces 
 
Using Model | Build 3D Formations and Faults 
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In this model the cell dimensions used were 2x2x1 km3 or 135x130x12 (=210600) cells. This 
takes about 40 minutes to compute. 
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Appendix 2 – Geoframe™ to 3D-GeoModeller Batch Process Examples 
 
Example of batch process to transform horizon picks exported from primary interpretation environment, GeoFrame to a form suitable for 3D gravity modelling 
software GeoModeller. Each stage uses as input the output from the preceding stage. The awk scripts used in these processes are listed at the end of this appendix and 
included on the CD containing this report. The control parameters are not explained here. In general, each program prompts the user for the order and content of 
command line parameters if the user types the name of the program without the correct number of command line parameters. 
 

PHASE 1A – CLEAN-UP, STANDARDISE AND CONVERT TIME TO DEPTH 
 
This phase of the process cleans up bad positions, standardises geographic coordinates, cleans up unnecessary records, standardises line names, merges true positions 
from navigation file, computes eastings/northings from geographic coordinates, converts travel time to depth. The process uses Unix utilities, awk and Perl programs. 
The final output file is a fixed column pseudo-UKOOA format file indexed by line name and shotpoint number, and containing depth to horizon for every shotpoint.  
 
echo + process survey 302 CF_CretRift 

grep -v 3402823 GC_CretRift.udf > grep_CretRift.tmp 

awk -f neglat.awk < grep_CretRift.tmp > awk_CretRift.tmp 

grep -v PROFILE awk_CretRift.tmp > CretRift1.tmp 

grep -v EOD CretRift1.tmp > CretRift2.tmp 

gaps.pl CretRift2.tmp 1 46 51 Y > gaps_CretRift.tmp 

awk -f replace.awk < gaps_CretRift.tmp > CretRift3.tmp 

awk -f make_ukooa.awk < CretRift3.tmp > CF_CretRift.tmp 

mergeuko.pl /d/seis/5/shot/0302an.asc CF_CretRift.tmp 0 0 46 58 Y 0 M > CF_CretRift.muko 

ukoxy.pl CF_CretRift.muko 57 1 > CF_CretRift.uko 

linestats.pl CF_CretRift.uko 16 81 7 0 20000 F >> linestats.log 

time2depth_2part.pl CF_CretRift.uko Q 0.799 0.368 Q 1.024 0.196 1309 82 87 61 65 1 > time2depth.tmp 

cat time2depth_2part.log >> time2depth.log 
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awk -f pad_latlon_zeros.awk < time2depth.tmp > ../../model/data/CF_CretRift_Basement.asc 

rm *.tmp rm CF_CretRift.muko rm CF_CretRift.uko 

 

PHASE 1B – SMOOTH AND SUBSAMPLE 
 
This is an extension to Phase 1A to smooth the horizon picks output from Phase 1B and subsample at a regular interval following smoothing. The process uses GMT 
utilities. 
 
echo + this job uses GMT and needs prior running of Phase 1a 

 

echo + split CF_CretRift data file into line parts 

splituko ../../model/data/CF_CretRift_Basement.asc 1 dat . 

 

echo + strip out channel to filter 

smooth_stripz.job 

 

echo + filter horizon data for each line and subsample every 100th shot (first give: gmtset D_FORMAT %8.1f) 

echo + then run GMT filter1d on each line as in the following example: 

echo + filter1d 302-19.sz -L10 -E -N2/0 -FG300 -T0/20000/100 -S0.5 > 302-19.fil 

smooth_filter_100.job 

 

echo + append filtered subsampled horizon values back onto line data file 

smooth_joinfiles.job 

 

echo + concatenate subsampled Rift data line parts and send to ../../model/data 
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rm ../../model/data/CF_CretRift_Basement_fil.asc 

cat 302*_fil.dat >> ../../model/data/CF_CretRift_Basement_fil.asc 

 

rm *.dat *.fil *.sz 

PHASE 2 – SUBSAMPLE, COMPUTE TRUE DIPS AND REFORMAT 
 
This phase of the process (jobs 1–4) simplifies or sub-samples the picks from Phase 1A to a smaller manageable number, computes true dips at intersections, deletes 
points proximal to intersections, and reformats. Jobs 5 and 6 delete points proximal to intersections, and reformats the filtered version of the picks from Phase 1B. 
 
echo + Phase 2 of process to prepare data for GeoModeller on unix 

echo + these jobs must be run together and in sequence due to dependencies 

 

1_simplify_xyz.job 

2_proximity.job 

3_uko2delim.job 

4_truedip.job 

5_proximity_fil.job 

6_uko2delim_fil.job 

 

echo + concatenate and copy special off-section points to directories ./data_dp and ./data_smoothed 

cp water_zero_special_points.dat ./data_dp/all_horizon_tops_off-line_points_3layer_sed.dat 

cat SedMiddle_depth_special_points.dat >> ./data_dp/all_horizon_tops_off-line_points_3layer_sed.dat 

cat SedLower_depth_special_points.dat >> ./data_dp/all_horizon_tops_off-line_points_3layer_sed.dat 

cat Basement_depth_special_points.dat >> ./data_dp/all_horizon_tops_off-line_points_3layer_sed.dat 

cp ./data_dp/all_horizon_tops_off-line_points_3layer_sed.dat ./data_smoothed 
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The individual jobs as follows: 
 
1_simplify_xyz.job 

echo + simplify survey GA302 data for GeoModeller using Douglas-Peucker algorithm 

simplify_xyz CF_Olig_SedMiddle.asc simplify_SedMiddle_DP50.out 96 102 104 111 113 118 89 94 50 S 

simplify_xyz CF_Sr2B_SedLower.asc simplify_SedLower_DP100.out 96 102 104 111 113 118 89 94 100 S 

simplify_xyz CF_CretRift_Basement.asc simplify_Basement_DP100.out 96 102 104 111 113 118 89 94 100 S 

 

2_proximity.job 

 

echo + exclude simplified GA302 data points within a given distance of intersection points 

proximity.pl simplify_SedMiddle_DP50.out intersections.asc 500 E Y > proximity_SedMiddle_DP50ex500.out 

proximity.pl simplify_SedLower_DP100.out intersections.asc 500 E Y > proximity_SedLower_DP100ex500.out 

proximity.pl simplify_Basement_DP100.out intersections.asc 500 E Y > proximity_Basement_DP100ex500.out 

 

echo + tidy up un-needed files from these process 

rm simplify*.out 

 

3_uko2delim.job 

 

echo + rewrite GA302 data as comma delimited file, factor= -1 

 

uko2delim.pl proximity_SedMiddle_DP50ex500.out SedMiddle 1 -1 96 102 104 111 113 118 C Y  
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> uko2delim_SedMiddle_302_DP50.out 

uko2delim.pl proximity_SedLower_DP100ex500.out SedLower 1 -1 96 102 104 111 113 118 C Y  

> uko2delim_SedLower_302_DP100.out 

 

uko2delim.pl proximity_Basement_DP100ex500.out Basement 1 -1 96 102 104 111 113 118 C Y  

> uko2delim_Basement_302_DP100.out 

 

echo + concatenate line data files and move to ./data_dp 

cat uko2delim_*302*_DP*.out > ./data_dp/302_horizon_tops_hybrid_dp_3layer_sed.dat 

 

echo + tidy up un-needed files from this and previous process 

rm proximity*.out uko2delim_*_DP*.out uko2delim_unsorted.log uko2delim.log 

 

4_truedip.job 

 

echo + compute true dip of horizon at intersection points and send to ./data_dip 

 

truedip.pl CF_Olig_SedMiddle.asc intersections.asc 96 102 104 111 57 113 118 -1 25 0.5 SedMiddle 3D Y  

> truedip_SedMiddle_r25.out 

 

truedip.pl CF_Sr2B_SedLower.asc intersections.asc 96 102 104 111 57 113 118 -1 25 0.5 SedLower 3D Y  

> truedip_SedLower_r25.out 
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truedip.pl CF_CretRift_Basement.asc intersections.asc 96 102 104 111 57 113 118 -1 25 0.5 Basement 3D Y  

> truedip_Basement_r25.out 

 

echo + concatenate dip files for each horizon into a single file in data_dip directory 

cp ./dips_special_3layer_sed.data ./data_dip/dip_special_3layer_sed_hybrid_r25.data 

cat truedip_SedMiddle_r25.out > ./data_dip/dip_3layer_sed_hybrid_r25.data 

cat truedip_SedLower_r25.out >> ./data_dip/dip_3layer_sed_hybrid_r25.data 

cat truedip_Basement_r25.out >> ./data_dip/dip_3layer_sed_hybrid_r25.data 

 

echo + clean up intermediate files after true dip calculation 

rm truedip_SedMiddle*_r25.out truedip_SedLower_r25.out truedip_Basement_r25.out 

 

5_proximity_fil.job 

 

echo + exclude smoothed survey 302 data points within 500 shots of intersection points 

 

proximity.pl CF_Olig_SedMiddle_fil.asc intersections.asc 500 E Y > proximity_SedMiddle_fil_ex500.out 

proximity.pl CF_Sr2B_SedLower_fil.asc intersections.asc 500 E Y > proximity_SedLower_fil_ex500.out 

proximity.pl CF_CretRift_Basement_fil.asc intersections.asc 500 E Y > proximity_Basement_fil_ex500.out 
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6_uko2delim_fil.job 
 
echo + rewrite survey 302 DEPTH data as comma delimited file, factor= -1 
 
uko2delim.pl proximity_SedMiddle_fil_ex500.out SedMiddle 1 -1 96 102 104 111 120 127 C Y > 
uko2delim_SedMiddle_302_fil.out 
 
uko2delim.pl proximity_SedLower_fil_ex500.out SedLower 1 -1 96 102 104 111 120 127 C Y > 
uko2delim_SedLower_302_fil.out 
uko2delim.pl proximity_Basement_fil_ex500.out Basement 1 -1 96 102 104 111 120 127 C Y > 
uko2delim_Basement_302_fil.out 
 
echo + concatenate line data files and move to ./data_smoothed 
cat *302_fil.out > ./data_smoothed/302_horizon_tops_hybrid_fil_3layer_sed.dat 
 
echo + clean up files no longer needed 
rm proximity*.out uko2delim*_fil.out uko2delim.log uko2delim unsorted.log 
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Awk scripts used in the processes 
 
 
Name Script 
neglat.awk { 

 printf("%-16s%7d %10.5f %9.5f %6d\n", $1, $2, -$3, $5, $7) 
} 

replace.awk {  
 sub(/ga302-0/,"302-"); 
 printf ("%13s%2s%s\n", substr($0,0,13),"  ",substr($0,13)); 
} 

replace_206.awk {  
 sub(/206_/,"206/"); 
 printf ("%s\n", $0); 
} 

replace_206r.awk {  
 sub(/s206r_/,"206/"); 
 sub(/a/," "); 
 sub(/b/," "); 
 printf ("%13s%1s%s\n", substr($0,0,13)," ",substr($0,13)); 
} 
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Name Script 
make_ukooa.awk { 

  Line=substr($0,1,16) 
  ffid=substr($0,17,7) 
  Lat=substr($0,26,9) 
  Lon=substr($0,36,9) 
  data=substr($0,46) 
  Lat=-Lat 
  Latd=int(Lat) 
  Latm=int((Lat-Latd)*60) 
  Lats=(Lat-Latd)*3600-Latm*60 
  Lond=int(Lon) 
  Lonm=int((Lon-Lond)*60) 
  Lons=(Lon-Lond)*3600-Lonm*60 
  printf("%16s%7d%2.2d%02d%05.2fS%3.3d%02d%05.2fE 
%s\n",Line,ffid,Latd,Latm,Lats,Lond,Lonm,Lons,data) 
} 

pad_latlon_zeros.awk { 
  line_ffid = substr($0,1,23); 
  latlon = substr($0,24,21); 
  sub(/ /,"0",latlon); 
  data=substr($0,45); 
  printf("%23s%21s%s\n",line_ffid, latlon, data); 
} 

stripz.awk { 
  ffid=substr($0,17,7) 
  Z=substr($0,113,6) 
  printf("%07d %6d\n",ffid,Z) 
} 
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Appendix 3 – Transform 3D-GeoModeller Inversion Results to GeoFrame™ 
Format 
 
After an inversion run in 3D-GeoModeller, the results are most conveniently viewed in the reflection seismic interpretation environment of GeoFrame, where the 
primary data input to the gravity modelling, the horizon travel-times, were generated by the geological interpretation team. The geologist can better assess the 
information produced by the inversion when viewed against the reflection seismic data and the identified horizons.  
 
The process involves the following steps, in the case of an inverted Basement horizon: 
 
 Extract most probable Basement and upper and lower bounds from the statistics voxet according to the confidence limits set, 
 Create grids of these three surfaces (e.g. CF84_c2r2_basement_m_geodetic.ers, see below), 
 Extract depths to the grids at shotpoint locations along the seismic lines using a GA standard navigation file as input ( 0302an.asc ), 
 Convert these depths to two-way travel time using the inverse process for time-to-depth conversion, 
 Ensure line names are in the same format as used in GeoFrame, and 
 Convert file format to one of the standard GeoFrame horizon input formats. 
 
The three main stages of this process are detailed below: 
 
a) Following successful completion of an inversion run and generation of statistics, the following batch job executed at the DOS prompt extracts the most probable 
Basement and bounds at the 90% confidence level: 
 

rem the following is the location of GeoModeller on PC-60776 (x64) 
set GEOHOME=C:\GeoModeller\GeoModeller1.3.172 
 
set INTREPID=%GEOHOME% 
set OLDPATH=%PATH% 
 
rem use 'client' for x86 (32-bit) and 'server' for x64 (64-bit) 
rem set PATH=%PATH%;%GEOHOME%\bin;%GEOHOME%\bin\client 
set PATH=%PATH%;%GEOHOME%\bin;%GEOHOME%\bin\server 
 
del Inversion_audit.rpt 
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set Case=C2 
set Run=R1_R2 
set Threshold=90 
set OutputVoxet=Prob_Top_%Case%_%Run% 
 
set Voxet=..\StatsReports\SuperSummaryStats_%Case%_%Run%_%Threshold%_super.vo 
 
voxetutil Horizons %Voxet% %OutputVoxet% %Threshold% 
 
set PATH=%OLDPATH% 
 
echo remove any files not needed 
del Prob_Air*.csv 
… 

 
The process creates a “ *_bounds.csv ” file for the three surfaces for most probable and the top and bottom bounds. The file looks like this: 
 

X,Y,Ztop,Zmedian,Zbot 
567895.000000,6736030.000000,-3470.286558,-4285.266209,-5290.952885 
567895.000000,6739030.000000,-3576.202750,-4394.206902,-5189.965168 
567895.000000,6742030.000000,-3479.546332,-4374.577727,-5226.557013 
. 
. 

 
b) Intrepid or other suitable software is used to create grids of each of the three surfaces. 
 
c) The following batch job file is then executed at the Unix command prompt to interpolate values from the grids and produce GeoFrame-ready files. The first word 
in each command gives the name of the program used. 
 

rm *.log 
echo extract values along seismic line from grids of basement top, median and bottom 
echo ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
gridval CF84_c2r2_basement_t_geodetic 0302an.asc 1 0302bt_gridval.asc W -1 
gridval CF84_c2r2_basement_m_geodetic 0302an.asc 1 0302bm_gridval.asc W -1 
gridval CF84_c2r2_basement_b_geodetic 0302an.asc 1 0302bb_gridval.asc W -1 
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echo depth to time conversion using functions from GA record 2010/03 
depth2time_2part 0302bt_gridval.asc Q .799 .368 Q .869 .250 575 81 90 61 65 1 1 > 0302bt_d2t.tmp 
depth2time_2part 0302bm_gridval.asc Q .799 .368 Q .869 .250 575 81 90 61 65 1 1 > 0302bm_d2t.tmp 
depth2time_2part 0302bb_gridval.asc Q .799 .368 Q .869 .250 575 81 90 61 65 1 1 > 0302bb_d2t.tmp 
 
echo make line names compatible with GeoFrame. i.e. 302-01 to ga302-001 
linename 0302bt_d2t.tmp linename_lookup.txt 0302bt_ga.tmp 1 2 
linename 0302bm_d2t.tmp linename_lookup.txt 0302bm_ga.tmp 1 2 
linename 0302bb_d2t.tmp linename_lookup.txt 0302bb_ga.tmp 1 2 
 
echo convert for GeoFrame format 2d_ci7m.iudf 
uko2GeoFrame 0302bt_ga.tmp 91 97 > 0302bt_ms.asc 
uko2GeoFrame 0302bm_ga.tmp 91 97 > 0302bm_ms.asc 
uko2GeoFrame 0302bb_ga.tmp 91 97 > 0302bb_ms.asc 
 
echo tidy up unused files 
rm 0302b*.tmp 
 
In the above, the file  linename_lookup.txt  is like this: 
 
302-01 ga302-001 
302-02 ga302-002 
. 
. 
. 

 
The GeoFrame-ready output file  0302bm_ms.asc  looks as follows  (the “2” is necessary as a line-type flag) : 
 

PROFILE cf84_basement    TYPE 1 26 Survey 302 GM_CretRift time surface          2d_ci7m.iudf     ft ms 
SNAPPING PARAMETERS 5    19 1 
ga302-001                               4542.00   1001.00                               2     
ga302-001                               4543.00   1002.00                               2     
ga302-001                               4546.00   1003.00                               2     
. 
. 
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Appendix 4 – Gravity Response of Inversion Result 
 
In certain circumstances it is desirable to image the gravity response of the most probable result after inversion, say in the case of inverting for Basement, so as to 
visually compare with the observed gravity. Note that the method of invoking ManageLithoInversion described below will be deprecated in 3D-GeoModeller v2 
which uses a new batch system. The following example batch job computes the gravity response from the most probable model after inversion: 
 

rem the following is GeoModeller on PC-60776 (x64) 
set GEOHOME=C:\GeoModeller\GeoModeller1.3.1870 
 
set INTREPID=%GEOHOME% 
set OLDPATH=%PATH% 
 
rem use 'client' for x86; use 'server' for x64 
rem set PATH=%PATH%;%GEOHOME%\bin;%GEOHOME%\bin\client 
set PATH=%PATH%;%GEOHOME%\bin;%GEOHOME%\bin\server 
 
ManageLithoInversion -batch forward_model_most_probable.job 
set PATH=%OLDPATH% 

 
… which executes the file  forward_model_most_probable.job  as in the following example: 
 

Process Begin 
 Name = ManageLithoInversion 
 Parameters Begin 
  Args = { 
  ..\C2R2\C2\C2.xml 
  CopyRun 
  R1 
  R3 
 } 
 Parameters End 
Process End 
Process Begin 
 Name = ManageLithoInversion 
 Parameters Begin 
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  Args = { 
  ..\C2R2\C2\C2.xml 
  RunControl 
  R1 
  LithologyInitialiseStyle 
  FromVoxet 
  ..\C2R2\StatsReports\SuperSummaryStats_C2_R1_R2_90_super.vo 
  MostProbable 
 } 
 Parameters End 
Process End 
Process Begin 
 Name = ManageLithoInversion 
 Parameters Begin 
  Args = { 
  ..\C2R2\C2\C2.xml 
  RunControl 
  R3 
  NumberOfIterations 
  1 
 } 
 Parameters End 
Process End 
Process Begin 
 Name = ManageLithoInversion 
 Parameters Begin 
  Args = { 
  ..\C2R2\C2\C2.xml 
  Run 
  R3 
  ..\C2R2\Grids\outputmodel 
 } 
 Parameters End 
Process End 
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Appendix 5 - Batch Process Software 
 
Program Language Description 
depth2time_2part Perl Convert depth (m) to travel time (twt) using two functions, one above and the other below a given travel time using power or 

quadratic functions. Inverse of time2depth_2part.pl (see below). 
 

filter1d C GMT program developed by Wessel and Smith (1991) which filters time series data. See: http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/ 
 

gaps Perl Adds a gap marker to UKOOA-type shot-indexed navigation file. Input has Z value as the last field.  
 
Output is the file with optional Petrosys gap marker (X) or Gocad segment count appended. 
 

gridval Fortran Extracts values from a grid at specified points, given as a UKOOA-type navigation file or XY lists of various types. 
 

joinfiles Perl Appends data from one file to a master UKOOA-type navigation file 
 

linename Perl Rename line names used in UKOOA-like files. 
 

linestats Perl Reports on dimensions of a time or UKOOA-type shot indexed navigation file. 
 

make_ukooa.awk Awk Reformats a specific navigation file to a UKOOA-like format commonly used at GA 
 

mergeuko Perl Merges data from one UKOOA file into a master. The user specifies the column range for merging. The data from the 
secondary file can be appended to records in the master file, or the data can be merged according to the minimum, maximum 
or average value. Shot records in the secondary file not in the master file are discarded. 
 

neglat.awk Awk make latitudes negative 
 

pad_latlon_zeros.awk Awk Replaces leading spaces with leading zeros in coordinate fields of UKOOA-like navigation file 
 

http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/
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Program Language Description 
proximity Perl Excludes or includes points which are in the vicinity of a set of points. For example, points which are close to line 

intersections can be excluded if those intersection points are known. Input is from a UKOOA-like file with standard definition 
up to col 44. 
 

replace.awk Awk Replace Geoframe line name syntax with that used in navigation file 
 

simplify_xyz Fortran Adapted from a program authored by P.R. Wade, this program simplifies, or reduces in number, a set of connected points, 
such as those which define a coastline in mapping applications, while preserving shape (Douglas & Peucker, 1973). 
 
Input is a UKOOA-like shot indexed navigation file with XY coordinates. 
 

splituko Perl Split UKOOA-like navigation file into line parts 
 

stripz.awk Awk Strips Z value from a filtered file 
 

time2depth_2part Perl Converts travel time to depth using two functions, one above and the other below a given travel time, using power or 
quadratic functions: 
 
Z = a * Tb (km below sea floor) 
Z = a * T + b * T2 (km below sea floor) 
 
where T is travel time (s) through sediments, and ‘a’ and ‘b’ are constants 
 

truedip Perl Computes true dip of horizon data at intersections. The program reads a UKOOA-like shot-indexed navigation file containing 
horizon data and an intersections report from Petrosys (Appendix 6), and computes true dips at intersection points, writing 
data in Geomodeller format. (An alternative program can be written to generate the intersection report). 
 
The program allows the user to specify a radius (in shotpoints) for calculating least-squares plane, and rejects those 
intersections where there are less than the maximum number of points. For example, if radius = 3, i.e. 7 points on each leg, 
then the maximum number of points about an intersection is 14 = 2*(2*3+1) 
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Program Language Description 
uko2delim Perl Converts a UKOOA-like shot-indexed navigation file to space delimited format suitable for GeoModeller. Input is a 

concatenated horizons file, such that all lines are given consecutively for each horizon. The structure of the input and output 
files are UKOOA-like, as output by program ‘ukoxy.pl’. 
 

uko2geoframe Perl Convert UKOOA-type navigation file to special format for import to GeoFrame. 
 

ukoxy Perl Computes UTM coordinates for positions in a UKOOA shot-indexed navigation file. This program uses a modification of 
UPM.pm in the misc.lib library which provides a zone number so coordinates can be calculated continuously across zones. 
 

voxetutil C Utility for voxet interrogation and transformation, written by Intrepid Geophysics. 
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Appendix 6 – Line Intersections for GA-302 
 
List of seismic line intersections generated using Petrosys software (see section 4.1). ‘sp’ is the 
shotpoint number of the intersection for each line given in the column to the left of it. 
 
Line  sp  Line       sp Latitude   Longitude 
302-01    1695.71 302-20    7317.66 -27.136466 160.333606 
302-01    2239.22 302-16    2896.11 -27.056252 160.518554 
302-01    2854.52 302-18    1976.76 -26.965393 160.727750 
302-01    3425.16 302-07    4608.03 -26.880757 160.921402 
302-01    4241.46 302-08    3166.13 -26.759268 161.197959 
302-01    4656.20 302-09    7766.00 -26.697257 161.338198 
302-01    4986.19 302-13    6387.07 -26.647796 161.449666 
302-01    5674.44 302-10    2425.38 -26.544598 161.682006 
302-01    6553.95 302-14    2651.40 -26.412021 161.978130 
302-02    2031.62 302-20    6489.07 -27.373931 160.500421 
302-02    2611.58 302-16    3722.21 -27.285899 160.696837 
302-02    3302.59 302-18    2808.08 -27.180479 160.930317 
302-02    3873.90 302-07    3784.41 -27.093007 161.123041 
302-02    4665.25 302-08    3973.59 -26.971685 161.389686 
302-02    4675.48 302-09    6946.83 -26.970082 161.393114 
302-02    5553.92 302-10    3282.45 -26.834615 161.688272 
302-02    5720.17 302-13    5472.73 -26.808757 161.743982 
302-02    7005.79 302-14    3434.68 -26.609527 162.174714 
302-02    7514.12 302-11    7663.37 -26.530145 162.344449 
302-02    7858.83 302-15    1290.88 -26.476244 162.459513 
302-02    8250.54 302-12    7091.93 -26.415007 162.590113 
302-03    2181.14 302-20    5162.51 -27.753631 160.769277 
302-03    2824.11 302-16    5079.24 -27.662622 160.991357 
302-03    3650.65 302-18    4220.32 -27.545148 161.276322 
302-03    4233.20 302-07    2348.45 -27.462150 161.476830 
302-03    4276.27 302-09    5487.64 -27.455996 161.491646 
302-03    4882.65 302-10    4861.92 -27.369047 161.699933 
302-03    4989.66 302-08    5428.07 -27.353742 161.736687 
302-03    6355.65 302-11    5775.76 -27.156545 162.204534 
302-03    6654.64 302-13    3732.04 -27.113299 162.306773 
302-03    6892.87 302-15    3080.92 -27.078741 162.388148 
302-03    7420.36 302-14    4994.11 -27.001885 162.568097 
302-03    7575.67 302-12    5422.67 -26.979317 162.621093 
302-04    1488.23 302-14    5991.05 -27.252009 162.821157 
302-04    1916.43 302-13    2607.16 -27.308967 162.672022 
302-04    2008.78 302-12    4411.10 -27.321213 162.639823 
302-04    2850.96 302-15    4132.67 -27.432623 162.345958 
302-04    3487.75 302-11    4690.34 -27.516667 162.123465 
302-04    3993.26 302-08    6302.24 -27.582875 161.946504 
302-04    4677.04 302-10    5757.66 -27.672120 161.706802 
302-04    4734.11 302-07    1500.69 -27.679609 161.686798 
302-04    5130.43 302-09    4661.35 -27.731119 161.547681 
302-04    5326.77 302-18    5041.58 -27.756670 161.478749 
302-04    6237.90 302-16    5844.16 -27.874595 161.158325 
302-04    6919.81 302-20    4432.34 -27.962367 160.918070 
302-05    2695.09 302-20    3272.15 -28.293615 161.155735 
302-05    3425.42 302-16    6992.38 -28.192352 161.410292 
302-05    4042.57 302-09    3533.92 -28.106381 161.625011 
302-05    4303.03 302-10    6933.76 -28.070034 161.715562 
302-05    4436.87 302-18    6186.71 -28.051344 161.762058 
302-05    5199.04 302-11    3400.70 -27.944467 162.026488 
302-05    5730.14 302-08    7397.98 -27.869749 162.210492 
302-05    5983.26 302-15    5325.43 -27.834004 162.298066 
302-05    7030.74 302-12    3333.15 -27.685587 162.659927 
302-05    7610.85 302-06    2109.60 -27.602943 162.859883 
302-05    8206.27 302-13    1401.12 -27.517900 163.064851 
302-05    8261.84 302-14    7021.26 -27.509926 163.083959 
302-06    1488.37 302-14    6813.48 -27.458057 163.030755 
302-06    1598.75 302-13    1599.23 -27.483644 163.000223 
302-06    2817.98 302-12    3089.93 -27.767786 162.664365 
302-06    3931.74 302-08    7997.53 -28.026369 162.355695 
302-06    4255.84 302-15    6120.31 -28.101489 162.265616 
302-06    5160.60 302-18    7197.77 -28.310931 162.013541 
302-06    5473.97 302-11    2077.16 -28.383360 161.925983 
302-06    6217.25 302-09    2186.59 -28.554804 161.717806 
302-06    7051.75 302-20    1682.38 -28.747007 161.483351 
302-07    1417.62 302-10    5842.77 -27.700910 161.707405 
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302-07    2265.49 302-09    5405.06 -27.483492 161.497274 
302-07    3293.98 302-19    4784.59 -27.219179 161.243565 
302-07    4218.14 302-21    3746.28 -26.981247 161.016790 
302-07    5295.89 302-17    4643.73 -26.703429 160.753326 
302-08    1285.07 302-13    8557.45 -26.263344 160.754226 
302-08    2499.76 302-17    3803.48 -26.583705 161.040378 
302-08    3520.15 302-21    4545.14 -26.852410 161.281966 
302-08    3993.66 302-09    6926.24 -26.976957 161.394467 
302-08    4495.88 302-19    3998.94 -27.108933 161.514067 
302-08    5269.49 302-10    4693.71 -27.312125 161.698737 
302-08    6842.07 302-11    4064.39 -27.724304 162.076345 
302-08    7701.83 302-15    5667.53 -27.949101 162.284085 
302-08    9411.75 302-12    1232.73 -28.395487 162.699544 
302-09    4287.76 302-18    5424.93 -27.855482 161.573276 
302-09    6424.82 302-19    4248.46 -27.143945 161.428187 
302-09    7416.62 302-21    4785.09 -26.813630 161.361507 
302-09    8139.74 302-13    6811.88 -26.572769 161.313221 
302-09    8426.86 302-17    3059.46 -26.477130 161.294016 
302-10    1123.57 302-14    1431.00 -26.104037 161.672859 
302-10    1747.29 302-17    1933.34 -26.315123 161.677118 
302-10    2753.82 302-21    5760.69 -26.655740 161.684446 
302-10    3113.40 302-13    5649.90 -26.777412 161.687032 
302-10    3877.04 302-19    3479.41 -27.035850 161.692698 
302-10    6731.59 302-18    5993.20 -28.001624 161.714017 
302-11    2473.39 302-18    6967.88 -28.251975 161.956203 
302-11    6039.50 302-13    3986.42 -27.069042 162.224251 
302-11    6879.84 302-19    1746.99 -26.790160 162.286535 
302-11    7049.59 302-14    3928.90 -26.733859 162.299268 
302-11    8346.07 302-21    7917.23 -26.303553 162.394863 
302-12    4500.90 302-13    2711.09 -27.290865 162.638271 
302-12    5188.18 302-14    5220.09 -27.058587 162.625410 
302-13    1220.79 302-14    7177.24 -27.548998 163.123756 
302-13    3507.56 302-15    3300.03 -27.152521 162.379457 
302-13    4804.75 302-19    2701.65 -26.925853 161.959629 
302-13    6018.52 302-21    5409.38 -26.712685 161.568253 
302-13    7144.38 302-17    3316.26 -26.513963 161.206524 
302-14    2025.29 302-17    1509.04 -26.254080 161.821307 
302-14    2913.80 302-21    6850.62 -26.478139 162.044007 
302-14    4071.86 302-19    1604.74 -26.769940 162.335189 
302-14    4388.97 302-15    2400.75 -26.849768 162.415157 
302-15    2047.04 302-19    1329.38 -26.730749 162.429351 
302-15    7626.20 302-23    1574.01 -28.608091 162.204308 
302-16    2199.66 302-17    5766.52 -26.862490 160.368792 
302-16    3327.25 302-21    2529.01 -27.176221 160.611372 
302-16    4143.77 302-19    6103.64 -27.402974 160.788117 
302-17    5214.73 302-18    1277.69 -26.784353 160.557868 
302-17    6280.31 302-20    8020.59 -26.934938 160.192428 
302-18    2389.38 302-21    3179.15 -27.072245 160.828098 
302-18    3271.12 302-19    5364.79 -27.300198 161.043424 
302-19    6705.32 302-20    6096.49 -27.486313 160.579858 
302-20    6866.63 302-21    1968.74 -27.265729 160.424387 
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Appendix 7 – Examples of 3D-GeoModeller Inversion Job Files 
 
The 3D-GeoModeller version 1.3 inversion process and reporting was executed by batch scripts running in a DOS window. Three batch files given here provide for 
setting up a case, running an inversion and computing statistics. Note that 3D-GeoModeller v2 uses a new batch system syntax suitable for Linux, MS-Windows and 
client/server situations. 
 

CASE SETUP 
 
@echo on 
 
date /T 
time /T 
 
rem ******************************************************************** 
rem * DEFINE NAME OF AN INVERSION CASE ... AND CREATE THE CASE ... (NewCase command)      * 
rem ******************************************************************** 
 
rem Define the name of the Case for this job ... 
set Case=C2 
 
rem Define the relative path\name for the Case XML file ... 
set CaseXML=%ToResultsDIR%\%Case%\%Case%.xml 
 
rem Set up the new case ... 
rem Following syntax is one command, so put on a single line, or use the 'continuation' character 
rem Syntax1: DoTask <Proj> NewCase <Case> voxZstep Zbottom Ztop ... then, for each grid ... 
rem Syntax2: DataType1 Z-ObservationHeight Precision DoMatch MatchDegree MatchRepetitionRate GridName1 
rem Syntax3: DataType2 Z-ObservationHeight Precision DoMatch MatchDegree MatchRepetitionRate GridName2 
rem Syntax4,5, ...  
rem SyntaxN: <ToResultsDIR> 
 
rem VoxelHeight: height of voxels (metres) - defines the vertical (z) discretisation 
set VoxelHeight=500 
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rem ElevationVoxetBottom: bottom of the geology voxet (elevation, in metres ASL) 
set ElevationVoxetBottom=-28000 
 
rem ElevationVoxetTop: top of the geology voxet (elevation, in metres ASL) 
set ElevationVoxetTop=0 
 
rem ElevationGeophysData: elevation of the geophysical field measurements (metres ASL) 
set ElevationGeophysData=0 
 
rem ModellingUncertaintyGrav, etc.: estimate of 'acceptable error' for matching each geophysical dataset 
rem Set INDEPENDENTLY for each geophysical grid. SUGGEST 10% of the data range? 
set ModellingUncertaintyGrav=3.0 
 
rem MatchTrend: 0=NO detrend; 1=detrend; remove regional differences between the measured and computed grids 
set MatchTrend=1 
 
rem MatchTrendDegree: degree of detrending; 0=DC-shift, 1=planar gradient detrend, 2 is curved. RECOMMEND 1 (or 0) 
set MatchTrendDegree=1 
 
rem MatchTrendRepetitionRate: 0=detrend ONCE ONLY; 'n'=detrend every 'n'th iteration. RECOMMEND 1 
set MatchTrendRepetitionRate=1 
 
call %DoTask% %Proj% NewCase %Case% %VoxelHeight% %ElevationVoxetBottom% %ElevationVoxetTop% ^ 
  Gravimetry %ElevationGeophysData% %ModellingUncertaintyGrav% %MatchTrend% %MatchTrendDegree% 
%MatchTrendRepetitionRate% %Grid_Gravimetry% ^ 
  %ToResultsDIR% 
 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem * SPECIFY FURTHER DETAILS OF THIS INVERSION CASE ... (CaseControl commands)           * 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
 
rem Set the 'Use topography' flag: You MUST (almost) ALWAYS 'SetUseTopo 1' ... 
rem Options are: 0(Default)=DoNOTuseTopo ... OR ... 1=Yes,UseTopo ...  For SetUseTopo 1, 
rem voxels above the topographic surface are assigned lithology value '0' (in the Case.vox file) 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetUseTopo 0 
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rem Set the AboveTopo property laws ... 
rem AboveTopoRemanenceLaw defaults to Normal(0,0,100,0,0) and cannot presently be accessed via CaseControl 
rem AboveTopoSusceptibilityLaw defaults to Normal(0,0,100) and cannot presently be accessed via CaseControl 
rem For AboveTopoDensityLaw, ... 
rem Typically Normal(2.67,0.0,100) for Bouguer gravity (if 2.67 is the reference density) 
rem Typically Normal(0.00,0.0,100) for Free Air gravity 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetAboveTopoDensityLaw Normal(2.00,0.00,100) 
 
rem Control use of model padding ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl IncludeBorderEffect 1 
 
rem Set reference lithology ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetReferenceLithology %ToResultsDIR%\%Case%\%Case%.vo 
REM call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetReferenceLithology %AlternateReferenceModel% 
 
rem Set reference density value ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetReferenceDensity 2.00 
 
rem Set ambient magnetic field value ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetReferenceMagneticFieldMagnitude 50000 
 
rem Set ambient magnetic field inclination ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetReferenceMagneticFieldInclination -65.0 
 
rem Set ambient magnetic field declination ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetReferenceMagneticFieldDeclination  25.0 
 
 
rem Modify Movable flag  ...   0 for false, 1 or true ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Air          Movable 0 ^ 
 Water        Movable 0 ^ 
 SedUpper     Movable 0 ^ 
 SedMiddle    Movable 0 ^ 
 SedLower     Movable 1 ^ 
 Basement     Movable 1 ^ 
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 Mantle       Movable 1 
 
rem Modify PreserveVerticalRelationship flags  ...   0 for false, 1 or true ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Air          PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,1,1,1,1,1,1) ^ 
 Water        PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,1,1,1,1,1) ^ 
 SedUpper     PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,1,1,1,1) ^ 
 SedMiddle    PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,1,1,1) ^ 
 SedLower     PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,0,1,1) ^ 
 Basement     PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,0,0,1) ^ 
 Mantle       PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
 
rem Modify Density property law ...   CAUTION: No spaces inside the 'Law(...)' brackets ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Air          Density LogNormal(2.00,0.0001,100) ^ 
 Water        Density LogNormal(2.00,0.0001,100) ^ 
 SedUpper     Density LogNormal(1.85,0.0001,100) ^ 
 SedMiddle    Density LogNormal(2.13,0.0001,100) ^ 
 SedLower     Density LogNormal(2.31,0.0001,100) ^ 
 Basement     Density LogNormal(2.70,0.0001,100) ^ 
 Mantle       Density LogNormal(3.10,0.0001,100) 
 
rem Modify Susceptibility property law ...   CAUTION: No spaces inside the 'Law(...)' brackets ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Air          Susceptibility Normal(0.00000,0.00000,100) ^ 
 Water        Susceptibility Normal(0.00000,0.00000,100) ^ 
 SedUpper     Susceptibility Normal(0.00000,0.00000,100) ^ 
 SedMiddle    Susceptibility Normal(0.00000,0.00000,100) ^ 
 SedLower     Susceptibility Normal(0.00000,0.00000,100) ^ 
 Basement     Susceptibility Normal(0.00000,0.00000,100) ^ 
 Mantle       Susceptibility Normal(0.00000,0.00000,100) 
 
rem Modify Remanence property law ...   CAUTION: No spaces inside the 'Law(...)' brackets ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Air          Remanence Normal(0,0,100,0,0) ^ 
 Water        Remanence Normal(0,0,100,0,0) ^ 
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 SedUpper     Remanence Normal(0,0,100,0,0) ^ 
 SedMiddle    Remanence Normal(0,0,100,0,0) ^ 
 SedLower     Remanence Normal(0,0,100,0,0) ^ 
 Basement     Remanence Normal(0,0,100,0,0) ^ 
 Mantle       Remanence Normal(0,0,100,0,0) 
 
rem Modify CommonalityVolume law ...   CAUTION: No spaces inside the 'Law(...)' brackets ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Air          CommonalityVolume Normal(0,1) ^ 
 Water        CommonalityVolume Normal(0,1) ^ 
 SedUpper     CommonalityVolume Normal(0,1) ^ 
 SedMiddle    CommonalityVolume Normal(0,1) ^ 
 SedLower     CommonalityVolume Normal(0,1) ^ 
 Basement     CommonalityVolume Normal(0,1) ^ 
 Mantle       CommonalityVolume Normal(0,1) 
 
rem Modify Commonality law ...   CAUTION: No spaces inside the 'Law(...)' brackets ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Air          Commonality Weibull(0.001,1.0) ^ 
 Water        Commonality Weibull(0.001,1.0) ^ 
 SedUpper     Commonality Weibull(0.001,1.0) ^ 
 SedMiddle    Commonality Weibull(0.001,1.0) ^ 
 SedLower     Commonality Weibull(0.001,1.0) ^ 
 Basement     Commonality Weibull(0.001,1.0) ^ 
 Mantle       Commonality Weibull(0.001,1.0) 
 
rem Modify VolumeRatio law ...   CAUTION: No spaces inside the 'Law(...)' brackets ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Air          VolumeRatio LogNormal(0,0.01) ^ 
 Water        VolumeRatio LogNormal(0,0.01) ^ 
 SedUpper     VolumeRatio LogNormal(0,0.01) ^ 
 SedMiddle    VolumeRatio LogNormal(0,0.01) ^ 
 SedLower     VolumeRatio LogNormal(0,0.01) ^ 
 Basement     VolumeRatio LogNormal(0,0.01) ^ 
 Mantle       VolumeRatio LogNormal(0,0.01) 
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rem Modify ShapeRatio law ...   CAUTION: No spaces inside the 'Law(...)' brackets ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Air          ShapeRatio LogNormal(0,0.05) ^ 
 Water        ShapeRatio LogNormal(0,0.05) ^ 
 SedUpper     ShapeRatio LogNormal(0,0.05) ^ 
 SedMiddle    ShapeRatio LogNormal(0,0.05) ^ 
 SedLower     ShapeRatio LogNormal(0,0.05) ^ 
 Basement     ShapeRatio LogNormal(0,0.05) ^ 
 Mantle       ShapeRatio LogNormal(0,0.05) 
 
 

RUN INVERSION 
 
@echo off 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem *                                                                                     * 
rem * THIS BATCH-SCRIPT ... sets up, and executes an Inversion 'Run' of a 'Case' ...      * 
rem *                                                                                     * 
rem *   - defines the 'name' of a new Run                                                 * 
rem *   - creates that Run with a NewRun command                                          * 
rem *   - uses various RunControl commands to fully 'set-up' this particular Run ...      * 
rem *      - to declare whether a 'normal' Run, or perhaps using 'prior-only' data?       * 
rem *      - to declare which 'inversion controls' or 'tests' will be 'turned on'         * 
rem *      - etc. etc.                                                                    * 
rem *   - then performs the inversion with the Run command                                * 
rem *                                                                                     * 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
@echo on 
 
date /T 
time /T 
 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem * DEFINE NAME OF AN INVERSION RUN ... AND CREATE THE RUN ... (NewRun command)         * 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
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rem Define the name of this run ... 
set Run=R3 
 
rem Define the number of iterations in the run ... 
set ITS=20000000 
 
rem Define the name of the previous run that this is linked to (not always relevant) ... 
REM set RL=Run_??? 
 
rem Define a run ... 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% NewRun %Run% %ITS% 
 
 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem * More settings ... 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
 
 
rem Set the number of iterations 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% NumberOfIterations %ITS% 
 
rem LithologyInitialiseStyle: Set up the initial lithology (geology) for the inversion Run. Options are ... 
rem  - FromModel 
rem  - FromVoxet<initialLithologyVoxetDesc> (typically the Case lithology voxet, or a voxet from a previous Run) 
rem set PreviousCase=C2 
rem set PreviousRun=R1 
rem set AlternateStartingModel=InputGeology\%PreviousCase%\%PreviousCase%_%PreviousRun%_final.vo 
rem @call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% LithologyInitialiseStyle FromVoxet %AlternateStartingModel% 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% LithologyInitialiseStyle FromVoxet %ToResultsDIR%\%Case%\%Case%.vo 
 
rem DensityInitialiseStyle: specify the initial density distribution. Options are ... 
rem  - FromLawRandom - initialise by 'sampling' from the distribution described by the formation density property 
law 
rem  - FromLawMean - initialise with the mean value from the formation density property law 
rem  - FromVoxet <VoxetName> <DensityFieldName> 
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@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% DensityInitialiseStyle FromLawMean 
rem @call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% DensityInitialiseStyle FromVoxet %AlternateStartingModel% 
 
rem SusceptibilityInitialiseStyle: Set up the initial magnetic susceptibility distribution. Options are ... 
rem  - FromLawRandom - initialise by 'sampling' from the distribution described by the formation susceptibility 
property law 
rem  - FromLawMean - initialise with the mean value from the formation susceptibility property law 
rem  - FromVoxet <VoxetName> <SusceptibilityFieldName> 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SusceptibilityInitialiseStyle FromLawMean 
 
rem RemanentMagnetisationInitialiseStyle: Set up the initial remanent magnetisation distribution. Options are ... 
rem  - FromLawRandom - initialise by 'sampling' from the distribution described by the formation remanence property 
law 
rem  - FromLawMean - initialise with the mean value from the formation remanence property law 
rem  - FromVoxet <VoxetName> <RemanenceEastFieldName> <RemanenceNorthFieldName> <RemanenceDownFieldName> 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% RemanentMagnetisationInitialiseStyle FromLawMean 
 
rem SetFixedCells: the lithology (geology) of specified voxels can be 'fixed' and will not change during inversion 
rem Multiple commands are allowed; 'fixed' voxels are recorded in the Modifiable voxet in the Case directory. 
Options are: 
rem  - CLEAR - 'clears' all 'fixed' voxels in the Modifable voxet (i.e. all voxels are 'free' to change) 
rem  - SURFACE - 'fixes' those voxels that are intersected by the topographic surface 
rem  - OBSERVED - 'fixes' those voxels which contain any 'geology contact' in the GeoModeller Project 
rem  - XYZ<xyz-filename>: a voxel can be 'fixed' if any point from a supplied set of (x,y,z) data (in ASCII csv 
file) falls within that voxel 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% SetFixedCells %Run% CLEAR 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% SetFixedCells %Run% SURFACE 
REM @call %DoTask% %CaseXML% SetFixedCells %Run% XYZ %InputXYZ1% 
REM @call %DoTask% %CaseXML% SetFixedCells %Run% XYZ %InputXYZ2% 
 
rem Control PropertyChangeOnFixedCell 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% AllowPropertyChangeOnFixedCell 1 
 
rem Control NeighbourPropertyDifferentCheck 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% AllowNeighbourPropertyDifferentCheck 0 
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rem Use specific random number generator seed to obtain reproduceable results whilst testing 
rem WHEN DOING YOUR INVERSION - do NOT use a seed ... 'rem' the following line!!! 
REM @call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% Seed 1135314798 
 
rem Configure for a prior-only or conventional run 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% PriorOnly 0 
 
rem Set percentage of PropertyChangeOnly 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% ProbabilityOfPropertyChangeOnly 0 
 
rem Set threshold for temperature change 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetLargeMisfitRMSThresholdFactor 1.0 
 
rem Set temperature for large misfits 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetLargeMisfitTemperature 1.0 
 
rem DualTemperatureMode settings 
rem SetDualTemperatureMode <0 | 1> [mode1TemperatureFactor mode1Duration mode2TemperatureFactor mode2Duration] 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetDualTemperatureMode 1 100 500 1 4500 
 
 
rem --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
rem Topology Tests - Can be turned 'on' or 'off'. Specify related parameter choices ... 
rem --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
rem PreserveTopology: 0=NO; 1=YES, DO execute the PreserveTopology test 
rem PreserveTopology implements a topology 'region' preservation 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% PreserveTopology 0 
 
rem AllowHomogeneousFilter: 0=NO; 1=YES, DO execute the AllowHomogeneousFilter test 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% AllowHomogeneousFilter 0 
 
rem HomogeneousFilterRate: Perform Homogeneous-Filter at this specified iteration interval 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% HomogeneousFilterRate 100000 
 
rem AllowDilationOrErosionFilter: 0=NO; 1=YES, DO execute the AllowDilationOrErosionFilter test 
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rem This Dilation-Or-Erosion-Filter executes a global boundary perturbation erosion/dilation filter 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% AllowDilationOrErosionFilter 0 
 
rem DilationOrErosionFilterRate: Perform Dilation-Or-Erosion-Filter at this specified iteration interval 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% DilationOrErosionFilterRate 5000 
 
 
 
rem --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
rem Geology Tests - Can be turned 'on' or 'off'. Specify related parameter choices ... 
rem --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
rem CommonalityVolumeTest options 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% AllowCommonalityVolumeTest 0 
rem Option for weights in CommonalityVolumeTest ( i.e., <none | LocalAbundance> ) 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetCommonalityVolumeTestWeights LocalAbundance 
 
rem CommonalityTest options 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% AllowCommonalityTest 1 
rem Option for weights in CommonalityTest ( i.e., <none| LocalAbundance | LocalCommonality | GlobalCommonality> ) 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetCommonalityTestWeights none 
 
rem VolumeRatioTest options 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% AllowVolumeRatioTest 0 
rem Option for weights in VolumeRatioTest ( i.e., <none | LocalAbundance> ) 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetVolumeRatioTestWeights LocalAbundance 
 
rem ShapeRatioTest options 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% AllowShapeRatioTest 1 
rem Option for weights in ShapeRatioTest ( i.e., <none | LocalAbundance> ) 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetShapeRatioTestWeights LocalAbundance 
rem Other options for ShapeRatioTest 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% IncludeAboveTopoFacesInShapeRatio 1 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% IncludeOutsideFacesInShapeRatio 1 
 
rem PreserveVerticalRelationship options 
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@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% AllowPreserveVerticalRelationshipTest 1 
 
rem --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
rem Options for Reporting outputs of inversion results ... 
rem --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
rem Record all misfit values 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetOutputMisfits 1 
 
rem Record all Commonality values 
 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetOutputCommonality 0 
 
rem Record incremental TrendGrids 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% RunControl %Run% SetOutputTrendGrids 0 
 
 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem * EXECUTE THE INVERSION ... (Run command)                                             * 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% Run %Run% 
 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem * TO REPORT RESULTS FROM THIS INVERSION - see subsequent batch scripts ...            * 
rem *          '30_..._MakeSuperSummaryStats.bat, 31_..._MakeSectionImage.bat, etc. ...   * 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
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CALCULATE STATISTICS 
 
@echo on 
 
date /T 
time /T 
 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem * DEFINE NAME OF THE INVERSION CASE ... (created previously)                          * 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
 
rem Define the name of the Case for this job ... 
set Case=C2 
 
rem Define the relative path\name for the Case XML file ... 
set CaseXML=%ToResultsDIR%\%Case%\%Case%.xml 
 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem * DEFINE NAME OF AN INVERSION RUN ... (created previously)                            * 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
 
rem Define the name of this run ... 
set Run1=R3 
 
rem Define the number of iterations in the run ... 
set ITS1=20000000 
 
rem Define the number of iterations in the burn in phase (not typically known until afterwards!) ... 
set BI1=10000000 
 
rem Define the name of this run ... 
rem set Run2=R2 
 
rem Define the number of iterations in the run ... 
rem set ITS2=10000000 
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rem Define the number of iterations in the burn in phase (not typically known until afterwards!) ... 
rem set BI2=1 
 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem * REPORTING: Generate summary statistics ('most probable lithology' etc.)             * 
rem *************************************************************************************** 
rem 
rem MakeSuperSummaryStats 
rem    syntax: <CaseXML> MakeSuperSummaryStats <RunIntervalList> <Threshold> <Output_prefix> 
rem            where 
rem            RunIntervalList=<RunIntervalList(1)> ... <RunIntervalList(N)> 
rem            and RunInterval=<RUN> <StartIteration> <EndIteration> 
 
rem Generate "super" summary statistics 
set T=90 
@call %DoTask% %CaseXML% MakeSuperSummaryStats ^ 
       %Run1% %BI1% %ITS1% ^ 
       %T% %ToStatsDIR%\SuperSummaryStats_%Case%_%Run1%_%T% 
 
rem This syntax to handle a continuation run 
rem @call %DoTask% %CaseXML% MakeSuperSummaryStats ^ 
rem      %Run1% %BI1% %ITS1% ^ 
rem      %Run2% %BI2% %ITS2% ^ 
rem      %T% %ToStatsDIR%\SuperSummaryStats_%Case%_%Run1%_%Run2%_%T% 
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Appendix 8 – Geostatistical Analysis 
 
Parameter selection for computing geological surfaces using variogram analysis 
of the supplied geological observations 
 
 
The 3D-GeoModeller program was used to produce a representation of the distribution of 

geological units in 3D space (i.e. a 3D geological model) of the Capel-Faust project region. The 

model is produced from point observations of contacts (and derived orientations) in this case the 

horizon travel times and locations exported from the primary reflection seismic interpretation 

environment. After depth conversion and other sundry processes, the horizon ‘picks’ were 

imported to 3D-GeoModeller where the computation of the 3D model was executed. Separate 

calculations are carried out for each ‘series’. The program then uses relationship information (i.e. 

series-series, fault-fault, and fault-series relationships) to blend the various series results into a 

single 3D model. 

 

The software uses a geostatistical approach termed ‘universal cokriging’ (Chiles and Delfiner, 

1999) to model each series as an implicit potential function (Chiles et al., 2006; Calcagno et al., 

2008). An interface observation is represented by a scalar value of the field at the observation 

location, whilst an orientation observation is represented by a vector giving the magnitude and 

direction of the field gradient at the observation location. 

 

The covariance information for each series is supplied in the form of variogram parameters. These 

parameters are stored in the project XML file and can be viewed or edited with any XML or text 

editor (Figure 34).  
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Figure 34. Graphical display for a 
portion of a GeoModeller v1.3 project 
XML file shown using XMLmind 
software (Pixware, 2010). The structure 
of the variables for a part of a computed 
model is shown. 

Each series has a separate covariance 
model. In this example, the 
Basement_Series has been given an 
anisotropic covariance model (see the 
block of variables enclosed in a red 
box) since the “isotropic” variable has 
been set to “false”). The orientation of 
the plane containing the X and Y axes 
is defined by the dip azimuth and dip 
angles (“anisotropyA1” and 
“anisotropyA2” respectively). The pitch 
of the X axis within this plane is defined 
by a third angle (“anisotropyA3”) which 
is the angle between the horizontal 
direction within this plane and the X 
axis, given clockwise looking from 
above (Courrioux, 2007). The X, Y and 
Z axes have range values of 300, 150 
and 690 km (“anisotropyV1”, 
“anisotropyV2”, and “anisotropyV3” 
respectively). The nugget value for 
contact data has the default value (i.e., 
“nuggetPotentiel” set to 1e-006). A 
best-fitting first order trend surface is 
included in the model (“degreDrift” set 
to “1”). 

 
 
The three angles (anisotropyA1, anisotropyA2, anisotropyA3) that define the X, Y and Z axis 

directions in relation to a local reference frame of north, east, and vertical directions are of 

particular importance in the following discussion of 3-dimensional variogram model parameters, 

as are the 3 range values (anisotropyV1, anisotropyV2, anisotropyV3). To understand the angles, 

Courrioux (2007) provided a description that can be paraphrased as follows. 

 

We define the orientation of the plane containing X and Y axes as per the geological convention 

for surface definition (i.e., the orientation of this plane is defined by a dip azimuth angle A1 

clockwise from north and dip angle A2 positive downwards). The Z axis is at right angles to this 

plane, polarity being determined such that the X, Y and Z axes conform to the right hand rule. The 

X axis direction is defined as per the geological convention for lineations (i.e. this axis is aligned 

with a lineation that is present on the plane containing X and Y axes). Angle A3 is the angle 

between the horizontal and the X direction measured clockwise when viewed from above. 
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The “range” parameter in the covariance model is only relevant if the user specifies that an 

isotropic 3D variogram model should be used (i.e. by setting the “isotropic” variable to “true"). 

The “degreDrift” parameter specifies the degree of a polynomial surface that has been used to 

represent the external drift in the covariance model. A first order polynomial surface (i.e. a plane), 

is almost always used by setting “degreDrift” to “1”. The “tangentVariance” parameter is not 

discussed here, and has always been left with the default value of “0”. The “nuggetGradient” and 

“nuggetPotentiel” parameters are discussed later.  

 

Synthetic example 

 

The program derives a set of default parameters for each project. Unfortunately, there is no such 

thing as a “natural” set of variogram parameters that will produce what the user would consider to 

be the “best result”. The extreme variability that can be achieved in the outcome depending on the 

variogram settings is illustrated using a simple synthetic example (Figure 35).  

 

This synthetic example has 4 contact observations and 2 vertical orientation observations for a 

single geological unit, all on a single horizontal plane. This geological unit is embedded within a 

second ‘host’ geological unit (Figure 35a). This is not atypical of the sparse observations generally 

available in a surface mapping exercise. There are many ways to create a surface that honours 

these observations. Some of the possible outcomes are shown in Figure 35b to Figure 35e. This 

selection of outcomes was obtained by supplying different 3D variogram range and orientation 

information as indicated in the figure captions. 
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(a) Supplied contact and orientation 
observations in plan view (left) 
and 3D perspective view (right). 

 
 

(b) “Barrel” outcome obtained with 
the default variogram parameters 
(Angles A1, A2 and A3; 
Azimuth 0°, Dip 0°, Pitch 0°. 
Range values V1, V2 and V3; 
Xr 3700 m, Yr 3700 m, Zr 3700 
m). 

 

 
 

(c) “Plunging cigar” outcome 
obtained with the supplied 
variogram parameters (Angles 
A1, A2 and A3; Azimuth 0°, 
Dip 10°, Pitch 0°. Range values 
V1, V2 and V3; Xr 925 m, 
Yr 3700 m, Zr 500 m). 

 
 

(d) “North-south dyke” outcome 
obtained with the supplied 
variogram parameters (Angles 
A1, A2 and A3; Azimuth 0°, 
Dip 0°, Pitch 0°. Range values 
V1, V2 and V3; Xr 3700 m, 
Yr 370000 m, Zr 370000 m). 

 

(e) “East-west dyke” outcome 
obtained with the supplied 
variogram parameters (Angles 
A1, A2 and A3; Azimuth 0°, 
Dip 0°, Pitch 0°. Range values 
V1, V2 and V3; Xr 370000 m, 
Yr 3700 m, Zr 370000 m). 
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Figure 35. A selection of synthetic model outcomes that result when different variogram 
parameters are used. In all cases, the model honours the same set of contact and orientation 
observations shown in (a). (N.B. The default range length chosen by the GeoModeller 
software equates to the approximate diagonal dimension of the project. In this example, the 
project has east-west, north-south and vertical dimensions of 2000 m, 3000 m, and 1000 m 
respectively, producing a default range value of 3700 m.) 

 
 

The “best” variogram parameters are those that give rise to surfaces in agreement with prior 

geological knowledge. This form of knowledge is often of a general nature (i.e. it is less spatially 

explicit than the actual observations), and may even come from beyond this project region (e.g. 

through the study of related geological environments). 

 

Selecting appropriate variogram parameters 

 

How did we choose the compute settings in the Capel-Faust project 3D geological model? In the 

GeoModeller modelling framework, geological units or ‘series’ are modelled indirectly using 

‘potential functions’ with units and amplitudes that are not obvious or intuitive for the software 

users. The 3D variogram range values and the X, Y and Z axis directions which establish the 

orientation of the 3D variogram model represent the geometry of the geological surfaces and 

generally have prior or expected values. However, deliberate and discerning choices for the sill 

and nugget values are not easily made by users for the variogram functions. 

 

We examined the spatial characteristics of the ‘observed’ data that correspond to the interpreted 

2D seismic horizon picks. These data were analysed prior to interpolation to avoid any overprint 

of the chosen interpolation method on the outcome. This overprint would have negated the point 

of this exercise – i.e. to determine suitable interpolation parameters – by contaminating the 

outcome. A compound analytical variogram model was found that could adequately fit the 

empirical characteristics. Analytical functions have an advantage over empirical observations in 

certain situations in that they can be evaluated and used to provide approximations for the 

empirical values at any scale and any location, even those without any observations. This is a 

necessary property for the variogram information to be used for interpolation between the 

observations. 

 

The variogram parameters that were finally recommended for use in the Capel-Faust GeoModeller 

project were based on this analysis but required modification to accommodate software and data 

coverage constraints. The GeoModeller v 1.3 software is not configured to handle compound 

variogram functions (but will be available in v 2), so the best fitting multi-component variogram 

function derived from the analysis of experimental data needed to be approximated by a single 

component analytical model. Further, the model needed to be specifically a cubic function rather 

than any of the other possible function types (e.g. Gaussian, exponential, damped hole, etc.). The 
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recommended variogram parameters also needed to take into account the distribution of seismic 

lines. The optimum horizontal range values needed to be increased in some instances to ensure 

that interpolation between seismic lines utilised data from at least 2 lines. 

 

Experimental variograms 

 

The roughly 300 by 300  by 10 km region-of-interest in the Capel and Faust GeoModeller project 

is covered by a coarse network of 2D seismic reflection lines from surveys GA-206 and GA-302. 

The lines are generally spaced at intervals between 25 and 75 km apart and form a rough grid 

pattern with north-northwest and east-northeast orientation. The project team supplied 3D 

coordinates for the top of Basement, SedLower, and SedMiddle horizons interpreted along each of 

the seismic lines. Note that the top of the SedUpper unit corresponds to the sea floor. Relatively 

closely spaced bathymetry data were available and hence the interpolated sea floor surface 

produced by the GeoModeller program was relatively independent of the interpolation method and 

settings that were used. 

 

Variograms are commonly used in geostatistics to measure spatial variability and GeoModeller 

model covariance is consequently defined using variogram parameters. We should distinguish 

between ‘empirical’ and ‘model’ variograms. The former are calculated from observations. The 

latter are based on mathematical expressions. To use empirical variogram information for kriging, 

it is customary to fit a variogram model to the empirical values. 

 

Variogram values (2γ) represent the expected variation in an observed variable as a function of the 

separation of pairs of observations (lag) (Figure 36). Note that the quantity ‘γ’ is referred to as the 

‘semi-variogram’ value. A user typically summarises the information contained within empirical 

variograms using one or more variogram models. Various mathematical functions can be used to 

produce model curves with different variogram shapes (e.g. spherical, exponential, Gaussian, etc.). 

In some instances, as was the case in this example, the presence of multiple distinct contributions 

to the empirical variogram values may be evident. (Semi-) variogram values from multiple 

analytical variogram models can be summed to form a compound variogram model. We used a 

multi-component model in this instance to reproduce the variations seen in our observations. 

However GeoModeller was configured to use a single variogram model for each series, and a 

cubic mathematical expression of the several functions supported. 

 

In the Capel-Faust GeoModeller project, the top of Basement, SedLower, and SedMiddle horizons 

are approximately horizontal, so the default large 690 km vertical range was used. (N.B. This 

default range value is specific to each project and is derived by the GeoModeller program as a 

rounded approximation of the diagonal dimension of the 3D model volume.) We performed an 
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analysis of 1D and 2D variograms of the elevation of each interpreted horizon as a function of 

horizontal location. We found ‘best-fitting’ multi-component variogram functions for the 

empirical variogram values. When we selected variogram range and direction parameters for use 

in GeoModeller from the empirical and their associated fitted analytical models, we chose 

parameters that reflected the contribution with dominant amplitude. 

 

Variogram graphs such as those discussed here generally have a shape that is similar to that shown 

in Figure 36 and this shape can be readily understood in terms of nugget, sill and range 

parameters. For smoothly varying surfaces, we would expect pairs of observations that are 

separated by short distances to be very similar in elevation, and hence to have small semi-

variogram values. As the separation increases, the expected difference in elevation is likely to 

increase. At some point in this progression (i.e. at the range), the elevation values for the two 

observations are unrelated to each other. For separations larger than this threshold, the semi-

variogram values remain approximately constant. Multiple observations at the one location or 

pairs of observations at very small separation are unlikely to have exactly the same elevation. The 

semi-variogram value at zero lag is referred to as the ‘nugget’ parameter, and this represents the 

variance of the uncertainty for repeat observations at the same location. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 36. Schematic representations of a lag vector, the equations defining the variogram 
parameter (2γ), and general features of semi-variogram (γ) graphs. 

 
We used the GAMV program, part of the GSLIB package (Deutsch and Journel, 1997; Deutsch 

and Schnetzler, 2009) to calculate empirical variograms from the irregularly spaced 3-D input 

data. As a prelude to the calculations, the input data were transformed to GeoEAS format 

(Englund and Sparks, 1991) (Figure 37a). An example of an input parameter file for the GAMV 

program is given in Figure 37b. In this parameter file, (i) azm(ndir) angles are the azimuth angles 

measured positive degrees clockwise from north, (ii) atol(ndir) are the azimuth (half window) 

tolerances, (iii) Bandwh is the maximum horizontal bandwidth (i.e., the deviation perpendicular to 

the defined azimuth), (iv) dip(ndir) are the dip angles measured in negative degrees down from 

horizontal, (v) dtol(ndir) are the dip (half window) tolerances, and (vi) Bandwd are the maximum 
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"vertical" bandwidth (i.e., the deviation perpendicular to the defined dip. For further information 

see Deutsch and Journel (1997). 

 

For each directional variogram, ordered by direction and then variogram (i.e., the directions cycle 

faster than the variogram number), the GAMV output file contains a one line description and then 

"nlag" lines with the following (Deutsch and Journel, 1997): 

(i) lag number (increasing from 1 to nlag) 

(ii) separation distance 

(iii) the "variogram" value 

(iv) the number of pairs for the lag 

(v) the mean of the data contributing to the tail, and 

(vi) the mean of the data contributing to the head. 

 

 
(a) Portion of the “Top of Basement” horizon data file in GeoEAS format 

 

 
Capel-Faust CF74 model horizon tops 
3 
East 
North 
Elevation 
   719.441   7165.561      2.731 
   719.683   7160.566      2.440 
   719.924   7155.571      2.373 
… 
… 
   841.683   6752.698     -1.520 
   842.957   6749.167     -0.764 
   844.232   6745.636     -1.007 

 

 
 

(b) Example of GSLIB GAMV input parameter file 
 

 
                  Parameters for GAMV 
                  ******************* 
 
START OF PARAMETERS: 
geoeas_Basement_detrend.dat       \file with data 
1   2   0                         \columns for X, Y, Z coordinates 
1   3                             \number of variables,column numbers 
-1.0e21     1.0e21                \trimming limits 
Basement_detrend_v1.out           \file for variogram output 
100                               \number of lags 
5                                 \lag separation distance 
-1                                \lag tolerance 
1                                 \number of directions 
0.0  180.0 1e6   0.0  180.0  1e6  \azm,atol,bandh,dip,dtol,bandv 
0                                 \standardize sills? (0=no, 1=yes) 
1                                 \number of variograms 
1   1   1                         \tail var., head var., variogram type 
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(c) Example of GSLIB VARMAP input parameter file 
 

 
                  Parameters for VARMAP 
                  ********************* 
 
START OF PARAMETERS: 
geoeas_Basement_detrend.dat          - file with data 
1   3                                - number of variables: column numbers 
-1.0e21     1.0e21                   - trimming limits 
0                                    - 1=regular grid, 0=scattered values 
 50   50    1                        - if =1: nx,     ny,   nz 
1.0  1.0  1.0                        -        xsiz, ysiz, zsiz 
1   2   0                            - if =0: columns for x,y, z coords 
Basement_detrend_varmap_v1.out       - file for variogram output 
 50    50     0                      - nxlag, nylag, nzlag 
2.0   2.0   1.0                      - dxlag, dylag, dzlag 
5                                    - minimum number of pairs 
0                                    - standardize sill? (0=no, 1=yes) 
1                                    - number of variograms 
1   1   1                            - tail, head, variogram type 

Figure 37. (a) Portion of the “Top of Basement” horizon data file in GeoEAS format. (b) 
Example of GSLIB GAMV input parameter file. (c) Example of GSLIB VARMAP input 
parameter file. 

 
 
Graphs of empirical variograms for the top of SedMiddle, top of SedLower, and top of Basement 

horizons (symbols) overlain by fitted model variograms (dashed lines) are given in Figure 38. The 

histograms shown below each graph depict the number of pairs of observations contributing to the 

empirical variogram and this information provides a semi-quantitative indication of the reliability 

of the semi-variogram values, particularly those at large separations. These are 1D horizontal 

isotropic variograms because they were calculated without regard for the orientation of the lag 

vector connecting the “head” and “tail” observations. 

 

Custom scripts written for MATLAB® (The MathWorks, Inc., 2009) were used to produce the 

empirical variogram graphs and histograms shown in Figure 38. Model variogram traces are 

plotted on the empirical variogram graphs. The model parameters are summarised in Table 14, 

Table 15, and Table 16. 
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(a) Top of SedMiddle 

 
(b) Top of SedLower 
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(c) Top of Basement 

Figure 38. Empirical variogram graphs for (a) top of SedMiddle, (b) top of SedLower, and 
(c) top of Basement horizons (symbols) overlain by fitted model variograms (dashed lines). 

 
 

Table 14. Top of SedMiddle horizon isotropic variogram model parameters. Note that a 
damped hole effect variogram model is defined by the following function where γ(h) is the 
semi-variogram value, c is the sill, h is the lag, d is the distance at which 95% of the hole 
effect is dampened out, and a is the lag distance to the first peak in the function output 
(Deutsch and Journel, 1997). 
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 Component 1 Component 2 
Model type Damped hole effect Exponential 
Nugget 0 0 
Sill 0.0025 0.0300 
Range (km) 20 220 
Damping length (km) 90 N/A 
 

Table 15. Top of SedLower horizon isotropic variogram model parameters. 
 
 Component 1 Component 2 
Model type Damped hole effect Damped hole effect 
Nugget 0 0 
Sill 0.070 0.125 
Range (km) 25 100 
Damping length (km) 60 150 
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Table 16. Top of Basement horizon isotropic variogram model parameters. 
 
 Component 1 Component 2 
Model type Damped hole effect Damped hole effect 
Nugget 0 0 
Sill 0.80 0.43 
Range (km) 25 90 
Damping length (km) 50 300 
 
 

It is possible to compute and display variograms that take into account the orientation of the lag 

vectors as well as their magnitude. The image in Figure 39a shows the resultant semi-variogram 

values (blue colours for low values, and warmer red colours for larger values) plotted with the tail 

of each pair of observations at the centre of the image and the head at the appropriate location 

within the image, taking into account the separation of the two observations and the orientation of 

the lag vector. The number of observation pairs contributing to each cell in the image is shown in 

Figure 39b. 

 

We can see a north-northwest elongation of the features in the semi-variogram image for the top 

of the Basement unit (Figure 39a). The values reach a plateau for separations of 40 to 90 km that 

depends on orientation. This spatial anisotropic character can be captured in the model variogram 

and used by the GeoModeller software when fitting a surface to the observations. We can also see 

faint repetitions of the low semi-variogram values offset from the centre of the image along a 

northeast-southwest trend. This character can be interpreted as periodic repetitions of the 

Basement structures at intervals of around 50 km, stacked en echelon in a northeast-southwest 

direction. An independent structural analysis of the Capel-Faust project data also recognised this 

character (Richard Blewett, pers. comm., 2009; Higgins et al., 2011). This repetition, with 

associated reduction in amplitude, can be modelled using a damped sinusoidal function known as 

a “damped hole effect” variogram function. 
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(a) Semi-variogram (km2) (b) Number of pairs 

Figure 39. (a) 2D semi-variogram image for the top of the Basement horizon. (b) The 
number of observation pairs contributing to each cell in the image. 

 
 
 

Cross validation analysis 

 

The variogram range parameters derived in the analysis above needed to be modified before they 

could be used in GeoModeller, taking into account the restrictions of the current software (i.e. a 

single cubic variogram model component for each series) and the spatial distribution of seismic 

lines. It was desirable to utilise models with a minimum range value of 50 km to make it unlikely 

that we would be performing interpolation within the region-of-interest based on data from just a 

single line. This decision takes into account the typical line separation of 25 to 75 km. The default 

vertical range of 690 km was used for every series. Isotropic horizontal range values of 300 km 

were deemed to be suitable for modelling the top of SedMiddle horizon, based on the results of the 

initial analysis. However, there was some uncertainty about the horizontal range parameters to use 

for the top of SedLower and top of Basement horizons. 

 

In the following phase of the analysis, tests were carried out using different horizontal range 

values (300, 200, 150, 100, and 50 km) and degrees of anisotropy (isotropic through to 2:1 

anisotropy) for modelling of the top of Basement and SedLower horizons. 

 

We used a partial form of cross-validation to assess the suitability of the variogram parameters 

supplied to GeoModeller. The observations from line GA-302-02 (Figure 40) were omitted when 

model computations were carried out – these data thus formed the ‘validation set’. Models with 

different variogram parameters were computed using the remaining ‘training set’ data. We would 

expect that the optimum variogram parameters would be those that provided the best predictions 

of the actual observations along Line 302-02 under these conditions. 
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Figure 40. Location map for line GA-302-02 in relation to other seismic lines used in this 
project. 

 
 

Images of the total sediment thickness are used here to display the overall character of the 

interpolated surfaces that were produced from models having different variogram parameters. The 

image in Figure 41a shows the result for the default isotropic parameters, whilst the image in 

Figure 41b shows the result for the anisotropic variogram parameters interpreted from the 

empirical variogram graphs and images (i.e. horizontal range values of 100 km to 355 degrees and 

50 km to 085 degrees for the top of Basement and top of SedLower horizons, isotropic range 

values of 300 km for the top of SedMiddle horizon). In Figure 41b, we can see the impact of the 

anisotropy applied to the lower part of the sediment pile whereby the sediment thickness trends are 

elongated in a north-northwest south-southeast direction. 
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(a) Total sediment thickness image for 
default isotropic variogram settings 
 

 
 

(b) Total sediment thickness image for 
interpreted anisotropic variogram settings 

 
 

Figure 41. Images of total sediment thickness for (a) default isotropic variogram 
parameters, and (b) interpreted anisotropic variogram parameters (i.e., horizontal range 
values of 100 km to 355 degrees and 50 km to 085 degrees for the top of Basement and top 
of SedLower horizons, isotropic range values of 300 km for the top of SedMiddle horizon). 

 
 

For seismic line GA-302-02, interpreted points for the top of Basement (pink), top of SedLower 

(dark green) and top of SedMiddle (light green) are shown in Figure 42a. Sections shown in 

Figure 42b and Figure 42c relate to GeoModeller models when these interpreted points were 

absent from the project. The coloured fill in the central section (Figure 42b) represents the 

intersection of the modelled surfaces with this seismic line for a model having the default 

variogram parameters. The coloured fill in the bottom section (Figure 42c) shows the equivalent 

result for a model using the interpreted anisotropic variogram parameters. The primary scale 

features are similar in the two models (Figure 42b and Figure 42c), but there are small visual 

differences at a secondary scale. 
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Figure 42. Comparison of (a) observed and (b, c) modelled results along line GA-302-2. 
 
The improvement brought about by the use of the interpreted variogram parameters can be 

quantified through the results of this cross validation procedure. Statistics for the differences 

between predicted and observed top of Basement data along seismic line GA-302-02 are given in 

Table 17.  

 

The default variogram parameters produce a surface that has a mean elevation offset of 117 m and 

a standard deviation of 1083 m (see row highlighted in yellow). The recommended parameters 

reduce these statistics to 28 and 813 m respectively (see row highlighted in red). The use of 

anisotropic models (the bottom 3 rows in this table) produces better results than the isotropic 

models (the top 3 rows in this table). However, there is little evidence in the statistics to separate 

quality of the result for the 3 anisotropic models used here. An analysis for the top of SedLower 

and top of SedMiddle horizons was also carried out, and similar degrees of improvement were 

noted between the statistics for the default and interpreted variogram parameters for these 

horizons. 
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Table 17. Misfit statistics for observed and predicted top of Basement observations along 
Line 302-02 from the cross-validation study. (* The specified range values apply to the top 
of Basement and SedLower horizons. Horizontal range values of 300 km in both 355° and 
085° directions were used for the top of SedMiddle horizon.) 

 
   Range Values *  

Mean Std Data for GA-302-02 H (355°) H (085°) V Nugget 

(m) (m) (Included or Excluded) (km) (km) (km)  

42 1110 Excluded 100 100 690 1e-6 

49 1095 Excluded 200 200 690 1e-6 

117 1083 Excluded 690 690 690 1e-6 

28 813 Excluded 100 50 690 1e-6 

16 803 Excluded 200 100 690 1e-6 

13 812 Excluded 300 150 690 1e-6 

 
 

The selection of the model with horizontal range values of 100 and 50 km for the top of SedLower 

and top of Basement horizons from the other two anisotropic models was primarily based on the 

qualitative assessment of the results of the 2D empirical variogram analysis. The results for the 

recommended variogram range parameters for all 3 surfaces studied are summarised in Table 18.  

 

Table 18. Misfit statistics for observed and predicted Top of Basement observations along 
Line 302-02 for the interpreted variogram parameters. 

 
Horizon Mean Std Data for GA-302-02 H (355°) H (085°) V Nugget 

(top) (m) (m) (Included or Excluded) (km) (km) (km)  

SedMiddle -24 119 Excluded 300 300 690 1e-6 

SedLower -4 306 Excluded 100 50 690 1e-6 

Basement -28 813 Excluded 100 50 690 1e-6 

 
 

To investigate the impact of the values assigned to the nugget variogram parameters for the 

modelled series on the interpolated surfaces, we considered the outcome when the data along Line 

GA-302-02 were included in the model calculation. When using the default variogram parameters, 

the modelled surfaces still do not pass exactly through the observations because there is a default 

non-zero nugget or zero-offset uncertainty value of 1e-6 squared potential field modelling units. 

Note that the nugget value units are not m2 since cokriging of a potential function is used in the 
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GeoModeller software for modelling rather than direct kriging of the elevation values. The vertical 

misfit between observed contact points and modelled surfaces is quantified using the statistics 

given in Table 19. The mean misfit for the top of Basement horizon was approximately zero but 

there was a significant standard deviation value of 370 m that is indicative of the positive and 

negative vertical offsets obtained (Figure 43a). By using a smaller nugget value of 1e-9 squared 

potential field modelling units, we could force the modelled surface to pass more closely through 

the supplied observations, reducing the misfit standard deviation to 150 m (see row 2 of Table 19 

and Figure 43b). 

 

Table 19. Misfit statistics for observed and predicted top of Basement observations along 
line GA-302-02 when data for line GA-302-02 were included in the model calculation. (* 
The specified range values apply to the top of Basement and SedLower horizons. Horizontal 
range values of 300 km and 300 km applied to the top of SedMiddle horizon.) 

 
   Range Values *  

Mean Std Data for 302-02 H (355°) H (085°) V Nugget 

(m) (m) (Included or  Excluded) (km) (km) (km)  

2 370 Included 690 690 690 1e-6 

0 150 Included 690 690 690 1e-9 

 
 

Our tests with different nugget values when using the recommended variogram range parameters 

began with the default nugget value of 1e-6 squared potential field units (Figure 43c). The result 

was deemed to have a suitable degree of adherence to the observations, and hence the default 

nugget values were used in subsequent GeoModeller model calculations. There was no need to 

decrease this value to improve the fit to the supplied observations. This outcome provides 

secondary evidence that the use of the recommended variogram range values produces a more 

suitable, robust and stable interpolated model that conforms more easily to the supplied 

observations than is the case when less suitable interpolation conditions are specified. 
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Figure 43. Comparison of observed and modelled results along line GA-302-2 illustrating 
the different degrees of vertical misfit that are obtained as a function of the nugget and 
range variogram values. In this experiment, the observations from this line were included in 
the model calculations, in contrast to the results presented in Figure 42. (a) Default range 
and nugget values. (b) Reduced nugget values and default range values. (c) Interpreted 
range values and default nugget values. 

 
 
Discussion 

 

A geostatistical analysis of the interpreted top-of-horizon points supplied to the GeoModeller 

program as ‘observations’ was carried out. The pre-smoothed and regularly sub-sampled data were 

used for this analysis. The analysis was carried out prior to interpolation so that appropriate 

variogram range and orientation parameters could be interpreted and used for spatial interpolation 

in the GeoModeller 3D model calculations. 

 

The geostatistical analysis was carried out using GSLIB software (Deutsch and Journel, 1997; 

Deutsch and Schnetzler, 2009). A number of custom scripts written for MATLAB® software (The 

MathWorks, Inc., 2009) were used to manipulate the input and output data, to perform quantitative 

calculations on the output data, and to visualise the input and output data.  

 

A first order polynomial trend surface was fitted to the 3D points for each horizon prior to 

geostatistical analysis. The data used for the analysis were the residual elevation values obtained 

by subtracting the trend surface elevation value at each observation horizontal location from the 

interpreted elevation value. The range of the observations in a vertical direction was deemed to be 
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‘large’, and the default value of 690 km supplied by the GeoModeller program was accepted. The 

analysis then proceeded in the 2 horizontal dimensions. 

 

The top of Basement elevation values showed relatively high variability in the vertical direction 

that was modelled with a standard deviation of approximately 1.1 km. The variability displayed 

mostly short range (25 km) but also some second order longer range (100 km) horizontal 

character. A weak 2D anisotropy was present, with axes in north-northwest and east-northeast 

directions. Some evidence for en-echelon periodic basin repetition along a northeast-southwest 

alignment was present. Cognisant of the need to take sampling practicalities into account to 

produce robust and stable interpolation results, we deemed the minimum range value to be used in 

this GeoModeller project to be around 50 km, corresponding to the typical seismic line spacing. 

This decision would minimise the chance of having surfaces in important areas completely reliant 

on the data from a single seismic line. 

 

The top of SedLower elevation values showed moderate variability in the vertical direction with a 

standard deviation of approximately 0.5 km. Some short range (25 km) horizontal behaviour was 

noted, but most of the variability had a horizontal range of around 100 km. Evidence for weak 

anisotropy with north-northwest and east-northeast directions was again present.  

 

The top of SedMiddle elevation values showed relatively modest vertical variability with a 

standard deviation less than 0.15 km. A small amount of short range horizontal character was 

observed, but the majority of the variability had a horizontal range in excess of 200 km. There was 

very little evidence of horizontal anisotropy.  

 

The variograms in Figure 44 provide a visual summary of the various empirical and analytical 

variogram functions discussed in this analysis. It is not strictly valid to compare the empirical 

variogram values with the analytical functions used in GeoModeller since the empirical analysis 

was carried out for elevation values, whilst the GeoModeller software uses the analytical functions 

to interpolate potential field values. The range and orientation information in the two classes of 

information can be directly compared, but the sill and nugget values relate to different quantities 

and have different units. For the sake of comparison, sill values for the traces labelled 

“GeoModeller” were chosen to equal the sum of the various constituents in the relevant multi-

component model sill values (see Table 18). 

 

The multi-component models provide a good fit to the empirical variogram values. The horizontal 

components of the models recommended for use in the GeoModeller software do not provide quite 

the same degree of fit. This is a consequence of the compromises that were made for the 

restrictions currently in place on the variogram functions that can be used in the GeoModeller 
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software and for the distribution of the available data. The default variogram functions provide a 

very poor fit in all cases. These functions would produce surfaces with completely different spatial 

characteristics if used to interpolate at locations away from the input observations. 

 

(a) Top of SedMiddle 

(b) Top of SedLower 

 
(c) Top of Basement 

 

Figure 44. Observed (empirical) and model (analytical) variogram graphs for (a) top of 
SedMiddle, (b) top of SedLower, and (c) top of Basement horizons. The observed 
variograms are plotted using symbols. The multi-component models used to fit these 
observations are plotted with a thin dashed line. The default isotropic GeoModeller cubic 
model with 690 km range is shown with a thick dotted line. The horizontal components of 
the anisotropic cubic model recommended for use in the GeoModeller project instead of the 
default settings are plotted as solid and dot-dash lines. See Table 18 for the relevant 
parameters for the recommended models. The two horizontal components of the anisotropic 
model recommended for the Top of SedMiddle both happen to have a range of 300 km, 
whilst the range values in the 085 and 355 degree directions are 50 and 100 km respectively 
for the anisotropic models recommended for the Top of SedLower and Top of Basement.  
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Conclusions 

 

As expected for a relatively simple sedimentary column, decreasing vertical amplitudes and 

increasing horizontal wavelengths were observed in the elevation values of the younger units (i.e., 

the younger sedimentary units show less folding and faulting, tending towards blanket cover). The 

top of Basement and SedLower interfaces shared many characteristics. The default vertical range 

value of 690 km was accepted for all series. Final (isotropic) recommended horizontal range 

values for the top of SedMiddle horizon were 300 km to 355° and 300 km to 085°. Corresponding 

anisotropic horizontal range values of 100 km to 355° and 50 km to 085° were recommended for 

the top of SedLower and top of Basement horizons. It should be noted that (isotropic) range values 

of at least 300 km were recommended for modelling of the remaining series in the project (i.e., the 

tops of Mantle, SedUpper (or sea-floor), Water and Air units). The default nugget value of 1e-6 

squared potential field units was deemed suitable for use in all series. 

 

The geological features observed along line GA-302-02 and the spacing of seismic lines in the 

vicinity of this line were both considered typical of the region-of-interest. The misfit statistics 

presented in Table 18 thus provide an estimate of the interpolation accuracy for the 3 surfaces in 

this region. For example, we could say that our interpretation of the top of the SedMiddle horizon 

has been modelled at any typical horizontal location within the region-of-interest to a level of 

vertical accuracy having a standard deviation of approximately 100 m. Similarly, we would 

estimate that the interpretations of the top of SedLower and top of Basement horizons have been 

modelled at any typical horizontal location within the region-of-interest to a level of vertical 

accuracy having standard deviation values of approximately 300 m and 800 m, respectively. 

 

The outcomes from the analysis above have contributed substantially to our understanding of the 

spatial and structural character of the region and have helped to ensure that this knowledge was 

fully utilised in the construction of 3D surfaces with the 3D-GeoModeller software.  
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Appendix 9 – 3D-GeoModeller Version 1.3 Commands Quick Reference 
 

GeoModeller gravity and magnetic forward modelling and inversion batch environment commands (ManageLithoInversion). Published with 
permission of Intrepid Geophysics. 
 
Version: 1.3.1435    Date: 17 Feb 2010 
 
( The most recent version of this document can be located at: 
 
http://www.geomodeller.com/geo/documentation/english/GeoModeller_Forward_Modelling_Inversion_README.pdf ) 
 
 
All commands are prefaced by the name of the executable, ManageLithoInversion. The parent directory of the licensed GeoModeller 
installation must be on the path as well as the client subdirectory (For 32bit Windows) and the server subdirectory (For 64bit Windows). 
 

1. Case and Run Management 
 
NewCase (Create a new case from a GeoModeller project) 

syntax: <Project> NewCase <CaseDir> <ZCELLSIZE> <ElevationMIN_VOXET> <ElevationMAX_VOXET> <MEASURED_GRIDS_LIST> <ResultsDir> 
            

<Project> = the relative (or absolute) path and Project name for the source GeoModeller Project 
<CaseDir> = the relative (or absolute) path of the directory that will host the Case files 
ElevationMIN_VOXET=Elevation of the base of the bottom Voxels 
 Auto means go to bottom of project extent) 
. 
Centroid will be ZCELLSIZE/2 above this.ElevationMAX_VOXET= Elevation of the top of the top Voxel (Auto means go to top of project 
extent) 
MEASURED_GRIDS_LIST=<MEASURED_GRID_DESC(1)> ... <MEASURED_GRID_DESC(N)> 
 and MEASURED_GRID_DESC =  <GEOPHYSICS_TYPE> <MEAN_ELEVATION> <PRECISION> 
 

<MatchTrend> <MatchTrendDegree> <MatchTrendRate> <GEOPHYSICS_GRID> 
MatchTrend=<0 | 1> (To adjust the trend of the observed data to match the trend in the calculated data) 
MatchTrendDegree=<0 | 1 | 2 | 3> (Polynomial degree of the trend) 
MatchTrendRate=<rate> where rate=0 means do only once and rate>0 specifies the iteration interval between adjustments 
ResultsDir=<Existing output parent directory for CaseDir> 

 
 

http://www.geomodeller.com/geo/documentation/english/GeoModeller_Forward_Modelling_Inversion_README.pdf
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Z will range from ElevationMAX_VOXET-NZ*ZCELLSIZE (the bottom of the bottom voxel) to ElevationMAX_VOXET (the top of the top voxel) 
 Where NZ=Number of elevations in voxet such that 

ElevationMAX_VOXET-NZ*ZCELLSIZE >= ElevationMIN_VOXET and 
ElevationMAX_VOXET-(NZ+1)*ZCELLSIZE > ElevationMIN_VOXET 

 
NewForwardCase (Create a new case for use in Forward modelling)syntax: <Project> NewForwardCase <CaseDir> <eCELLSIZE> <nCELLSIZE> <zCELLSIZE> 

<EastMIN_VOXET> <EastMAX_VOXET> <NorthMIN_VOXET> <NorthMAX_VOXET> <ElevationMIN_VOXET> <ElevationMAX_VOXET> <MEAN_ELEVATION> 
<GEOPHYSICS_TYPE_LIST> <ResultsDir> 

 
The easting will range from EastMIN_VOXET (the western edge of the most western voxels) to EastMIN_VOXET+NEAST*eCELLSIZE (the eastern 
edge of the most eastern voxels) 

     Where NEAST=Number of voxels in the easting direction such that 
                  EastMIN_VOXET+(NEAST-1)*eCELLSIZE < EastMAX_VOXET and 
                  EastMIN_VOXET+NEAST*eCELLSIZE >= EastMAX_VOXET 
 

The northing will range from NorthMIN_VOXET (the southern edge of the most southern voxels) to NorthMIN_VOXET+NNORTH*nCELLSIZE (the 
northern edge of the most northern voxels) 

     Where NNORTH=Number of voxels in the northing direction such that 
                  NorthMIN_VOXET +(NNORTH-1)* nCELLSIZE < NorthMAX_VOXET and 
                  NorthMIN_VOXET + NNORTH * nCELLSIZE >= NorthMAX_VOXET 

 
 
CreateCaseFromVoxet (Create a new case from an external voxet for use in Temperature Forward modelling)  

syntax: CreateCaseFromVoxet <InputVoxet> <CaseXML> <GEOPHYSICS_TYPE> <Formation1> … <FormationN> 
 

Create a new case consisting of a GeoModeller project with extents corresponding to InputVoxet and a horizontal topographic 
surface at the top of the voxet. 
A set of formations are created so that the label “Formation1” will correspond to Index values of 1 in the voxet and the label 
“Formation2” will correspond to Index values of 2 in the voxet and so on. 
The new case is created with a dummy Observed grid with origins and cellsizes corresponding to that of the X,Y origins and 
cellsizes of the InputVoxet. 
This new case is intended for temperature forward modelling only.  See ForwardModelTemperatureForCreateCaseFromVoxet. 

 
CaseControl 

syntax: <CaseXML> CaseControl <ARGLIST> 
            

ARGLIST=SetLaw <Formation> <PROPERTY> <LAW> 
where LawChangeList = <LawChange1 ... LawChangeN> 
and LawChange = <Formation> <PROPERTY> <LAW> 

where <PROPERTY>=<Density | Susceptibility | Remanence | CommonalityVolume |  
Commonality | ShapeRatio | VolumeRatio | Movable | Index | ThermalConductivity | HeatProductionRate> 

 
eg. SetLaw F1 Density Normal(2.66,0.1,100) 
eg. SetLaw F1 Density "Normal(2.67,0.01,95) + Normal(3.67,0.01,5)" 
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eg. SetLaw F1 Remanence Normal(0.3,0.1,100,45,89) where the inclination is 45 and the declination is 89eg. SetLaw F1 Density 
“Normal(2.67,0.0001,100,XYZ, F1_Densities.vo,Density)” 
 where the field Density in the voxet F1_Densities.vo controls the mean of the distribution at every voxeleg. SetLaw F1 
Density “Normal(2.67,0.0001,100,XY, F1_Densities.ers)” 
 where the values in the ERMapper grid F1_Densities.ers provide 2D plan view control of the variable mean of the 
distribution.eg. SetLaw F1 CommonalityVolume LogNormal(0,5) 

where Commonality units are in percentages 
eg. SetLaw F1 Commonality Rayleigh(0.05) 
eg. SetLaw F1 Commonality Weibull(lambda,kappa) 

where lambda (>0) and kappa (>=0) define the PDF for the CommonalityMisfit function 
eg. SetLaw F1 Commonality Weibull(0.3,1.0) 
eg. SetLaw F1 Movable 1 (default 1)where Movable is either 0 (fixed) or 1 (movable) 

eg. SetLaw F1 Index 2 
 where Index (2) is the index used in the voxet to represent formation F1 
eg. SetLaw F1 PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
 where 1 means the vertical relationship between F1 and the n th formation is to be preserved 
 and the n th formation means the n th formation as determined by age (1 as the youngest) 

 
The formation given by the "row name" cannot be allowed to occur below any formation that has a 1 in the 

PreserveVerticalRelationship array. A "normal" pile ordering is achieved with ones in the upper triangle (assuming the assignments 
are given as a sequence from youngest to oldest). An “overturned” structure may be maintained with a 1 in the lower triangle. It 
is not possible to maintain BOTH normal and overturned relationships in the same project! A one in both (i,j) and (j,i) means the 
two formations cannot exist in the same column. 

 
Example for PreserveVerticalRelationship 
Tertiary_Volcanic_and_Sedimentary_Rocks and Laramide_Unconformity are definitely above the basement 
series (Eg Chilitos_Formation_Sulphides_A). The middle formations prefixed by Chilitos (Chilitos_...) 
are all above the bottom two (Triassic...) but can have any vertical relationship within their series. 
 
call %DoTask% %CaseXML% CaseControl SetLaw ^ 
 Tertiary_Volcanic_and_Sedimentary_Rocks PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) ^ 
 Laramide_Unconformity                   PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1) ^ 
 Chilitos_Formation_Sulphides_A          PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1) ^ 
 Chilitos_Formation_Mafic_Unit_B         PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1) ^ 
 Chilitos_Formation_Mafic_Unit_A         PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1) ^ 
 Chilitos_Formation                      PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1) ^ 
 Triassic_Jurassic_Unconformity          PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) ^ 

 Zacatecas_Formation                     PreserveVerticalRelationship (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
or SetUseTopo <0 | 1> (Also see SetAboveTopoDensityLaw CaseControl argument) (default 0)or IncludeBorderEffect <0 | 1> (default 
1)or SetReferenceDensity <value> (defaults to 2.67, density contrasts are derived from this parameter) 
or SetReferenceMagneticFieldMagnitude <value> (defaults to 50000) 
or SetReferenceMagneticFieldInclination <value> (defaults to 0.0) 
or SetReferenceMagneticFieldDeclination <value> (defaults to 0.0) 
or SetReferenceLithology <ReferenceLithologyVoxetPath> 

where <ReferenceLithologyVoxetPath> = path to the reference voxet with a field called Lithology 
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that has integers corresponding to the lithology pile.  The default if this is not set is 
the lithology model at the zero iteration of each separate Run. 

 
or SetAboveTopoDensityLaw <LAW> (default Normal(2.67,0,100)) 

 
NewRun 

syntax: <CaseXML> NewRun <RUN> <ARGLIST> 
 

<RUN> = an alpha-numeric string or ‘identifier’ that will uniquely identify this run 
ARGLIST=<Number Iterations> 

 
RunControl 

syntax: <CaseXML> RunControl <RUN> <ARGLIST> 
 

ARGLIST=Seed <Seed> 
or NumberOfIterations <Number Iterations> 
or DefineStructuralElement 
or SetHomogeneousMorphologicalFilter <StructuralElementName> 
or SetDilationOrErodeMorphologicalFilter <StructuralElementName> 

or LithologyInitialiseStyle <FromModel | FromVoxet <initialLithologyVoxetDesc>> (default FromModel)or 
DensityInitialiseStyle <FromLawRandom | FromLawMean | FromVoxet <initialDensityVoxetDesc> > (default FromLawMean)or 
SusceptibilityInitialiseStyle <FromLawRandom | FromLawMean | FromVoxet <initialSusceptibilityVoxetDesc> > (default FromLawMean)or 
RemanentMagnetisationInitialiseStyle <FromLawRandom | FromLawMean | FromVoxet <initialRemanenceVoxetDesc> > (default 
FromLawMean)or AllowHomogeneousFilter <0 | 1> (default 1)or HomogeneousFilterRate <rate> (defauilt 1000)or 
AllowDilationOrErosionFilter <0 | 1> (default 1)or DilationOrErosionFilterRate <rate> (default 5000)or 
ProbabilityOfPropertyChangeOnly <0-100> (default 50)or PreserveTopology <0 | 1> (default 0)or PriorOnly <0 | 1> (default 0)or 
AllowGeophysicalTests <1 | 0> (default 1)NB. This is identical with, and will replace, “PriorOnly <0 | 1>”. 
i.e. PriorOnly 0 is equivalent to AllowGeophysicalTests 1.or SetOutputMisfits <0 | 1> (default 0)or SetOutputCommonality <0 | 1> 
(default 0)or AllowPropertyChangeOnFixedCell <0 | 1> (default 1) 
or AllowNeighbourPropertyDifferentCheck <0 | 1> (default 1) 
or SetLargeMisfitRMSThresholdFactor <value> (ignored if DualTemperatureMode set to 1)or SetLargeMisfitTemperature <value> (ignored 
if DualTemperatureMode set to 1)  
or AllowPreserveVerticalRelationshipTest <0 | 1> (default 0)or AllowCommonalityVolumeTest <0 | 1> (default 0)or 
AllowCommonalityTest <0 | 1> (default 0)or SetCommonalityTestWeights <none| LocalAbundance | LocalCommonality | GlobalCommonality> 
(default none)or SetCommonalityVolumeTestWeights <none | LocalAbundance> (default none)or SetVolumeRatioTestWeights <none | 
LocalAbundance> (default none)or SetShapeRatioTestWeights <none | LocalAbundance>  (default none)or 
AllowVolumeRatioTest <0 | 1> (default 0)or AllowShapeRatioTest <0 | 1> (default 0)or IncludeAboveTopoFacesInShapeRatio <0 | 1> 
(default 0)or IncludeOutsideFacesInShapeRatio <0 | 1> (default 0)or SetOutputTrendGrids <0 | 1> (NB. Written to a subdirectory of 
<CaseDir> call TrendGrids_<Run>) (default 1)or SetDualTemperatureMode <0 | 1> [mode1TemperatureFactor mode1Duration 
mode2TemperatureFactor mode2Duration] (default 0 [1, 99900, 1000000, 100]) 

 
         and 
 the “[]” notation indicates optional arguments.  
 

initialLithologyVoxetDesc = <initialLithologyVoxetPath> [<LithologyVoxetField>] 
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initialDensityVoxetDesc = <initialDensityVoxetPath> [<DensityVoxetField>] 
initialSusceptibilityDesc = <initialSusceptibilityVoxetPath> [<SusceptibilityVoxetField>] 
initialRemanenceDesc = <initialRemanenceVoxetPath>> [<RemanenceEastVoxetField> <RemanenceNorthVoxetField> 
<RemanenceDownVoxetField>] 

 
         and 
 

initialLithologyVoxetPath=path to voxet with a field called <LithologyVoxetField> that has integers corresponding to the lithology 
pile.  The default LithologyVoxetField is “Lithology” 
initialDensityVoxetPath=path to voxet with a field called <DensityVoxetField> containing density CONTRASTS. The default 
DensityVoxetField is Density 
initialSusceptibilityVoxetPath=path to voxet with a field called <SusceptibilityVoxetField> containing susceptibility. The default 
SusceptibilityVoxetField is Susceptibility 
initialRemanenceVoxetPath=path to voxet with fields called <RemanenceEastVoxetField>, <RemanenceNorthVoxetField>,  

<RemanenceDownVoxetField> containing the components of the remanent magnetic field. 
 The defaults are RemanenceEast, RemanenceNorth, and RemanenceDown respectively 
 

Note that the order of acceptance tests is geology first and geophysics second. 
Within geology tests the order is: 
1. PreserveVerticalRelationship 
2. Commonality 
3. CommonalityVolume 
4. VolumeRatio 
5. ShapeRatio 

 
Within geophysics tests the order is the order in which they appear in the NewCase command 

 
SetFixedCells 

syntax: <CaseXML> SetFixedCells <RUN> <ARGLIST> 
 

ARGLIST=FORMATIONS <FORMATIONLIST> 
or XYZ <XYZFILE> 
or SURFACE 
or OBSERVED 
or CLEAR 
or OBSERVED_PROVENANCE <PROVENANCE_LABEL_LIST> 
or BOX <xmin> <xmax> <ymin> <ymax> <zmin> <zmax> <setInternal> 
where setInternal=<0 | 1> and a value of 1 means set voxels inside or on the boundary of the box to fixed and 0 means set 
the points external to fixed. 

 
 

If SetFixedCells is never called, the default is to set all the cells of the layer at the highest elevation to fixed.  When the first 
call of SetFixedCells is made, this program default is cleared (i.e. equivalent to a call of SetFixedCells CLEAR) and a voxet named 
<Case>_<Run>_modifiable.vo is established with all values of the “Modifiable” property initialised with 1.  All subsequent 
SetFixedCells calls are additive. 
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Running Computation 
=========================== 
 
Run 

syntax: <CaseXML> Run <RUN> 
 
ForwardModelFromCase 

syntax: <CaseXML> ForwardModelFromCase <OUTPUT_PREFIX> 
 
ForwardModelFromProject 

syntax: <Project> ForwardModelFromProject <eCELLSIZE> <nCELLSIZE> <zCELLSIZE> <EastMIN_VOXET> <EastMAX_VOXET> <NorthMIN_VOXET> 
<NorthMAX_VOXET> <ElevationMIN_VOXET> <ElevationMAX_VOXET> <MEAN_ELEVATION> <IGRF> <IncludeBorderEffect> <GEOPHYSICS_TYPE_LIST> 
<OUTPUT_PREFIX> 

or:  <Project> ForwardModelFromProject <eCELLSIZE> <nCELLSIZE> <zCELLSIZE> <EastMIN_VOXET> <EastMAX_VOXET> <NorthMIN_VOXET> 
<NorthMAX_VOXET> <ElevationMIN_VOXET> <ElevationMAX_VOXET> <MEAN_ELEVATION> <TEMPERATURECONTROL> Temperature <OUTPUT_PREFIX> 

  
 

The easting will range from EastMIN_VOXET (the western edge of the most western voxels) to EastMIN_VOXET+NEAST*eCELLSIZE (the eastern 
edge of the most eastern voxels) 

     Where NEAST=Number of voxels in the easting direction such that 
                  EastMIN_VOXET+(NEAST-1)*eCELLSIZE < EastMAX_VOXET and 
                  EastMIN_VOXET+NEAST*eCELLSIZE >= EastMAX_VOXET 

 
The northing will range from NorthMIN_VOXET (the southern edge of the most southern voxels) to NorthMIN_VOXET+NNORTH*nCELLSIZE (the 
northern edge of the most northern voxels) 

     Where NNORTH=Number of voxels in the northing direction such that 
                  NorthMIN_VOXET +(NNORTH-1)* nCELLSIZE < NorthMAX_VOXET and 
                  NorthMIN_VOXET + NNORTH * nCELLSIZE >= NorthMAX_VOXET 

 
 

Where IGRF=<ReferenceMagneticFieldMagnitude> <ReferenceMagneticFieldInclination> <ReferenceMagneticFieldDeclination> 
in units of nT,decimal degrees, decimal degrees 
Where TEMPERATURECONTROL=<MeanSurfaceTemperature> <Base_Boundary_Style> <Base_Boundary_Value> <Max_Residual_Temperature> 
See ForwardModelTemperatureCreateCaseFromVoxet below for details on TEMPERATURECONTROL 

 
 
 
ForwardModelFromVoxet 

syntax: ForwardModelFromVoxet <INPUT_VOXET> [<FIELDS>]  <MEAN_ELEVATION> <IGRF> <IncludeBorderEffect> <ReferenceDensity> 
<GEOPHYSICS_TYPE_LIST> <OUTPUT_PREFIX> 

 
where “[]” denotes optional argumentsand 
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<Fields> is a list of field names to use 
Example FIELDS(Density=3MOD) uses the field 3MOD in the voxet for the Density 

 
ForwardModelTemperatureForCreateCaseFromVoxetsyntax: <CaseXML> ForwardModelTemperatureForCreateCaseFromVoxet <ImportedVoxet>  [<FIELDS>] 

<Mean_Surface_Temperature> <Base_Boundary_Style> <base_boundary_value> <max_residual_temperature> <max_iterations> <OUTPUT_PREFIX> 
 

Forward calculation of temperature from a case created using CreateCaseFromVoxet on <ImportedVoxet> 
 
where “[]” denotes optional arguments 

 
and <Fields> is a list of field names to use 
 Example FIELDS(Density=3MOD) uses the field 3MOD in the voxet for the Density 

 
and 

Mean_Surface_Temperature = is the temperature to set at the surface as a boundary condition 
Base_Boundary_Style   = 0 if the base boundary condition is a temperature 

= 1 if the base boundary condition is a heat flow 
Base_Boundary_Value  = Basal boundary condition (either a temperature ( C ) or a heatflow (w/m^2) ) 
Max_Residual_Temperature = Convergence criteria – if the biggest temperature change during an iteration is less that 

this 
        then we can stop 
Max_Iterations   = The maximum number of iterations to perform 
OUTPUT_PREFIX   = The output directory for the results of the forward computation 

 
 
 
 

Post Run Reporting 

 
 
RunState 

syntax: <CaseXML> RunState <RUN> <Iteration> <Existing Output Directory> 
 

The output voxet will be <Existing Output Directory>\<CASE>_<RUN>_<Iteration>.vo 
 

Post Run Reporting (Multi Run Interval) 
 
MakeSummaryStats 

syntax: <CaseXML> MakeSummaryStats <RunIntervalList> <Existing Output Directory> 
 

RunIntervalList=<RunIntervalList(1)> ... <RunIntervalList(N)> 
and RunInterval=<RUN> <StartIteration> <EndIteration> 
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MakeSuperSummaryStats 

syntax: <CaseXML> MakeSuperSummaryStats <RunIntervalList> <Threshold> <Existing Output Directory> 
 

RunIntervalList=<RunIntervalList(1)> ... <RunIntervalList(N)> 
and RunInterval=<RUN> <StartIteration> <EndIteration> 
<Threshold> is the percentage value to use for the MostProbableThresholded output 
where only those voxels for which the MostProbable formation had a probability greater than <Threshold> are retained 

 
MakeEvolutionMovie 

syntax: <CaseXML> MakeEvolutionMovie <RunIntervalList> <MovieControl> <incrIteration> <ColourStyle> <ScaleOption> <EvolutionField> <Section> 
<Existing Output Directory> 

 
MovieControl=<MaxCols> <MaxRows> <VerticalExaggeration> <FramesPerSecond> <QualityPercentage> 
ScaleOption=<LogOrLinear> <minClip> <maxClip> 
 
Where 
  LogOrLinear=0 for Linear and 1 for Log 
  MinClip=minimum value or use minClip=Auto to have the software automatically calculate this 
  MaxClip=maximum value or use maxClip=Auto to have the software automatically calculate this 
           EvolutionField=<Lithology | Density | Susceptibility | RemanenceEast | RemanenceNorth | RemanenceDown> 
           ColourStyle = <LithologyColours | Colours | Greyscale> 
 
AboveTopo cells are shown in red if the ColourStyle is Greyscale and  
in black if the ColourStyle is LithologyColours or Colours. 

 

Run Reporting (Multi Voxet) 
 
MakeHistogram 

syntax: <CaseXML> MakeHistogram <InputVoxet> <InputLithologyField> <InputPropertyField> <NumberOfBins> <ScaleOption> <Output Report> 
 

Information on the requested property distributions is read from the definitions in the specified Case. 
            
 

Reporting (DerivedVoxet processing) 

 
MakeSectionImage 

syntax: <CaseXML> MakeSectionImage GetField(<DerivedVoxet>,<FieldWithinDerivedVoxet>) <Section> <MaxCols> <MaxRows> <VerticalExaggeration> 
<QualityPercentage> <ColourStyle> <ScaleOption> <OUTPUT_PREFIX> 

 
GetField(<DerivedVoxet>,<FieldWithinDerivedVoxet>) extracts data for a specified Field from a specified Voxet. 
There must be no spaces within the braces. 
<DerivedVoxet> is any voxet which is derived from the GeoModeller Project 
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<FieldWithinDerivedVoxet>) is a Keyword as used in the voxet header file 
such as Lithology, MostProbable, MostProbableThresholded, MeanDensity, StdDevDensity, Probablity0, Probablity1, etc. 
<Section> is the name of an existing Section in the GeoModeller Project 

 
MakeAllSectionImagessyntax: <CaseXML> MakeAllSectionImages GetField(<DerivedVoxet>,<FieldWithinDerivedVoxet>) <MaxCols> <MaxRows> 

<VerticalExaggeration> <QualityPercentage> <ColourStyle> <ScaleOption> <OUTPUT_PREFIX> 
 

Runs MakeSectionImage for all Sections in the project 
 
GetField(<DerivedVoxet>,<FieldWithinDerivedVoxet>) extracts data for a specified Field from a specified Voxet. 
There must be no spaces within the braces. 
<DerivedVoxet> is any voxet which is derived from the GeoModeller Project 
<FieldWithinDerivedVoxet>) is a Keyword as used in the voxet header file such as Lithology, MostProbable, MostProbableThresholded, 
MeanDensity, StdDevDensity, Probablity0, Probablity1, etc. 
 

 
 
MakeDerivedVoxet 

syntax: <CaseXML> MakeDerivedVoxet <RUN> <DerivedVoxet> <Output Voxet> 
 
MakeSectionMovie 

syntax: <CaseXML> MakeSectionMovie <SweepLineCoordinates> <MovieControl> <NoFramesAlongSweep> <MAX_SECTION_WIDTH> <DerivedVoxet> 
<ColourStyle> <ScaleOption> <Output AVI> 

 
LINE_COORDS=<EastingForCentreLineStart> <NorthingForCentreLineStart> <EastingForCentreLineEnd> <NorthingForCentreLineEnd> 
MAX_SECTION_WIDTH=the maximum horizontal length of section, limited by the extent of the project/inversion model 

 
Sections entirely outside the project extent are omitted from the movie. 
 

 

Utilities (voxetutil.exe) 
 
All commands are prefaced by the name of the executable, voxetutil. The parent directory of the licensed GeoModeller 
Installation must be on the path as well as the client subdirectory (For 32bit Windows) and the server subdirectory (For 64bit Windows) 
 
MakeSurfaceShells (From Single Voxet) 

syntax: MakeSurfaceShells <Input Voxet> <Input Field> <OPERATOR> <ISO VALUE> <OUTPUT_PREFIX> 
 

OPERATOR is one of EQ, LE, or GE) 
 
MakeMovie (From a list of JPG image files) 

syntax: MakeMovie <FramesPerSecond> <MaxCols> <MaxRows> <Input jpg List> <Output MPG> 
 
DumpVoxet (From Single Voxet) 

syntax: DumpVoxet <Input Voxet> <Output CSV> 
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CreateDepthFunctionsyntax: <CaseXML> CreateDepthFunction F(d1,v1,…,di,v2i,…) <Output Voxet> <Output Field> 

 
Where (di,vi) are the points of a spline used to calculate the value of the function at depth. The di represents the depth of the ith 
point and vi represents the value (eg. Density) at the ith point.  The depth is measured relative to the topographic surface. 
 

Horizons 
syntax: Horizons <Input SuperSummaryStatsVoxet> <OutputVoxet> <Threshold> 
 

Where OutputVoxet will contain for each formation the probability that any given cell is the top of that formation. 
Treating each column in the OutputVoxet as a probability distribution for each formation a csv file is created that gives the upper 
and lower depths for the nominated <Threshold> (defaults to 90). 
That is, the depths for which the cumulative probability is (100-<Threshold>)/2 and (100-((100-<Threshold>)/2). 
The names of the csv files will be of the form Prob_<Formation>_bounds.csv 

 
 

Extra syntax definitions 
 
 
DerivedVoxet=MostProbableField(<SummaryStats Voxet Prefix>,<Field>,<Threshold>) 
                which means: Create a voxet where each cell is assigned as follows: 
                             1. Look at the set of voxets beginning with the string with <SummaryStats Voxet Prefix> 
                             2. Pick the one with the highest probability >= Threshold 
                             3. Lookup the value of <Field> for that voxet at that cell 
                             4. This becomes the value of the new voxet at that cell 
          or WeightedField(<SummaryStats Voxet Prefix>,<Field>) 
                which means: Create a voxet where each cell is assigned as follows: 
                             1. Look at the set of voxets beginning with the string with <SummaryStats Voxet Prefix> 
                             2. Calculate a weighted average of <Field> based on the probablity 
                             3. This becomes the value of the new voxet at that cell 
          or MostProbableLithology(<SummaryStats Voxet>,<Threshold>) 
                which means: Create a voxet where each cell is assigned as follows: 
                             1. Look at the set of voxets beginning with the string with <SummaryStats Voxet Prefix> 
                             2. Pick the one with the highest probability >= Threshold 
                             3. The lithology index of this picked one becomes the value of the new voxet at that cell 
          or GetField(<Input Voxet>,<Field>) 
                which means: Create a voxet where each cell is assigned as follows: 
                             1. Retrieve the value of <Field> for the <Input Voxet> at that cell 
                             2. This becomes the value of the new voxet at that cell 
Threshold=Threshold probability as a percentage 
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